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(C)
a.

Section 1. Operation.:

Significant Activities.

General.

(1)

!ISSIOC.

(a)

To exercise carinand and control of subordinate detachments.

(b)

To advise and assist the YIS? and support the CIDG Program.

(c)

To act as Sector/Subsector advisors as directed by CCFUSHACV.

(d)

To provide intelligence to CCWSMACV.

The missions assigned to the 5th SFGA are as follows:

(a) To conduct special operations.
(f)

To conduct the MACV Reeondo School.
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(2) Oranizational Structure. See organizational chart at Inclosure 1, troop disposition lists at iriclosurs 3, and CTZ maps at Inrlosure h.
(3)

Comnariders and Key Personnel. See list at Incicaure 2.

(4) Situation at the Beginning of the Repoetir- Period. At the
end of the last quarter, enemy activity had droppd f considerably.
Aggressive friendly operations coupled with wide-ranging airstrikes seem
to have checked a long heralded 'inter-Spring Offensive." In I CTZ large
enemy units had once again renewed the threat to the DMZ and QUANG-TRI
Province. Intelligence sources in II CTZ reported large enemy buildups
west of KONTUM near Camp BEN HIT (A-244). SAIGON still remained the
Communist's main target but Allied forces were organized in depth and any
major enemy troop movement toward the city was almost certain to be discovered.
Border camps, such as BEN SOI (VNSF A-136) and KATUM (A-322), were subject to
constant attacks by fire. In the Delta the 4th Mobile Strike Force Command
was still bogged down in the NUI COTO mountain area. Several attacks on TUK
CHUP Knoll, the main enemy redoubt, had not been successful. Throurhout IV
Corps, however. an increasing Chieu Hoi rate indicated that local VC forces

were having considerable difficulty holding their units togetLhr. There were
intelligence reports that NVA units were being introduced Into the Delta.
Throughout Vietnam the enemy seemed to be preparing for a major offensive.
If for no other reason than commemoration of last year's TIT Offensive the
Communists probably felt forced to launch another this year, either du-ing
the Holidays or immediately thereafter. Yet this very expectation insured
that ARVN as well as other Allied units would be ready to counter any enemy
attack.
65) Operations. The statistical data on operations conducted during this
quarter are shown at Inclosure 5. The TET holidays passed uneventfully, but
inimed:ately thereafter on the night of 22-23 February attacks-by-fire were
launched across the country against Allied bases and outposts as well as
Vietnamese cities. Yet i-ery few of these were followed uppby ground attaeks.
Nowr rc was thre the scicidal fanaticism of last year's TIT battles. The
enemy's parpose was to gain tne greatest publicity, especially in the United
States, at a minimum cost in men and equipment. But this very strategy may
Lndicate a weakening in both the enemy's resources as well as their morale.
The so-called "Winter-Spring" offensive would sputter on and off throuphout the
next two months. The most threatened camp in T CTZ was TIEN PHUOC (A-102) where
the enemy overran one outpost and attempted to besiege the camp itself. Mobile
Strike Force units assisted by AMRICAL Division elements conducted operations
in the camp's TAOR and relievec enemy pressure. Throughout late February in TT
CTZ Camps BEN BUT (A-244) and bUC CO (A-253) received attacks-by-fire and the
enemy appeared to be massing for drives against PLIKU and KONTUM Cities. These
neier materialized. On 3 March the Communists, for the first time in IT CTZ,
2
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employed tanks in an unsuccessful attack against BIN HMT. A minefield,
planted by camp forces, blew up two of the PT-76 tanks and the rest retreated. In III CTZ the enemy as part of the offensive assaulted the
810 HOA-LOIG BINH complex but they were fairly easily repulsed. Camps
B X SOT, KATUM, and DUC HUI (A:.325) were harassed continuously by hostile
rocket and mortar barrages. The most significant CIDO battle in III TZ
occarred in War Zone D where the 3rd )MFC Operation CINTURIAN VI made
contact with elements of the 275th VC t-egiment. 5th VC Division. Over
300 enemy were killed in the engagement. in IV CTZ the 4th and 5th Mobile
Strike Forces., teaming up in a brilliant month-long battle, routed ie
Communists fror TUK CHUP Knoll and drove them out of the NIh COTO . ,Antain
area.
(6) Situation at the End of the Period. The Znemy's "Winter-Spring" Offensive, which had consisted almost exclusively of stand-off attacks-by-fire, died
out about the middle of April. A new offensive was rumored in intelligence
reports, supposedly to begin in late May or early June. In I CTZ major enemy
units had withdrawn to base areas in order to resupply and retrain. The Comwmunists were expected to increase their rocket and mortar attacks and even launch
limited ground probes in an effort to draw attention away from their rice-pathering
activities. M HI T (A-244) remained the most threatened camp in 1I CTZ since
a significant number of enemy units were still concentrated in or near its TAOR.
Any friendly operations in that area could expect to encounter heavy NVA opposition.
In III CTZ hostile pressure continued against Camps BIN SO (VNSF A-136) and
KATUM (A-322). Allied operations and massive air strikes seemed to have thwarte'
any Comunist plans for larger-scale ground assaults toward SAIGON. The problem
in IT CTZ was what to do with the NUT COTO area now that it had been taken. The
danger was chat half-hearted pacification and ff/F operations would allow the
enemy to seep back in. line months of bloody fighting by two Mobile Strike Force
Commands would then have been in vain. There were also intelligence reports that a
regular XWA division was moving down along the IV Corps border with Cambodia for
possible infiltration into the Delta. While this might mean a step-up in the
fighting tempe it would also signify that local VC efforts were failing and
needed an infusion of fresh outside forces. Country-wide Comnunist efforts were
characterized by indecision and uncertainty. This could be the result of the
Paris Peace Talks or successful AVI and other Allied operations or a combination
of both factors. Xnemy strategy will probably seek to inflict maximum casualties,
especially on American troops, at a minimum cost. This will gain much publicity
while preserving enemy strength for the post-war struggle in the Republic of Vietnam.
(7)

Changes in Organization.

(a) Camps CUNG SCS (A-221), HA TAY (A-227), and TAN RAI (A-232), all TI
CZ camps, were converted to the RF status on 31 March 1969.
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(A-222), BUGN BLOCll kA-, 3,). and V Til "'AHANI!
(b)
Camps DONG TRi
(A- 120), the latt.!r a VNSF camp 1 arei uiinderjoin tht; conversion cycle at
thi9 time and are scheduled to convert to RH or. 3) Jne 1969.
(c)
Tilfctiv, 25 April the four interi'tr camps -n TV CTZ, MY T'A
(A-L4 3), KY Dlr.N IT (A L1i6), MYfPHUJOr TAY (A ).I!)
K2P.1 Q11AN IT
(A -11)
cuaae under th u.rouct control of .-xpany
D. ?t.,.r
v
Ly CAm MY
DA was under Detachment B-43 at CAO LANH vhile thq other thteu were
contr-lled by Detachment B,-41 at MOC HOA.
of VIPs who visited this headquarters dlr--ng the reporting
A list
(8)
period is found at Inclosure 6.
(9)

Inclosure 7 contains the General Order for the award -1 the

Congressional Medal of Honor on 17 Anrll to SFC X? Fred W. ,abitoskyo
(.0) The February, March , and April 1969 issues of the Green Beret
Magazine are attached as Inclosure 8.
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Intelligence.

(1) I Corms Tactical Zone.
(a)
In early February the total enemy strength was approxipately
105,000 personnel of whom 38,000 were cembat troops. Contacts and enemy
activity remained eenerally light as the enemy suffered the loss of many
ef their major cashes. The enemy sustained heavy losses when they attempted to initiate a series of coordinated attacks following the TET Holidays. At the end of April the enemy was estimated to have approximately
85,000 personnel of whom 32,000 were combat troops. These lesses were
attributed to agressive friendly sweep operations and the loss of large
medical and foe caches resulting in a large number of desertions and
deaths due te insufficient food and medical attention. Throughout this
peried enemy forces operated with two confirmed WVA divisions 17 to 19
independent regiments, and approximately 75 to 80 maneuver battalions.
(b) During the first
half of February enemy activity within Special
Ferces TAOR's remained at a low level.
Enemy activity was characterized
by infiltration of personnel and equipment while units retrained ar refitted fer planned offensive activities. There were numerous agent reports
indicating Infiltration through the MZ of multi-battalion and regimental
iels enemy units, whioh were probably the 27th and 246th NVA Regiments.
Sporadic greund contacts with squad and platoen-size enemy forces were
eobserved during the TIT Holidays.
On 22 February the enemy launched widepread attacks-by-fire and ground preboe against pepnlation centers and
ilitary installations including MA LOC(A-l01), HA THAS(A-04), and

T=r PHUOC was the most threatened camp with both the
IU PHUOC(A-lO2).
camp and its outposts receiving attacks-by-fire and ground probes. During
this siege the camp received 260 rounds of mixed hortar and rocket fire
while an additional 250 te 300 reuids impacted outside the camps perimeter.
Camp operations from T3N PHUOC net stubborn resistance from fortified
positions occupied by VC local Toe =ite supported by elements of the
31st EVA Regiment, 2nd IVA Division, and the 78th VC Local Force Artillery
Battalion. Marine Operation DE1Y CANYCE severely limited the enemy's
capability to sustain offensive activities in A SHAU Valley. Hostile
activity during the first week of March increased sharply as the enemy
launched widespread, ceerdinated attaoks-by-fire against population centers, province and district touns, military installations and outposts
tbreughkut I CTZ. Intelligence reports fre KAI LOC continued to indicate the enemy was infiltrating men and material through the northern portion of the TAOR. A Special Forces agent report stated unidentified NVA
units of ulti-battalion-size were located on the plateau southeast of
TWUXG DUC. The 21st Regiment of the 2nd NVA Division had been carried in
this area since the October attack on the camp. The threat to TIE WU0C
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appeared to have been relieved by reinforcaments of the camp Mobile Strike
Force and AX&R1CAL Division elements. A total of 653 UVA/tC were confirmed
killed by all sources. During the first weeks of March usually reliable
Pources had Andicated significant enemy buildups along the eastern fr~nge
of the HA T1i1AUH MIWH LCXG(A-108) and BA TO(A-l06) TAOR's. There were
indications that these forces were moving in order to attack QUANT NGI1
City and DUC PHO. Althaugh these attacks never materialized , the movement
of the 3rd EVA Division posed a serious threat to CIDO camps in QUANG NGAI
Province. Interrogation of the executive officer of *he l, st EVA Regiment
revaled that an enemy armored personnel carrier regimun, equipped with
Soviet BTR-50 armored iersonnel carriers and an artillery regiment equipped
with Soviet 122u field artillery pieces were located 35 kilometers west
of THU1JG DUC.
Because of the enemy's capability of armor and artillory

in the KZ SANH area and the A SHAU Valley, it is possible that the enemy
has this capability in the western regions of QUNG VAN Province.
Interrogation of a POW captured 12 kilometers northe ost of HAT LOC revealed he
was a member of a transportation battalion subordinate to the 325C EVA
Divisier. The unit had infiltrated through the DMZ early this year and was
to orepare a base camp ror further elements of the 3?5C Division which
,.ere then '.ocated just north of the DM. It is believed elements of the
3 5C

.j.L.

sion were respunsible for the sharp increase in attacks-by-fire

against friendly installations during mid-March in QUANG TRI Province. A
-5 March camp operation from MA LOC discovered segments of a Russian manufactured SA-2 surface-to-air guided missile seven kilometers southwest nf
the camp. Friendly sweep operations continued to discover vast caches
Russian and CHICOM manufactured equi~ment in western QUANG TRI Province and
the northern portion of the A S1AU Valley. During April enemy activity dropped
to an all time lew level within Special Forces TAOR's as the enemy's 1'ost-TIT
Offensive was believe4 to have ended in I CTZ. All enemy units returned to
safe are&s in order to retrain and refit for renewed offensive activities.

The date of this new offensive has often been mentioned as HO CH! MIH's
birthday or, May 19. Throughout the reporting poried the enemy continued
improving his lines of communication. The enemy began construction of
HAYNS Road which runs from Laos through southwestern QUA-G NAM Province
and, if the previous speed of conbtruction continues, will reech KW PUC
at the end of May. Route 548 through A SHAU Valley continued to be well
used and maintained, probably by elements of the 83rd WVA Engineer and 9th
IVA Infantry Regiments. Due to the loes of major cache sites throurghout I
CTZ enemy morale fell to a low level although cadre continued to promise
their troops a major victory and American de-escalation ol the war.

() The rumored use of new weapons and equipment was not confirmed
in I CTZ although reports indicated the enemy intends to introduce several
weapons. The continued accuracy 8f the RPG-2 and RPO-7 against friendly
installations in the CUI VIET River Valley indicates the possibility of an
6
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infrared capability. There have been recent reports of the enemy along
the CUA VIT River possessing an 81m shoulder-held recoilless rifle.
It is possible this weapon is the equivalent of the Soviet Rrs-iu. The
field artillery nieces dnring Operation ThjW.Y
capture of 12 Soviet 12 2 aumm
CANYON emphasized the cnemy's attempt to increase their artillery cnnahbility
During the reporting period the enemy substantinlly decreased
in I CTZ.
their use of artillery fire from within the DMZ against friendly installations.
Reports of helicopters and "airborne lights" continued to he reue'ved along
the DXZ. Readouts of aerial photography continue to identify Soviet tanks,
scout cars, and armored nersonnel carriers in Laos and North Vietnam. The
Soviet PT-76 Light Aphibious Tank has not been confirmed in I CTZ sine( LANG
VII Special Forces Camp was attackod and overrun in Februar 1968. The use ni
armor in future enemy attacks, hav3ver, cannot be overlooked,
(d) At the end of the reporting period major enemy units hrd withdrawn
to base areas and were conducting resupply and retraining activities. Even
though major enemy forces are not in attack positions the enemy is still
capable of rapidly deploying his forces in an offensive posture and conducting widespread attacks-by-fire and ground attacks against friendly fire
support bases, eutpests, district towns and population centers, MAI LOC
and other friendly installations in QUAND TRI Province are vulnerpble to
attack by the 27tht 246th and 270th IVA Regiments and the 31st Group. These
forces could be reinforced by enemy units north of the DMZ including the
308th, 120th and 325C IVA Divisions. In QUAS'0 N,.M Province the enemy is
WiPable of attacking THUM DUC and W(RG SC(A-105) with the 31st and 141st
Regiments and the 1st VC and 21st EVA Regiments 2nd IVA Division. These
forces can be supported by the 368B IVA Artillery Regiment and elements of
JUOC and ether outposts in QUANO
the 68B IVA Artillery Regiment. TI1
T33 province are vulnerable to attack by the 31st Regiment of the 2nd EVA
Division. supported by 5 VC battalions. CIDO camp and friendly installations
in QUAJO IQAI Prevince are subject to attack by elements of the 3rd EVA
Division, the 38th, 48th, and 81st Local Force VC Battalions , and the 40lst
Sapper Regiment. Friendly forces in I CTZ can expect an increase in attacksby-fire and ground probes during early May as the enemy attempts to draw attention away from their rice gathering activities. Major enemy offensive
activity in the northern three provinces will be limited due to aggressive
friendly operations which have captured nmerous enemy caches and have
hampered enemy infiltration into South Vietnam from Laos.
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(e) 403d SOD Activities. Personnel of the 403d completed their
operations building a-id are currently presenting daily briefings to the
CO and S-2 Officer of Company C. On 5 February 403d SOD personnel, as
representatives of Company C, presented a formal briefing to the III MAF
ground re-on1aissance enference. The following areas were discussed
during the briefingi the responsibility to report wire sightings immediately and accurately, the channels for reporting these and requesting
assistance in wire tap operations, and the different types of equlpment
usually deployed on wire tap operations.
Recently the unit received additional wire tap equipment and is now capable of supporting several concurrent
operations. A briefing on wire tap operations to include enemy landline communications, types of wire tap equipment9 and methods of deployment has been
prepared for Special Forces personnel.
(Company C)
(f) District Intelligence and Operation Coordinating Centers (DIOCC).
DIOCCs have been established in or adjacent to all Special Forces A detachments in the I CTZ. The mission of the DIOCC coordinator who is subordinate
to the Distrir-t Senior Advisor., is to coordinate intelligence activities at
the district level. He is primarily concerned with identifying and neutralizing Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI) in his area of operations. Aq a result
,.itne close professional association between Special Forces intellipence
sergeants and these coordinators information concerning enemy units and VCI
ta furnished on a timely basis. Recently an intelligence collection agent
employed by TRA B3OK District gathered information concerning a meeting of a
large number of VC in that area. This information was initially reported to
the GVV District Chief, then passed to the DIOCC coordirator who in turn notif ied the intelligence sergeant at Detachment A-lO7. Based on this the Detachment Commander coordinated an operation with the commander of an Americal
artillery unit in the arva. M&I fire was placed on the meeting site. No
body count was obtained from this, however, a large secondary explosion was
(Company C)
observed.
(2) II Corps Tactical Zone.
(a)

In early February the estimated ener- strength in II CTZ was 60,

000 personnel of whom 36,000 were combat troops. Enemy activity continued
at a dight level for the first three weeks but rose sharply in the final
week of February due to the enemy's initiation of the Winter-Spring Offensive. During this offensive the enemy suffered moderate losses due to
friendly operations. At the end of April the estimated enemy strength in
II CTZ was 54,000 of whom 34,500 were combat troop@. Though the enemy suffered moderate losses they began to replace these 1-y infiltrating combat troops
in small numbers into II CTZ along the Cambodian border from base camps located
in Cambodia.
(b) After a lull during the prior three months. enemy initiated activity
increased greatly with the initiation of the Winter-Spring Offensive on the
night of 22 -23 February. DIN HET (A-244) was the hardest hit of all Special
8
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Forces camps in TI CTZ. Fragments picked up from the heavy attackby-fire revealed they were from an 85= field gun. A FAC later oonfirmed three of theso positions located along the Cambodian border. Also
during February a mwior relocation of enemy units was noted in II CTZ.

The 95th, 18B and 101D NVA Regiments, which were previously located in
II CTZ 9 were identified in III CTZ. During the month increased road
activities were noted in the Tri-border area. Documents captured during
this time idertified the K25A and n5B Engineer Battalions. The documents revealed these units had the mission *f repairing roads in the Tri-

Border area. Elements of The 66th and 24th WVA Regiments moved frmm Cambodian base areas to positions threatening Special Forces Camps POIEI KLME
(A-241) and PM MROIG(A-I-3).
Operation BIH TAT 48, an ARrN-US operation
conducted in western KONTUM and PIZIKU. Provinces, resulted in heavy enemy
casualties. During the last week of February and the first week of March
the enemy centinued to shell Swecial Forces Camn BZN HET with artillery
and mortar fire.
On 3 March the enemy conducted an unsuccessful armor
attack on tth camp in which the enemy lost two YT-76 tanks. Documents
taken from oa of the destroyed tanks revealed that it was from the 202nd
Armor Regiment. It is doubtful however, that the whole armor regiment
is located in the area. Throughout March enemy activity was centered in
the Western Highlands wiile the remainder of the corps experienced a low
level of activity. POLZI KIm reported receiving l05mm howitzer fire on
7 March, indicating ti'at the road in the B-3 Front area had been completed
and was being used to transpert artillery and troops towards POILI KIMG.
Enemy activity was reported at a low level durirg early April in northwestern
I CM, while enemy activity increased in the A-_1 Area. Ana)"t, n
declumnts captured durinL late March and early April by Special Forces
Camp DUC LAP (A-239), Camp Al LAC(A-23 4 ) and 3rd MbF Sattailn identified
the TRUNO SON Trarspc, ation Regiment. This is composed of the 251st and
252nd Battalions. The 251st Battalion picks up equipment from the NAM LYR
base area and delivers it to the 252nd Battalion which has the mission of
delivering the equipment to enemy units in PHUOC IM Province. Documents
captured east of TIZU ATAR(A-231) from 19 to 23 April and a PW captured
by elements of the 17th Cay on 23 April identified the 1-12 and 1-19 WA
Regiments.
The mission of these units was to infiltrate to PHU MM and
KH HOL Provinces. It is expected that the enem activities will continue
to be moderate as enemy troops step up infiltration from the north to base
areas located in Cambodia and then into RVN.

(s) Om 23 February Speeial Forces Omp EU ILT received heavy barrages of artillery fire which was later identified as 85= howitzer fire.
This was the first time 85= artillery was used in I CTZo With the enemy
road network in the Tri-Border area, the enemy could transport artillery
pieces much mere easily. During March II CTZ also experienced 105mm howitzer fire for the first time. Analysis of sheil fragments from DUC CO

(A-253) and PO11 KLUG plus the capture of CRICaK 105m howitzer awaimition
9
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confirmed ts use. Tnougn tt.e enemy his ubed azrmor in I CTZ, the use of
armor was e_ -Arlenced for the first time In II CTZ. On 3 March Soviet
PT. 76 amphibious t-inks were used during the attack on B n HTo Two
helicopters were identified in northorn !I MTZ near Special Forces
Camp PIZI KE(A-255)o The first identification was on 10 April whr.n
the Hawk radar system at 12 Oasis detected ar unidentifiec aircraft.
Chase atrcuaft were than diapatchewd and pursued the intruder, which was
later idertified as the Sovie-, XI-6 HOOK a helicopter having a maximum
cargo capacity oi 2.3 tons. On 20 April the second identification was
made when a chase air~raft pursued and identified a Soviet MI-4 HOUND
cargo nelioopter. Though there has been no confirmed evidence of the use
made of these aircraft,, it is believed that they are empLoyed to transport
equipment arA troops into II CTZ from Oambodia.
(d) Current enemy daspositiorn indicate- eneny units are in the process

of relocating and reorgarizing for possible offensive activities which intelligence sources indicate will take place in May. Primary targets during the
offensive will possibly be BIN HET as indicated by the relocation of the 66th
UYA Regiment and the Uth IVA Artillery Regiment out of the CHO PA Mount ,ins
towara BIN HZT. Ma )erpopulation and US installation centers such as PIBIKU,
KOITU)1 QUI WHO AN KHE, and WHA TRAJG can expv:t increased enemy activity
:r the coming months. Special Forces .tamps along Cambodia such as DUC CO
(A.-253) and DUC LAP remain threatened by enemy elements operating in base
areAis alor4g the Cambodia-. border. It is probable the enemy will ut111e
tanks and artillery in frvture offensives against Special Forces Camps.
Two counterintelligence
(a) Counterinte.IZstence Screening OperationE
CI/COLL personnel
USASF
by
unilaterall
conducted
were
screening operations
from Company B at CsaD DUC CO (A-253) during this period. The first on 10
February 1969 utilized an ex-VC turned informan- whe was famliar with the
area. He vol..rteered to go to A-2 3 and diacreetI observe the OGhO within
cts were apprehenoed in erThe :anp. Dur.ng th operation eight VC,'VCI
for further disposition.
Police
robted. and turned over to the Pleiku Wational
The second operation was conducted on 18 April 1969 in a similiar manner. So
further suspects were identified or apprehended. The informant was extracted.
This later operation i"ndicated there has apparently been no enemy penetration
attempt into the camp area during a period of accelerated hostile activity
(Cmpany B)
within A-253's TAtO
..

(f) Polygraph Examinations. During this peried approximately 105
polygraph examinations were conucted throughout Company B TAOR's. line
examinations proved to be pesitive. By comparing the examinations with
detailed interrogation :-sorts, numerous VC suspects were identified and
neutralized. These were beth male and female as well as CIDG and civilian.
They represented all ech,Lons of Company B and the Mobile Strike Force units.
The subjects who had positive results from their examinations were
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interrogated by CI/CML personnel and subsequently released to the
custody of national police agencies for further exploitation. (Co B)
(g) Coat Cede 912 Fund Reports. Numerous administrative discrepencies were noted on the V7 and USASF monthly Cost Code 912
Dund Reports. In order to eliminate the mechanical and procedural
errors of reportino Company B has prepared a bilingual Cost Code
912 Fund Report gaidelines 'heet which was distributed to all subordinate detachments within Company B. Theac guidelines should help
to improve the validity of the monthly reports.
(Company DI

() Adviso,Y Activities. Significant progress in counterpart
associations was noted between VIW and USASY S-2 personnel. The
strengths and weaknesess of the 8-2 CI/CIL operations and administration were freely discussed and analyzed. As a result the VISF have
scheduled an intelligence school to be conducted at Company B during
May 1969 for all VW intelligence ICO's. VW and USASF S-2 and
CI/( L personnel at Company B are currently ceordinating blocks of
instruction, teaching aids, and materials to be utilized for the
intelligence school. The goal is to insure that VSIP and USAST intelligence personnel are operating and administering with equal proficiency.
(Company B)
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(

I)
I Corp_ Tactica

Zone .

(a)
In early February enemy strength in T I Corps was between
60,CCO ani 65,.OO personnel of whom 45000 were combat troops.
Contacts and :rcidents increased significantly during thf latter part of
February as the enemy initiated the long expected Winter-Spring Offensive, Tnroughout the period enemy forces operated with four confrrmed
divisior.s, seven to eight independent regimetrs, and 80 to 85 maneuver

battalions.
(n) The enemy terminated a month of moderate activity by launching
the Winter-Spring Offensive on the night of 22.23 February, Very few of
the numerous att&cks-by-fire were foiowed by ground attaccs, indicating
that the first
phase of the new offensive was in preparation of the battle
field. During the corps-wide attacks-byofire no major enemy redeployment
was noticed with the exception of the 7th IVA Divisior.
Three regiments
of tis
division began moving south out of the Fishhook (IT5891) after
remainig stationary for the prior three to four months,
The most significant activity recorded during the month of February was the attack on
the BI HOA -LONG BINH complex. This action, coupled with other nearby

contacts, resulted in tne identificntion of the 174th NVI, 33rd NVA,

95-ta NA' 275th VC and 274th VC Regiments and also revealed their tentative locations in the vicinIty of BM1 HOA.
During March Camp9 KATUM
(A-322) ard BIN Sa(A-136) reported heavy enemy activity with the most
serious attacks being directed against BIN SOI's PHUOC TAX Outpost. A
heavy enemy build-up to the northwest, north, northeast, and east of
TAY huH City was also noted throughout the month. Elements of the 1st
and 7tn VA Divinions were involved suggesting the provincial capital
was tc bu a major target for the second phase of the offensive. During
the second week of March enemy activity shifted to the border areas of
HAU IGRIA and TAY IM
Provinces. A series of attacks were directed
against KATUM, DUC HUX(A-325) and BXN SOIo The heaviest ground attack
was against BEl SO where camp forces made contact with elements of the
271st and 173rd VC Regiments, 9th VC Division. The 95C NVA Regiment,
lst NVA Division was identified in attacks directed against LZ Grant
(I5388834) on 8 and a- March which further indicated the enemy's threat
to TAY IN Province.
In war zone D the 3rd MFC Operation Centurian IV

made contact witn elements of the 275tb VC Regiment, 5th VC Division.
After, two

days cf fighting. , enemy lesses were 190 killed by body eount.
It is felt that tfte heavy resistance displayed by the 275th VC Regiment
was a diverviornry tactic to alJow other elements of the 5th VC Division
to move past allied sweeping eoperations witheut being detected.
Although
a decrease in the number of enemy initiated incidents was noted for the
latter paxt of March, the intensity of attack-by-fire showed a sharp increase, Serious attacs -by-fire reported on 25 and 27 March were directed
against tne ARVY Airborne Cemand Pest located in the vicinity of XT192505
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which received 185 rounds of rocket and mortar fire and P!UOC TAN Outpost which received 108 rounds. During April enemy activity consisted
primarily of attacks by-fire in an attempt to cover the withdrawal of
the 7th NVY Regiment from the Michelin Plantation and the replacement
of units it.the torder area.
On 12 April US Special-Forces personnel observed two tracked
(c
vehicles in the vicinity of XT271- and XT2914. The presence of armored
vehicles, coupled with the enemy antiaircraft capabili° . in close proxlaity to the camp, poses a serious threat to Camp DUC HUE.
(d" At the present time divisional=size enemy forces are deployed
in the westezr. and northern portions of the corps as well as in War Zone
D. In TAY KINH Province the enemy has in excess of 11,000 troops, composed
of the 9th VC and Ist, VA Divisions. Special Forces Camps KATUM and RIN SO!
have received the brunt 6f enemy initiated activity during the past three
months and all indications are that it will continue, In HAU NGHIA'Province
DUC HUE and TRA CU(A. 3 6) are threatened by elements of the 9th VC Division
and Sub-Region 2?. These two camps lie along a ma.jor inf'Itration route
which runs from the Cambodian Border to SAIGON. They wil receive heavy
enemy activity should the enemy attempt to move on the Capital Military
District. It is concluded that the enemy is at a btage of indecision and
uncertainty as allied forces continue to thwart their planes. An inability
to complete beheduled offensive activities and ts continued erosion of manpower and resources may have caused a re-evaluation and reassessment of
their preseqj strategy. It is estimated that the enemy is likely to continue the present series of uncoordinated, localized attks while evaluating developments on the battlefield and at the conference table before
making decisive efforts towards withdrawal or towards coordinated, largescale offensive activity.
(e) During the reporting period, the polygraph examiner attached to

Cempany A has traveled extensively within the III Corps Tactical Zone
and was able to enhance liaison between the USASF and the VWSF as well as
with the ISS and the National Police. He was also directly responsible
for identifying 1r members of the Viet Cong Infrastructure of whom 44
were neutralized. Frma 2 to 11 April 1969, an officer assigned to the
82 section, Company A attended a Phoenix Program orientation course. He
will be used to further this unit's active participation in the program.
(4) IV Corps Tictial Zme.
(a) Ir. early February enemy strength was appro; 7 tqly 4IOOO personnel of whom 35,,000 were combat troops. Inemy strong", remained stable
with a possible slight increase during February and the first half of March.
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The 962nd Main Force Battalion, D1 Main Force Regimant CU LONO Regiment: and the 6th Artillery Company were confrmid operdtinp in or near
Special Forces areas of interest. At present the enemy has five confirmed
regiments and 3. confirmed independent battalions, Tot,l estimated strength is 45.,U00 troops -ith 40,000 in a combat role.
(t) Kost of the major enemy units remained within their normal areas
of operations the 51.0th and 512tn Battalions in southern CHAU DOC Province, the 5c9th and 295th Battalions ir northern CHAU DOC Province; the
62nd Battalion in northern KMN PHG Province; the 507nd Battalion near
CAO LA.IH City, the 504th Battalion and possibly the 267B Battalion in the
Crow"t nmst area; elements of the DTT Reqiment in n',
+nern Base Area 470;
and elements of the DT2 Regiment ir northern central DM TUONG Province.
Immedi.tly following the TIT Holidays the enemy units around CAN Trtj.,i-.y
relocated to their traditional base areas further south and have remained
there,
NWls, Ho. Chanhs and captured documents indicated that several
battalions suffered severe casualties during B.52 airetrikes, thus prompting
this movement.
In early March enemy unite began to relocate toward CAT LAY,
CAI BI and VY THO Cities. The enemy was apparently prepari:g for major attacks
in DINH TUCKO Province. Although indirect fire attacks increased, there were
no major ground att,:k. against these cities. Intensified friendly operations
conducted in late Mar -. and throughout April forced the enemy to withdraw
from their obje.tives due to heavy losses. The enemy's degree of resistance
plus tne tactical value of the NUI COTO complex prompted the execut'-n of a
major operat:wr to pacify the mountain. On 5 March thb )tn and 5th -. .le
Strike Force Commands began the operation which terminated successfully on
7 April.. Thzs is expected to have an immense psycnological effect on the
enemy due to the losn of their once invulnerable headquarters. During late
March and early April Military Region 1I reportedly experienced a maior reorganization. New battalion size units were to be formed, some as conventional
units and others as specialized sapper units, On 2h April indications appeared
that two sapper battalions had been formed in DIMH TUCNG Province. Although
PWs claimed to be froa the 34.A Sapper Battalion and captured documents made
reference to the 34-A and 341B Sapper Battalions, neither unit has been confirmed in contact. Irey activity increased notably in Base Area 704. Large
enomy units as well as a highly complex military installation were reported.
Just trior to the turning point of the NUI CCrO Operation, major enemy units
in k;{AU DOC Frovince deployed for a large offensive directed against the provincial capital. This attack was preempted by friendly operations resulting in
a substantial decrease in the combat effectiveness and morale of enemy troops
in the province.
(c) Or 12 February Special Forces Camp TUTU NUCI (A-435) located near
the III CTZ-IV CTZ border reported an unidentified aircraft flying north to114
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wards Cambodia. This was the first such incident reported to th-s
headquarters in IV CTZ. Or. 19 February Viet Cong elements on NUI COTO
employed a chemical agent to force friendly units to break contact.
This was the only reported use of chemical agents against Special Forces units in IV CTZ during the period. Although the enemy's O17M rocket
capaility in the 44 th STZ was confirmed in January and several rnunds
have been captured since then, tee weapon was not employcd during this
period.
(d) Current enemy disposition indicates that tney will continue to
avoid decisive contacts while recruiting, training and resupplying troops.
Extensive propaganda campaigns can be expected especially in those areas
where the enemy has suffered the heaviest losses. Filend4 installations
can anticipate sporadic attacks-by-fire used as harassment and to screen
troop movements.' The eremy will probably continue to avoid Special Forces camps and operations whenever possible and instead concentrate their
activities on major population centers where the miximum number of civilians will be affected oi" lightly defended installatiorn where they can
be assured of victory.
(e) During this quarter emphasis shifted somewhat from recruiting
counterintelligence and collection agent, although :onsiderable recruiting continued as total agent strength approached estabAished goAls, to
systematically weeding out unproductive and unreliable agents. The VCI
program continued to produce excellent results, although some detprhmonts
were weak in this area and the number of neutralizatiors &s compared with
identifications were not as high as anticipated. A large part oi the
difficulty in increasing neutralizations stemmed from the general lack of
intereat and support of the PHECNIX program by GVN authorities in XE=
TUONG Province. The VIP program was emphaslzqd with an increase of volunteer informants being noted. However, problems were experienced in obtaining production of special leaflets and posters due to a large backload
of orders for local agencies. The average cost of IR's fluctuated sli-htly but overall remained at &n acceptably low figure. Considerable difficulty waa experienced at Camp MY DA(A-433) with regard to mR production.
Finally, at the end of February 1969. all nets were submitted for termination.
By the end of the reporting period, recruiting of new agents at this camp
was progressing satisfactorily under stringent control measures designed
te prevent a recurrence of the probler previously encountered. (Co D)
(f) The cepany S=2 Sectien actively engaged in support of Operation
NUI CO!O. A collection net was established in the operational area which
provided considerable information. Aggressive liaison was established
with the local DIOCC which produced invaluable information and also resulted
in the loan of eight Kit Carson Scouts to support the operation. A polygraph
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examiner was utilized with considerable success. However, a six-man
C)IC team produced marginal results, partially due to the inezperience
of the interrogators. The S2 sectio., maintained a ,uinisum of one offieer and one analyst at the operation CP throughout sost of the operation
and occaslenally sagmented these with an additional officer and NCO.
This arrangement was extremely effective. However, it greatly taxed
the 32 personnel resources at Company HeadquartL.z thereby making it
advisable in the future to have augmentation from higher headquarters
for any similar undertakings,
(Co D)
(g) A quarterly intelligence conference was held at the company
headquarters durirg February. The first dAy of the conference was devoeid to an interrogatior training class conducted by a three -man C)IC
team. Major tepics presented and discussed on the second day included
the VCI program, the VIP prograst, and reporting procedures. The conference also afforded an opportunity for those attending to discuss
problem areas.
(Ce D)
(h) Counterpart relations at the C-detachment level remanmed ood
althougn C0eration NU1 COTO also taxed VISF intelligence personnel assets
(Co D)
making it difficult to coordinate en other substantive matters.
(i) Increased emphasis was placed on analyzing and developing the
intelligence role and concepts in the new border surveillance/interdiction
program. Considerable coordination was effected with KLCV personnei in this
regard. One of the official problems facing implimentation of the .rogram
is the scaroity of intelligence persennel assets, especially 08 analystc.(Ce D)
(j As the reporting period closed two problem areas became apparent.
The first of these was the l~ss through reassignment- of one attached visual
roconnaissane pilot a,' aircraft which decreased the amount of support immediately availabie to the Company.
The second problem was the DEROS less of
CB and anelyst personnel which was partially alleviated by several voluntary
extensione of tocurs. Adequate replacements are not expected. Fortunately,
as a result of extensions by CI personnel and the arrival of area speciali4t
replacement personnel, the personnel situation in those fields has improved
(C9 D)
"
greatly,
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a, Owationa.
(a.)

I Corp

Tactical Zane

(CMB

C)

During the reporting period, Company C assets conducted a total of
373 company or largei,, 2.33 platoon, and 2,820 squad operations.
A
tota&L of 2C2 cortacts were made with the following results- Enemy228 KIA,
7 captured and 94 varons captured, Friendly- ' USASF,

9 CIDO, 6 B. P K

3A
5 USASF,

7 VW7, 250 CiMO and L RF/PF WIA.

17 CIDO and I R W U, 53 weapons lost. The following significant
contacts occ * ddurirg the reporting period

(a) On 23 February., Camp TIN PHUOC (A-l02), QUANG TIN Provincg
sustained 35 rounds of mixed 81mm mortar and 122m rocket fire, followed by a groudra attack on the eamp's southwest outpost. The enemy, part
of the 31st NVA Regiment, 2nd IVA Division, succeeded In overrunning the
OP. but a CSY counterattack later that morning succeided ir. recapturing
the positior.
Resu.±.
Ineniy- 10 uA; rriendly- 12 CSF KIA, 2 USAS?,
1 VSF and 13 CS? WIAL,
CSF MU.
MB reinforcements and CSI operations
continued clearirng operations in that TA(E through 24 M6rch, engaging in
ten significant contacts with elements of the same enemy .it
Tota!
results were: I-emy 84 KIA,, 27 weapons captured; Friene)l -1 USASF and
20 CIDO KIA,
4 MASF av.d 75 C1DG WAl,
one CIDO MU.
In addition, elements
of the Americal Divis±o operating three Ku north of TIMN PHUOC, discovered
40 graves contai irg '5 EVA "bodies on 16 March. Tne enemy KIA were
bolie-ed to be the result of an artillery zone swoep called by Camp TVN
PHUOC, although the XIA figures were not included in KiA statistics.
(b) On 24 Marce-,
a CSF company operation from TRA BONG (A1O7),
QUANG SGAI Province , wae ambushed by ar. unidentified VC local force unit,
eight kilometers southwest of TRA BO.
Results- nemy 19 KIA F riendly three CSF KA 2 tSASF and one interpretor WIA.
(a) On 2 April,. a CSF Company operation from BA TO, (A-106), QUAWG
UGA1 Provnr. s, raided two VC way stations of the C--29 IF Company, seven

kilometers southeast of BA TO.
weapons -.a.tured.

Reaulte s

nemy 8

IA, two enemy and two

(I" On 9-10 Aprl, two companies of the lst )SVC operating near
THUMO DUC (A-O19), QUAG LAM Province, engaged probable elements of the
14J'.st or 21st NVA Regiments, five kilometers east of THUONG DUC.
Total
results of two separate contacts and a cache il covery were' Knemv-4
ZUL1 three enemy 16 SA and CS weapons, and miscellaneous equipment captured, Friendly-i MY hA9 2 MY 11A.

(e) On 15 April, a CRP operation from BA TO (A,..,6i, ambished the
3.7
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lead element of possibly the C-29 local force company, five kilometers southeast of BA TO. Resultst Enemy-7 XIA, 1 small arms
captured; riendly - 7 CS IA
four small a ,,i lost.
f) Or. 27 April, a CS? company operation from 1O90 SON, (A-1O),
QUAJO NAX Province, ws ambushed by two 1VA campaninss, believed to
be from the 90th NVA Regiment. Reeultse
Friendly- I USASb and 2
15? KA t 1? 07A, 6 weapons and one AU/PC-25 raa.o lost.

I

IJ
I
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(2) II Corps Tactical Zone (USASF Company B and VNSF Dot C-2).
During the reporting period, Company B assets conducted a total of
531 company or larger, 2278 platoon and 8075 squad operations. A
total of 465 contacts were made with the fol:owing results: Inemy738 KIA, 53 enemy and 250 weapons captured; Friendly- 6 USASF and
89 CIDO KIA; 19 USASYF 4 VISF and 330 CIDO W;A 1 ClOG MIAj 25 weapons
lost.
(a) On 1 February- a CS? Company operation from PLEI MRrXG (A-113),
PLRIKU Province, engaged an unidintified IF VC platnon three kilrueters
north of their camp. Results: Enemy- 8 KIu, three small anmGs cantured.

(b)

Ot 21 February, a CSF .ompany operation from BUCK BLCH (A-238),

DARLAC Province, engaged an unidentified UVA battalion infiltrating into
Results- Inemycentral II CTZ 20 kilometers northeast of BAN ME THUOT.
33 MA three small arms captured; Friendly, 3 CSF WIA.
(e) During the period 23 February through 6 March, Camp BEN HIT,
(A-244). KUM Province, received over 900 enemy artillery, morta:" and
rocket rounds from the 4Oth IVA artillery Regiment. Increased contacts
with enemy ground elements near this camp also occurred during this period.
On 3 March, the camp was attacked by an estimated battalion from the 66th
NVA Regiment. supported by ter-tanks from the 2D2nd Wf7 Armor Regiment. Two
of the tanks were immebilized by a CIDG minefield on Highway 512 west of
camp and subsequently destroyed, while the remainder of th,%enemy force vas
repelled. Results of the actinn were: Inemy-15 IA, 2 1T .76 tanlo destroyed; 2 CS weapons captured. Friendly-2 CSF WIA.
(d) On 9 March, a CSF regional operation from DONG "R (A-222), PRU
N Province, discovered 10 VC from the 85th Local Force battalion eating
lunch at a concealed base camp. The CST squad broke into two Froupe,
engaging the enemy units with grenades and SA, sealing off escape routes.
3fAl 10L small arms and miscellaneous documents captured.
Resultss I eny(e)
On 16 arch, the tnd battalion, 2nd MSFC, operating near BIN HIT,
(A-244),, engaged a reiferoeed company from the 66th NVA Regiment, entrenched

in a deserted 4th US Division FSB, 17 kileueters west of DAK TO. Results:
2y-28
KIL, 7 small aros captured; Friendly- 2 USASF KIA, 1 USASF and
1
12 XSF WIA.
(f)

On 26 March, a combined CSF two-company operation from DUC 3AP,

(A-139), QUANG DUG Province, and TRAND PfUC, (A-233), QUANO DUC 1'rove
initiated contact with a reinfored EVA company newly infiltrated fCambodia. The contact occured 15 kilometers southeast of DUC LAP,
19
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continued aporadisaslyfcr several days. Results were: IleMY 33 MA,
ii small arms capturect Friendly- 1 CO KUA, 6 CS? WIA.
(g) On 7 April, a k? company operation from AN IACL (A-234),
QUANO 'ICProvince, engaged a company of the 252nd Bn, IA TRUEI SON
Transportation Ragiment 2i kileusters irwtheast of AN IAC. Results
Enery- 25 KIAI 7 sma.l. armp and miscellaneous documents captured;
friendly- 1 CS? IA, ' CS? WIA.
kn)
1 April, a CST company operation from TIKU ATAR, (A-231
1n
DARIAC Provincls nitiated ,ontact with a company of the newly infiltrated 1-.19 IVA Regiment 19 kilometers southeast of T3ZU ATAR. The
contact was the first of a series of nine contacts between holiborne
CS? companies and tb eneyv unitJ centinuing over a five-day period.
Total result were, %nea. 111 IL, 35 small arms and *rew served
weapons captured; Friendly- 6 CS7 VIL.
(i) On 19 April, a CSF company operation from BU PRAIG (A-236)%,
QUAJG DUC Province, engaged a, EVA Bn of the SONG Bl Regiment of 36th
Recon Service Group$ 17 kilomters south southwest of BU PRAJG. Results:
:nemy- 27 KIA b small arms captured; Friendly-2 CST KIA 1 SASF and
3 CST WA. Anotner CSF company from BU PRAM and the Ist Br, End WSFC,
were inserted i.tc thc contact area to continue recono in-force eperations.
Or early 25 Aprt1 9 a 1IF ckpany was attacked in their night positions by
ar. estimated VA 3n. The MSI unit was forced to withdraw, but recaptured
its position in a TAC AIR-supported counterattack. The ?nd Bn 5th ySand
the 5th Bn 2hd MSF were then inserted into the AO and T1 WOOD was formed to
direct the operations. Results since 19 April were.! lnemy-81 KIA,
misceiianeoub isall arms and documents captured; Friendly- 1 SAST and 6
C.Lu KU., I USASFS 1 VNSF and 34 CIDO WA.
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III Corps Tatical Zone. (USAS? Company A and VMSF Dot C-3)

During the reporting period, Company A aosets conducted a total of
900 company or larger, 2029 platoon, and 3757 squad operations. A total
of 62 contacts were made with the following results- EZ-emy- 855 KIA,
nine enemy and 578 weapins captured, F,-eondl7 6 USASF, 3 VNSF and 118
=GX KJA 5-. USASF :.9 VAWS and 613 CLX. WIA. 27 CIDG JfAL 28 weapons lost.
(a) Or. 8 February, a CSF company operation from LOC KIH (A-331),
BIKH LO
Province. engaged at unidentified WVA platoon, 13 kilometers
east of LOC WIH. Results: Enemy 11 KIA 2 small arms captured.
(b) C

24 February, a CSF company operation from TRA CU (A-326)9

WAU
NHIA Piovince, operating with USX PBR elements, engaged an enemy
platoon from the 267th VC Bn 9

15

kilometers northwest of DUC HOA. Results,

Enemy- 8 K.- ane emall arms captured.
(a) On 8 arch CST local security elements from BIM SOI (A-1361 TAY
M Prevince, engaged the 273rd YC Bn, 12 kilometers southwest of TAY fINH.
The enemy unit had entered B SO! village. but was forced out by a reaction
force from camp. Rim orceeents from CSF camps and ARVN units continued the
contact aeainEt ck.trenched enemy forces for two days. Final results were:
enemy 49 MIA
I nezV, 9 weapons and mixed amo captured
Friendly - 5 CS
.

K11, 3 USASF and :,9 (SF W&IA,

(d) On 10 March, a CSF company operation from KM THAUH tA-33f),
BlUH UNQ ProvL.ce, engaged elements of the 320th NVA Reiment. 30 kilometers southwest of H01 QUAN.
Results - I ne-8 KI, I weapon canturedj
Friendl:- I tSAST and 1 CSY WIA.
(e) On 19 Warch, a CSF company operation from MINH THANH (A-332),
positioned as a blooking force on the east side of the Michelin Rubber
Plantatior.., again made contact with a unit of the 320t NVA Regiment.
The operation wa part of a joint operation with US units. "ATLAS WEDGE"
and the contact occurred 30 kilometers south of HM QUAN.
Results: liemy.
13 KIL., I enemy and two small arms captured.
(f)
On 22 March9 a CST
Prevince, ambushed a compn
mtors southeast of Al LOC.
tactical superiority despite
ambush ) T the ene
forees.

tured; Friendly -I U SKA
M

9,

platoon from CHI IM,
(A-333), Binh Long
of the D368 local force battalion 25 kiloThe outnimberod CSF elements retained its
aggressive and orderly reaction to the
Results 3Enemy -1.5 fI three small ars cap-

2 07 vIff.

(g) On 26 Mach a CSf company operation from DUC HMl.
(A-325),
RAU UEU Province9 engaged a battalion of the 272nd NP VC Regiment,
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35 kilometers south southeast of TAY NfI.

The CSF wVats had been
inserted by helicopter and occupied three ambush positions at the

*iAe of 'he contact. Resul tvEnemy-49"ILX& 10 weapons eaptured;
and P8 CS? WIA.
Friendi3- 1 VNSF and 6 CSF UAr 2 USASFY 1Y I
(h)

On 4 April, a Off company operation from CHI LH (A-333)"

ambushed a VC platoon from the D368 Local Feree Battalion, 25 kilemeters southeast of AN LOC. Resultag Iney-9 KIA, Pweapons and 9
documents captured.
(i)

On 9 April1, a CSF Company operation from BUMA

(A-344),

PHUOC LCOG Province,, engaged an estimated VC company from the D168

)9 battalion., P0 kilometers south southeast of SCOG BE.
liemy. 7 KIAs F71end1,v-I CY

Results

eA

(j
On :.OApri:, a CS? company operation from TRA CU, (A-36),
engaged a ompany from the Et&x VC Dn, 15 kilometers vest of DTTC IOA.
Rosults3 Enemy 9 KUl, 21 mapes and miscellaneous equipment captured.

Or. 1. Apr".,i a S? ompany operation frm MIN THANH (A-337)
eigaged a company from the 30th VA-Regiment t5 kilometers seuthimst
.Ziemy-12 KIA, three small arm and miscellaneous
of HO QUAM.
Reeultes
apoo ana documents captured,
(1) 'On 24 April a CSF company operation from KATUM (A-322)TA!
Province, conducted a holiborne oeration into a base area of the
IU
95C NVA Regiment , engaging two enemy companies; 5 kilometers northeast
of the caap. Reaultsf E~Iem-7 MCA, four weapens captured; M-iendly-.
8 CSF WIA. On the next day tiB
same operatio-n was ambusked by-an estimated enemy company. Resultwlnemyo 8 KIAM; FriendIT2 CS KEA, one
USAS? and 5 CS WIA.
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IV Corps Tactical Zone (USASY Company D and VW? Dot C-4).

During the reporting peried , Company D assets conducted a total
of 1289 company or larger, 6193 platoon, arid 801 squad operations.
A total of ID9 contacts were made with the following results- EnemWVIS?
captured; F-iendly-2
637 weapons
176
56 enemy
WIA; 55 USASF?
weapons i lost.
and KIA,
39 CIPO
KILj 16andWAS?
9 6 VIS and 224 CILJ
(a) On 2 Febraary a combined CSF operation in',olving camps
TUONG Province, initiated contact
under control of B-41, MOC HOA, K
with various unidentified VC elements, approximately 15 kilometers
northwest of BNDH THAKH TH( . Results i Z ney - 8 KIAflF riendly-I OSF
ZIA, 3 OS? W!1TA
0
(b) On i March, a CSF company operation from MY PRUOC TAY,
(A-4U), DIH TU 0 Province engaged two platoons of the 261A Mr
Resultst enemy-lU
Dn,-30 kilo:reters south southeast of MOC HOA.
KU,* tw XB and 1 small arm captured; friendly-l CSF IA, 5 S? WIA.
(a) On 2 March, a two company , CSF BLACKRAWK operation from MY DA
(A-43-09 KIIN PRONG Province, supported by tS and PRU ground elements,
engaged two platoons of the 2613 If battalion, 32 kiiometers south of
MOC HCko Results I nemy- 13 KIA, five enemy and 7 small arms eaptured;
Friendly. 1 CSF IA.
(d) On 28 Mareh, a CSF outpost from BA XOAI (A-421), CHAU DOC
Province., engaged an unidentified VC platoon, 15 kilometers northwest
of NUT COTOo Resultag Enemy 11 KIA.
(e) O- 7 April, a CS? company operation from BA XQAI, (A.421),
discovered a cache, 25 kilomters northeast of HA T31. Results:
la"ea-. 28 cases of batteries, 67 oases of small arms amunition,
8 CKHCaO switchboards
oaptured.

,

27 telephones9 and 400 lbs of medical supplies

(f) On i7. 239 28, and 29 April9 elements of the 4th MSFC, conducting
static security/recon in four operations on NUI COTO after the conclusion
of the operation with 5th WrC elements, discovered a series of cache sites.
Total contents wors s49 6 smal arms, 5 crew served weapons, and nearly 150
cases of small arms ammunition.
(g) On 19 April 9 a CST platoon operation from BlUR THAR TRCN (L-413),
TUGG roevince ambushed an estimated TO platoor, 30 kilometers northwest of MOC RO. Results: IZimy- 19 ZIA; . enemy 2 small arms and miseellaneous
X

ae

and decuments capturodi F .endlyv-2

W VIA.
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(N) Ch 21 Anril, a CS? company operation from XR QUAY II, (A-144)j
EM TUOHO Province$ engaged an a-timated VC platoon, seven kileters
northwest ef MOC HM. Resultat UnnW-8 KTA, L small arms captured;.
F riendly- 2 CST WIA.
(i)
engaged a
southwest
Friendly-

ki 23 April, a CS? ompany operation from KMN QUAN U, (A-14).
VC platoon, possibly from the t6A Mr Bn, 20 kilometers south
of MOC HOA. Resultst lnem- 6 KI, 2 small arms captured;
I CS? ZA.

(J) On 26 April, a CS? company operation from VNH 01, (A-149),
CHAU DOC Provinee, an a BLACKHAWK Operation, engaged a local district
company., 3 kil metere east of HA TXIX. Resultel Inemy- 8 XA, 5
small arm capturedi .Friendly-6 CSF XU;j one USASF and 5 CST Wr£}
3 small arm lost.
(k) On 28 April, a CST company operation from THUMO THOT, (A-432),
K
PHOUG Province, engaged a VC platoon from the 509th or 295tk Mr
Bn, 63 kilometers northwest of CAO LANH.
Resultsi Ihemy- 5 UIA, 5 BA,
3 small arms capturedv friendly- 1 CST WIA.
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Special Operations.

(a)
3rd M)6¢ Operation GKTURIC IV, 16 January through 17 February.
Three battalions and a recon company were committed to War Zone D in III
0TZ, with standard augmentation of artillery, FAC's, aerial relay and Army
aviation units.
On 4 February, the 3rd Bn, 3rd I6FC discovered an enemy
base camp and engaged a security force.
Results: Inemy-l0 kIA, 3 small
.arms captured and misceilaneOu equipment, amo and aocu=-nts captured$
Friendly- I 3SF KA, 2 W? WIA.
On 5 and 6 February the 2nd Bn discovered
two caches. one of witch contained a large amount of ammo, explosives and
equipment , and the second of which contained 14 weapons.
On 11 February,
the 3rd Bn engaged an enemy force entrenched in an extensive communications
Results: Enemy- 6 KIA, numerous radio parts and ammo captured;
center.
?riendl y- I USAS acid 1 SF IA, 2 XS? Wi , Total enemy losses for the
operation included 76 KI and 69 weapons 2aptred.
(b)
3rd IBFC Operation CINTURIAN IV, 4 March through 7 April. Deployed
with a similar task force organization as or CINTURIAN _V, the 3rd NSFC participated in one of its most successful operations on record in War Zone "D"
On 1 March, the 3rd Bn engaged an unknown size enemy force an. found themselves
in an enemy base camp, surrounded by enemy units. Results- after hreaking out
of the area, enemy 37 k, friendly 2 MSF WA.
On 22 March, a 1SF recon team
discovered a cache site, and captured an estimated 771 rounds of 82mm, 140
reunds 6 0m and 8 rounds of 120in mortar, 532 grenades, 99 reunds of 75ma
recei3leg rifle aimm,
and numerous ether mines, explosives and ammo. The
Zrau on was airlifted inte the former 151st ILl? AO in reaction to intelligence,
and made contact with elements of the 174tk and 275th IVA Regiment, 5th VC
Divisien, en 24 March. Roinforeed by the lst Bn and supported by TAC AIR
and artillery the unit succeeded in repelling enemy attacks and destroying
a large base area complex.
Results of the hard fought two.day contact were
190 enemy k,
103 Ka and 80 weapens captured, while 2 UBASF and 25 W6?
were E1A.
Total results of the operation wkich terminated on 7 *pril were:
enemy-435 IA, 103 IDA, 85 weapes captured; friendly-3 USASF and 28 ISF
IkA, 13 USASY and 141 16F WIL; 3 ISF NIL.
(c)
3rd NSYC Operation UTURTAI VII, 17 April through the end
of the reporting period. Organized with standard organic and attached units,
the FCB at RM RANG received 50 mortar rounds during the first
two- days of
its establisomat.
Result.s rriendly-2 US (Won WASF) ZIA$ 7 WAS?, 2 US
(Von USAS?) and 6 a
WI.
On 30 April, the l.t En engaged two VC compenies
and discovered an enemy ceache.
Results:
enemy-4 EXA, 162 small arms and 82
crew served weapono captured; friendly-I WAS? and 10 M6Y WIA.
(d)
Project DELTA Operation CASS PARK I, 29 March through 25 April,
I CTZ. During the first
two months ef the reporting period, following
operation ARIS in I CTZ, PROJECT DELTA confined its operations to reeon
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missions ini the NHA TRANG area while the 81st Ranger Bn participated in
Operation PAUC)A near NUI BA DKN in I[I CTZ, OPCON to the ARV Airborne
Division oWrationCASS PARK I commenced on 19 March in I CTZ, OPCON to
the 101sf Airborne Division.
A total of nine r econ teams, 6 roadrunner
taam3 Is rar.ngr companies.. three BDA platoons, and one recnn platoon
were deployed during this operation. Total results weuc Inemy-36 KU,
1 enemy, 2 small arms, IL crew served weapons and miscellaneous ammo
captured, I~riendly- 5 XIA, 33 WIA, II M1A 19 weapons, iU radios, L

camerae ani

other inuipmert log'.

(e) 5th VSFC Operation ROOSTER II, 21 January through 13 February.
Two companies and a CRP of the 5th MSFC conducted a search and clear
operation wItn USS elements in the RUNG SAT Secret Zone of IMI CTZ.
These elements made 12 contacts during the three-week period, and tempnrarily lisrupted 3nemy attacks nn shipping in the Capital Area. Results:
Kiemy-b 2 KIA, 8 weapons captured; Friendly-I MBF MA, 3 LSASF and 4 msF WIA.
(f)
Operation NM COTO, 4th ESFC, 5th IEFC and augmentation prom CSF
and RFi*/ elements in IV CTZ, 5 March to 7 April. Despite continued operations
by the 4th )EFC on NUI COTO in the Seven Mountains area of IV CTZ since 12 July
i68, VC elements of the SlOth VC Bn led by CHAU KIM continued to hold caves
and bunker complexes on that mountain. The long, ardurous and difficult struggle
against the entrenched enemy forces had taken a heavy toll
of friendly personnel, since the rugged terrain and extensive boulder and cave complexes presented formidatle defenses for enemy snipers and defending troops. In order
to secure the mountair. cemplex and pacify the area, tke 5th SM submitted
a three -phase plan to IV CTZ SA on 28 Yebruary. Tkis plan was approved by
that headquarters, and assurances were giver. of adequate TLC AIR and Army
aviation supporx, with a detailed'pacification plan to be implemented using
regional pcpular fares-. Phase I the cordon and search of villages in the
area, was executed on 5 March, although numerous guerilia and auxiliary
persormel escaped due to untimely and insufficient aviation assets. Phase I,
tke cordo and mwiult of VIC GRU? KNICL, preoeeded slowly but steadily,
and lasted from 12 through 25 March.
Phase In, the assault on the min
meontain complex by three battaliens of the 4tk and 5th WFCs, was completed on
7 April with the raising ef the =TE flag en that fermer enmy position. The
meet significant aspect ef tUe eperatien was the successful, ecurageous and
determined effort of the CIN units peftieipating in the attacks, which after
regular ARTI units refermed to attack the momtain omplex, resumed the mission
until it was accemplished. A new innevation, the use ef volwteer USASF personnel. hastily organized in in TRANG, trained In the 106 TRi, ,O Cal W3 (mounted en
jeeps, and flaxethrowers, and comitted as platoons, proved kighly suceessfuli
Total results of the operation weres Inemy- 53 UA., 544 weapons captured;
Friendly- 3 EASU, 3 13
M and 33 CG M.
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Plans and Organisation.
CLTransfers and Conversions.

(a) The transfer of Camp GTA VUC (A-103) on 31 January 1969 pave I
CTZ its first camp under complete control of VYSF, thus giving each CTZ
a minimum of one VNST camp. The transfer of GIA VUC means that the 5th
SI0A now supports seven VESF camps countrywide which have no USAS? advisory element. The ireas of administration, logistics,, supnly economy,
and honest funds . naement will continue to be problem areas in camp
transfers. Recent emphasis in these areas has resulted in improvement in
the pre-transfer training given the VW.
The Camp 1oiiander's Course
(CCC) at B 51 should continue to enhance the ability of VEI officers to
assume complete control of CIDG camps. Increased emphasis during F! 70
will be placed on transferring camps to VW.
(b) Camps CUN) SN (A-221), HA TAT (A-227) and TAX RAI(A-232), all
II CTZ camps- were converted to BF status 31 March 196q. T)ie ronversi
of these camps was considerably smoother than nast conversions; however, 5th
SYGA still must *,arry much of the burden of conversion that snouca be born
bv ARVE and MACV personnel. The recruiting effort was narticularly successfLwi
in That all medically qualified CIDO volunteered for R.
This amounted to 92% of the recruiting goal.
(c)
Camps D M TR (A-222), BUON BIRCH (A-238) and VINH T1LMH (A-12O),
VYSF Camp, are undergoing the conversion cycle at this time anl are scheduled to convert to R? 30 June. Thus far the conversion proc-dure is preceedIng smoothly and from reports and staff visits these conversions should be the
most successful ta date.
(d) In order to assist the USASF and VNSF in the conversion process
the 5th SIGA Conversion Checklist/Guide was updated. AlU sections of the
Checklist/Guide were revised and the following sections addeds S2, Camptroller, S5 and Medical. These documents were issued to 'I CTZ elements
who are presettly involved in conversion but have not been issued to the
ether CTZ elements. As conversions are ordered in other CTZ's, a combined
MLCV/5th SFA -p conversion conference will be conducted at the appropriate
company headquarters at which time the revised Checklist/Guide will be issued.
(P

Casdeam
in CIDG Streak.

(a) During the lattet portion of the second quarter it was evident that
a phasedown in CI[DO strength vould be ordered by MACV/JGS.
Planning for the
phasedown comenced and on 23 February 1969 a joint conference was held with
JG.
Represented at the meting were MS. MA V, VW?, and USASF. A bi-lateral
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plan was agreed upon 26 February 1969 with a proposed implentation
date of I .11jv 1969. A CIDO strength of 26,000 is the pasedown Poal
which will amount. to a reduction through camp closures and conversinne
of approximately one .half of the present CIG authorization. As a result
of this a phasedown of USASF personnel becamr iminent during March. Work
commenced an authorization documents for 5th SF0G to eorrespond to the
reduction in CIDO steongtk. It is anticipated that these doeuments will
be subuitted oi. I June to USARV in the form of XfO&Z's I, the new "0"
series and TDA for MACSO]. Group strength will be reduced from 2726 to
approximately 2275, Although the CIDG strength reduction is almo-s
ne-half
present authorizatilon, there will not be a similar sharp decrease in
USAST due to continuing administrative needs, the logistical burden,
and the requirement to maintain special pro scts and operations.
(b) The new HrO1&cs will encompass eltments formerly authorized
under TDA's. Under the phasedown there will be 38 border oriented camps 1
11 ct-mmand and control camps and one training center. The following is
the breakout of detacnments by CTZ2
BRDER CAMPS

C&C RIBMUTS

JWFC

A DTACHM3IITS

B or C )TACHIOTS

CHANIIS

I CTZ
II CTZ

9
2

2
3

3
6

in CTZ
IV CTZ

9
8

3
3

3
3

I

B-51, B-52, B--55, and B-57 will be retained with B-55 authorized three
MIF Battalions, Each border camp will be authorized 530 men eomposed of
th-ee
7CScompanies of 132 men each (CS-i), three CRP's of 32 men each
(C)X, a if mar. hevy weapons section (CS=9), and a 16-man POLWAR team

(a) Thus far L. FT69 the local programs managed by the S3
have achieved an $8 &illien savings.
(b) During March 1969, the
15tk
S
Comptreller and Budget Program
Manager met and foraulated the budget for T170.
It is significi , u to
note that the program for which the S3 is manager deereased from $39
mill1n F769 to $17 miJIeI Iin
Y 70, The decrease was primaril
due to
the reduction in the C3
force levels umder tke preeeted phedown.

(4) 1 CZ (C!Mpa
(a)

0).

Cigront Plans/Cmnoep.

On, 8 Marek, CO, Company C

received a message from CO IIl
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sabject-; Camp Relocation data, requesting the input for the proposed
plan to -elocate A- Camp. to support border surveillance missions and
interdiction of enemy infiltration routes and base areas. An analysis
of present camp locations was conducted and the reply sent to O III
MA with &r information copy to CO, 5th SFOA.
(b) On 8 pril 69, CGO Americal Division forwarded a letter to
CO, III MAY7 Subject s Relocation of SF/CIDO Caxu TIEN PHUOC \A-102).
The CG, Aaerloal Division proposed relocating the camp to the PHUOC

CHAU V lley,
9

III

WWF

t. 19 April 699 CO, 5th 4FA forwarded a memorandum to
Subject* Group's position Concerning the Relocation of

Camp TI= PHUOC. This concurred with the relocation of TIMN PHUC to
the PHUOC CHAU Valley with the specific location to be jointly determined by CG, III MAF 00, Americal Division and CO 5th SFGA.

( ) On 12 April. 699 CO, Company C provided input tc CO, 5th SGAk
Reference message, 181,
concerning the closing of Camp KAI LOC A10).
CC, Company C 5th SFA, dtg 120100Z April 69, Subjec t- Closing of Spec(MAI LaO). It was recommended that this camp be
ial Forces Carp A.-,-O:
ciLsed. The V5F and tne 00, I CTZ can be expected to non-concur in this

proposa!.
(d) A planrning group under the direction of BO Bennett, III MAF
Deputy Chief of Staff (Plans), which includes the Caander of Company
C and selected staff abers, hav initiated a study to determine the
feasibility of relecating CM Camp to the XE SANH/LANI VEI, A SHAU,
and AM DCO/ROUWG ROUNG areas. The Comander VXSr has indicated their
pesitior wll be to relocate alerg t-6 popuiation oorder areas.
(e)Current plans eall for continued recruiting of CIDG personnel
for replacements. A reeruitig team has been organized in QUANG NGAI
and has proved quite effective. Additional reciiting teams are being
programmed for the QUANG TRI/DWG HA area.
pany B).

(5) 1I Carps lactioal Zone (
(a)

Or I Apri:, 1969 all Mobile Strike Force elements within Camgany

(b)

Three C1W

B were consolidated under the centralized command and control of Detachment
B-209 Ws And MF Cdmandj, eliminating the responsibilities of Detachment
B-23 and B-24 for aintaining mre battalion each. The consolidation should
result in a more equitable distribution of personnel and equipment as well
as a standardized level of performance and discipline throughout the XSF
Command.
a"p, Cop CUIG SCX (A-221), HA TAT (A-227) and TAN

RAI (A-232) wars converted to the 3/ft

role

on 31 March. Planning
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continues for the conversion of three more camps on 30 Junes
DCIG TRl (A-2?2)
(6)

IIIjCor

Camps

VIKH THAIR (A-120) and BUON BLCH (A.238)o

Tactical Zone (Copany A).

(a) Current Plans and Concepts. AU. Special Forees/CIDO camps
sauration parolling techniques and aggressive
con r.nue to
small unit operations within assigned Tactical Areas of Responsibility
(TAI's; to seek out and destroy the enemy, Emphasis is being placed on rapid reaction to intelligences the expanded use of heliborne
combat assaults, and joint and complimentary operations with US and
ARVX forces operating in. or adjacent to, Special Forces TAOR's. The
use of both B-52 strikes and pro-planned tactical air assets has proven
to be a valuable extension of available fire power for the combat operations of beth the 3rd Mobile Strike Fares Command and Came Strike rorce
During Mar'on alone, 151 B-52 strikes were conducted within
ele-nents,
Special Forces TAOR's or in support of 8peoial Forces operations. Additionally, 278 preplanned tactical airstrikes were executed in support
of CIDO units. This expenditure of air assets represents approximately
one half of all preplanned airstrikes flown in support of Allied Forces
operatirg within thiLe Corps.
(b) Lo_ Range Plans/ConceLts This headquarters remains prepared
to accomplisn those missions as assigned for Implementation in the
Combined Campaign Plan 1969, AB 144(U). An of this date spesial instructions have not been received pending Joint General Staff and MACV levels
of command.
oent. The organization of Company A
(al Organization/Force Devel
has been 'hanged during this reporting period by the augmentation of one
? man special A Detachment to Ben Soi. This augmentation was approved
by Hqs 5th SYGA and has been designated Det A-321, BIN SOI. Increasing
lVA pressure on the camp and its outpost at PRUOC TAN plus communicatiora
problems in requestirg eombat support necessitated this ekange. Composi.
tion of this team is as indicatedt
Detachment Commander
CA,'PO
Operations Sgt

0.2
0-2
1-8

Medical Spec
Radio Oper Supv
Chief radio Op

1-7

Intll Sgt

1-7
1-7

1-5
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IT Carps Tactical Zone (C,.eb D).

(a) Current Plans. Plans are now being made for joint US Navy
PBR and Ai-eat Operatio
These will include cordon and search,
integrated patrolas and possibly Aritoeat/P3R night waterborne ambushes.
Oprations are scheduled to commes, as seen as the Corps water level
rises to an acceptable height.

(b) 2%aniation. Effeetive-25 April the four interior eamps,
MY DA (A-433)T Din II (A-416), MY FUUOC TAT (A-411) and ME QUAN
IX (l-14 eam under the direct control of CmparW D. Each B-Detachment under the new border surveillance plan has four subordinate detachmonts. B-4l and 3-43 designated as border Command and Control Cams

(BCC) remain under the operational control of 44th Special Tactical

Zone.
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a. Training.
(1)

General.

(S3 Training.)

(a) The Mobile Strike Force Training Center (FTC),
established
ar, AN K , began training its first company from the 5th Mobile Strike
Force Command on 3 February 1969. The NSFTC is currently capable of
training two cycles of three companies each during a given month and
can billet a total of six eompanies. The MSFTC has also trained three
Camp Strike Force and four Mobile Strike Force companies as of 30 April
1969 in tha three week refresher program. During Kay a letter of instruction will be sent to the field from this Headquarters listing requirements for units that will undergo training at AN KH.
(b) The prcgram of instruction for the Combat Orientation Course
has been expanded to twelve days. The POI has been changed a total of
four times as new requirements are identified from the field. Or 7
October 1968 the school moved to HCO TRE WAND where all training is
conducted exccpt for staff briefings and a few other classes that are
held at the SFYO before the studenti leave for HON TRI. Because of the
expanded POI and increased emphasis placed on the school, the course
has become more effective in preparing nev personnel for assignments
to Special Forces operational detachments.
(c)
input has increased substantially at all training centers in
Vietnam. The quality of instruction has improved with the updating and
revision of PI's as well as the addition of qualified instructorinterpretor personnel. Part of the Jifficulty at the training centers
has been a failure to understand the mission and a lack of ability to
identify problem areas. These difficulties are slowly but surely being
overcomes
(2)

I Corps Tactical Zone (Company C).

(a) USASF. The lack of heavy weapons WO's at the A-detachment.
and inadequate cross training among other team members necessitated
initiating a program of instruction covering heavy weapons. This PMI
has been disseminated to all A-detachments and training is now in
'rogress.
Instruction on the A6A Radar Beacon has been completed at
all A-detachments. The beacon has been effectively employed at Camps
TIEN PKUOC (A-102), HA THAIR (A-10 4 ), N(1G SO (A-1O), and THUOWG DJC
(A-109).
(b) CIr.
Currently one Combat Reconnassiance Platoon is ir
training arD"(o BA THIN and one Camp Strike Force company is at AN
MR.
Future training allocations are considered inadequate at this
time, Twenty more company allocations are required for FT 70. In
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addition twenty-two CRP allocations for DONG BA THIN are needed for
F?70 because of an increase in CRP under Phase II Plan. W16A1 training
is progressing satisfactorily at all detachments with approximately
8
of all CIDO now trained.
(3)

11 Corp Tact.cal Zone (Company B).

(a) CIDG. CLt0 and M)F training has showed increased improvement
since the 7a-t reporting period. The overall training outlook has
broadened due to the recent addition of the XSF Training Center located
in AN MIM. Th center is now fully operational, conducting three-weok
refresher classes for all WS? units within RVYand for CSF units from
I CTZ and II CTZ. To this date Copany B has had 6 CSF companies and
one MWF battalion complete training at the center. Current plans are
to send an additional NSF battalion and at least 12 more CS companies
there by the end of this year.
(b) M6Tainlaa. During this period a total of 6,704 1-16's were

issued to tffanl

personnel.

A training program was conducted prior

to the weapons being issued to the troops.

The familiarisation classes

were taught oy tEAS? and VNSF advisors. The minimum program of instruction
includeds two hours of assembly and disassembly, one hour of care and
maintenance, and three hours of practical exercise on the firing range.
(c) Miscellaneous. Three Combat Reconnaissance Platoons are attending the CRP school at DkuG BA THIN. Fifty CSF and SF personnel have
been sent to the CIDO Leadership School at DC
BA THIN. Finally, 21
interpretors are being trained at the VN English Language School in
SAICI and the Combat Interpreters School in NHA TRANG.
(4)

IMl Corps Tactical Zone (Company A).

(a) Basic and Refresher Training. The Mfl CTZ CIhQ Training Center

at TRANG SUP (A-3O1) continues to provide basic and refresher training
on a Corps-wide basis to all CIDOG personnel. During this reporting period
the number of newly-recruited CIDG personnel has sharply declined. This
period of reduced training responsibility, however, was profitably utilised
by Detachment A-301. New training facilities were constructed and old
ones renovated. A 100-mater standard ID range was extended to 200 meters.
An infiltration course and pep up target' firing lanes were added.
Since the camp also has the remeubility of maintaining 5 of the
present for duty strength on operations as well as insuring a hardened
camp defense posture, Camp TRAWG SUP was able to conduct extensive offensive operations, primarily in support of Detachment BIN SOI (A-321), and
to bring their defenses up to the highest standards. During April an
influx of new recruits and CMG personnel for refresher training reaped
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the benefits of the extensive improvements made by the CIW training center during arch 1969. During this quarter the following
recruits were trained and assigned to Special Forces tamps as indicatedDATE

GRADUATION

TRAINING CO

STRENGTH

GAINING UNIT

23 Dec 68
13 Jan 69
10 Apr 69

10 Feb 69
?2 Fe6c 69
30 Apr 69

80th Co
81st Co
82nd Co

134
127
102

Dot A-341
Dot B-36
Dot A-322

(5)

IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D).

(a) )SF. Two companies are in training at the Co D training
Center at T-CHAU (A42).One hundred and eighty-eight M15 troops
have completed airborne training at the DOG BA THIN Training Center.
One MF battalion is in training at the ANM
MY5Training Center.
One MF platoon completed CRP training at the DOING BA THIN Training
Conter. Refresher training is being conducted at DON PHUC (A-401).
Out of twelve companiles that should be ai-borne qualified only two
actually are. The next Company D allocations for airborne training
are 100 - November and 200 in December.
(b) CSF

Four companies have completed basic training at the

TO CHAU Training Centerp

while wo companies completed refresher

training. Three platoons nave received CR? training at DOMW BA
THIN. A total of 72 CIWO graduated from the CIDG leadership Course
and another 36 are in training. Of the 50 CSF companies in IV CTZ
only 16 have received such training. The company's allocation for
CRP training is one platoon per months this and additional quotas
are being continuously filld. Considerablo progress has been made
but the lack of allo:ations and facilities preclude attaining the
desired level of training. To improve CIDO combat skills a Mobile
Training Team is being formed. It will go from camp to camp and
conduct instruction as needed.

(6) MACV Recondo School. The school trains selected tBIFMW
personnel in the techniques and akills needed for long range reconnaissance oporaTions in the Republic of South Vietnam.
(a) Cadre Strengths. Average assigned and attached strengths
were as foliowss
C"
I
ATOM OFF
ATCH EM
February
-11 A jYTOK
"1
March
8
75
1 A T 1 ROK
2 ROX
April
7
69
1 AST 1 ROK
2 BOX
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(b) Results of MACV Re.ondo Sokol.
IACV Recondo 3ehool received 237 studonts
Course. Classes R-15-69 thru R-18-69 ht'v
is a breakdown of students for R-15-6) to

During this period the
for the three week Resend.
graduated. The follewrig
R-18-69 Recondo classes by.

Corps and Unit areas

Intr

D_

Grad

4th Inf Div

24

4

20

Coc (Ranger) 75th Inf
ROMY

6
18

2
0

Recondo Classes

173rd Abn Bde

29

2

27

4

18

IIFFV

lot
9th inf
Inf Div
Div

108

22

86

25th Inf Div
lst Car Div

7
5

0
0

7
5

4

1

40

9

J0st Abn Div (AM)
letbde, 5th nf Div
Amrical Div
MA!

23
5
21
18

4
1
2
3

19

5th SFGA

1

199th LIB

RTAYF

Co D (Rmger) 151st It
3rd Bde, 82nd Abn Div

36

7

3

0

36

1

6

31

MY CORPS

14

19
15

0

11

me

3

1

2

USK

8

1

7

0

14

ARN RC
IMTs

14

Class R-19-69 conmueneed traiaing on 21 April 1969.

(e) The iission of tke OCmbat Orientation Course is to train
selected United States ArvW Special Forces personnel in the special
combat skills required for duty in the Republic of Vietnam and to
prepare these individualS to deal effectively as coumterparts with
the Vietnamse Special Forces in their conduct of stability operations
and pacification program*
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(d) During this quarter the MACY Recondo School received 483
students for the nine.day Combat Orientation Course. The following is
a breakdown of students for classes 31-69 thru 43-69e
COC Classes

31-

69

Intr

24 Jan.

04 Fob 69

32 - 69

31 Jan -11

33 - 69
14 - 59
35 - -59
36 - 69
37 - 69
38 - 6a
39 - 69
40 - 69
41 - 69
42 - 69
b3 - 69

07 Feb -18 Feb
14 Feb
25 Feb
21 Fob 04 Mar
28 Feb -li Mar
13 Kar - 25 Xar
21 abz - l Apr
28 Nar o6 Apr
04 Apr . 15 Apr
4r - 22 Apr
18 Apr - 29 Apr
25 Apr 06 May

(7)

Fob 69

73
53

69
69
69
69
69

25
35
33
21
38

69

34

69
69
69
69
69

32
42
36
36
25

NSF Training Center (Detachment Bn-5l).

(a) General, During the reporting period this detachment successfuily accomplished its mission of providing advice and assistance to
the VNSF Training Center in training VNSF and CIlO personnel and also
in its mission of providing advice and support to the assigned Camp
Strike Force in combat operations and local security. Considerable
gains were made in improving training support and facilities for
USASF and CID persornel. On 3 April 1969 a demonstration of Training

Center capabilities was presented for the delegates to the Southeast
Asia Special Forces Conference.
(b) Traininx. The 4th Camp Cawmnder's Course graduated with 21
students on the irst day of this period. The 5th ourse began and
graduated 24 students during the period and the 6th eourse is currently
in session. The detachment's ability to evaluate the course was
greatly enhanced by the arrival of 2LT Knadler, whose abiity to speak

the Vietnamose language and understand the Vietnamese people is excellent. Prior to the start of the 15th USASF Basic Airborne Course on 7
April 1969, many minor repairs were made on the existing training apparatus. A request for major repair work was submitted to SFCO and has
been approved. Work on this project will ommnce with the arrival of the
materials. In order to batter prepare the detachment for its mission
of conducting Basic Airborne training, the lot tABF Jumpmaster Course
was conducted in February te qualify juxpster personnel. The course
was highly successful. A recon platoon from ARC-V Team 30, BA NwOr
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completed the 35th CRP Course along with 4 CIDO CRP platoons. The
performance of this platoon was highly satisfactory. The assiAstant
S3 9 lt Harper, has been assigned the mission of monitoring the CIDG

Leadership Course and determining what action must be taken to improve
it.
He will attend all clas-ea And report his findings to the detachment cowuander on a weekly basis.
(c) Courses Graduated or in Progress During the Reporting Period.
COURSES
36th CIDG LUNS
37th CIIX LDRS
34th CPP
35th( ".P
4th TIAKWOI DO

GRAD DATE
U1 Feb 69
7 Apr 69
15 Feb 69
7 Apr 69
3 Feb 69

4th CCC
5th CCC
5th YNSF RT0
l4th VNSF
F &NCO
11th CIDO BAC
12th CIPG BAC
7th VMSF BAC
15th USASF BAC

STUDENTS
109
110
90
128
31

1 Feb 69
Mar 69

31
15
13
13
22
4
19

Feb
Feb
Feb
Apr
Apr
Apr

21
24
21
85
50
147
107
22

69
69
69
69
69
69

Courses currently in progress:
COU sS

STARTIN DATE

STUDENTS

38th CIDG LDRS

21 Apr 69

100

36th CRP

21 Apr 69

I0 Mar

5th TZAKWAN DO

2nd CI

RTO

lot SF MD SPIC
15th YNFFF & NCO

6th Y1W Ro
6th CCC

166

69

31

7 Apr 69

4..

10 Mar 69
15 Mar 69

56
77

7 Apr 69

56

7 Apr 69

20
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Combat Developments.

(i) The Combat Development Section, 5th SGA, is responsible for
testing and evaluating equipment applicable to the missions of Special
Forces. CD's inventory ranges from duplicating machines to demolitions.
All are tested by 5th SFGA field units to determine their potential
usefulness.
(2) The following are projects tasked or under consideration by
Combat Developments.

(a) Starlight Scope Protective Covers On 26 March 1969, XACV
Science Advisory introduced a starlight scope protective cover anrl
requested that combat developments evaluate the item. Ten of these
semi-transparent plastic covers have been requested for field evaluation
by selected A-teams.
(b) In-Flight Film Processing: MACV Science Advisory provided all

necessary components for this portable film prooessing unit nowbeing
evaluated by S? of B-52. This small 2"X4" black box can process 35sm
black and white film in a matter of minutes using a jelly like substance
which operates in a manner similar to the polaroid principle.
(e) Claymore Flash Attachment- A small camera type flask bulb has
been developed whick, when attached to a olaymore mine, wll flash if the
mine is moved. This type ef attachment will enable the using element to
determine which claymere to detonate. B-512 is evaluating twenty-five of
these items provided by MACV Science Advisory.

(d) Retre-Reflective Spray and Powders Both the spray and powder
work on the infr-red principle and are now being tested by B-52, When
supporting aircraft with IR capabilities are used, the items can-be employed to locate friendly elements and mark positions. Generally, the

employment ef beth items is limited enly by the user's imagination.
Ce) Mortar Elevation Indicator for Hand-Held 81= Mortars This
item is a small attakment vkick indicates the angle of elevation of the
81m mortar and allows the mertar te be hand-held for firing without
the use of biped or sight. The device is designed for quick employment
of the Blmm mortar when carried on field operations. This expedient
item is being forwarded from UARV to the 5th SMk for evaluation.

(f) Paraing Precision Aerial Deliver SZ tea (PPADS) : Cobat
developments section recently eompleted a field evlua ion on the
PPADS. This centrolled airdrop eirgo system has been developed to
permit accurate airdreps ef cargo to small drop sens.
Tho system,
38
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which employs an all flexible parawing as the lifting canopy, rill
silently glide under electronic guidance to an accurate landing and
can be used to deliver supplies to troops in remote or hostile areas,
day or nightand under all types of weather and terrain conditions.
The PPADS hab a 500 pound payloe.d capability and can be deployed from
six miles up and fifteen tiles out frem the ground-based transmitter,
Yet it will land within 200 feet of the transmitter with about the
same force of imp.act as a conventional parachute. The evaluation
was concluded as successful.
USAR Army Concept Team Vietnam is considering 5th SFQA as
(3)
an evaluating unit for future projects such as fragmacord, which is an
explosive similar to Dot Cord; night rision goggles, similar to the
starlight scope; and camp sentinel foliage penetration radar. The Navy's
research and development unit is now projecting future iters for the
5th SMA to evaluate.
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Aviations

(i)
Ar
Aviation Support. Operations of Project Delta, B-52
and the 3rd =7, B-36 have continued to receive the required amount of
aviation support under their operational control. Because of the amount
of the support provided and the command relationship enjoyed, excellent
results have been achieved. The amount of Army Aviation support provided
for command and liaison to the Group has not changed except in IV Corps
where Company D is now receiving two UH-l helicopters daily as authorized by COISMACT.
(2) Tactical Airlift Support.

This has been excellent.

(3) Tactical lighter Suplert. Increased command emphasis has been
placed on requesting pre-planne TAC AIR. Data for the past three months
is as fellowas
UNIT

February

MKU3STED,?!h
I CTZ (Ce 0)
II CTZ (Co B)

132/132
102/15

I=l CTZ (Co A)

234/224

17 CTZ (Co D)

95/71

March

RKQUSTE),'LG
131/131
37/37
227/195
81/56

April

RKQSD/irD.W
74/74
43/24
205/171
74/55

TOTAL ................ 563/442 ............476/419 ........396/324
(4) I Corps Tactical Zone.

(Company C)

(a) Tactical Air Support for the past czarter was generally outstanding.
However, during the February/Xarch siege of Camp TMN PHUOC (A-102) a lack of
coordination among the units operating in the TACR created problems in clearing grids for air strikes. A Joint 73CC m
established in an attempt to alleviate these problems. However, there was no one in the FSCC with the authority
te grant political clearances. Also, the FSCC was not the final clearing authority for air stris s in the TACR. The requirement to clear grids 'th intermediate commands after having obtained F8CC olearance created undue delays in
obtaining air support.
(b) The C Detaebment now has an M-lO radio control Jeep available for
relocation to camp sites under siege. The jeep has a UHF radie capability that
makes it ideal for use in conjunction with the A-6A Radar Beacon. It has been
tested at Camp TIU PRUOC and found to be kighly effective.
(c)

A recurring problem is the lack of organie helicopter support for -the
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Mobile Strike Foroe.

Many delays have been encountered in moving MY?

troops. These delays reduce the combat effectiveness and the morale of
the

W61.

_a

MAR

APR

251
124

23

105
40

(d) Tactical Air Supperts
Requests
Flown

99

(5) 11 Corps Tactical Zone.

(Company B)

(a) AMwAvist'on Support. This has been exemplary
considering
the nmber t f airorAfi avaiable and their numerous eommioments in fI Corps
Tactical Zo a. There is a definite shortage of aircraft and no hope for
resolution fn the near future. The CfI and 1SF have reached a depree of
sophistication as evidenced by their use of available aircraft where the
augmentation of aircraft to this detachment eould be justified. Moreover
many of the CIDO camps have large TAOR's which are difficult to cover
thoroughly without such aid.
(b) Tactical Air Lift Support.

This continued to be outstanding.

(a) Tactical Fighter Support. On an immediate basis this was excellent
with all tactical air requests being grar-.ted except when adverse weather
conditions prohibit support. Preplanned tactical air support has improved
greatly in the past two months, but is ev3l. marginal. This is because few
tactical aircraft are available to Special Forces for the purpose of Preplanned airstrikes.

(6) YLI ,!ra

Tactical Zone.

(Company A)

(a) Army Aviation Support. This headquarters received the same dedicated air assets as was reported during the last period. A request was
submitted to 00, I FfM asking for more work choppers and one additional
LOH for Command and Control. This request was denied by II FF7 becaiise of
the non-availability of aircraft.
(b) Tactical Airlift Support. This headquarters receives two C7A aircraft daily and one 0-123 aircraft 5 days a week. These are supplied by the
834th Air Division through II Field Force Vietnam. The majority of treope
moved by Copany A throughout the III CTZ are assigned to the 3rd Mobile
Strike Force Command. During the reporting period a total of 16,428 passengers were moved in 2,070 sorties.
(a) Tactical Fighter Support. Tactical fighter support has been outstanding in regards to preplanned and immediate airstrikes. A total of 730
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flights were requested and 623 flights were flown against preplanned
targets. A total of 123 Skyspot were nominated and 10 flown. The
hinders the Skyupet program throughnon-availability of aircraft still
out this Corps. Four new aircraft have been added to the tactical
support inventory. Theis aircraft are AC-1190 gunships which are
omonly called Shadow. lach is armed with four mini-guns utilizing
7.6bm amunition. One mini-gun has a sustained rate of fire of
3,000 to 6,000 rounds per minute. These aireraft fly only during the
keurs of darkness and are used in support of Special Forces elements.
(Campany D)

(7) IV Corps Tactical Zone.

(A)
= Aviation Suport. This has not been completely adequate due to the lack of rotary wing aircraft.
(b) Tactical Airlift Suport. Army Aviation tactical airlift support
is controlled and allocated by the 4th Special Taetieal Zone. C7A Airlift
support is provided seven days a week by the 536th Tactical Airlift Scuadron
in VUR TAU. The crews of the C7A do a tremendous job. Tkeir enthusiasm
and desire to get the job done is outstanding. Maintenance delays and
crew duty time are the only problems. The crews are limited by regulation
an the number of hours they can fly. If the 536, ceuld return to the
procedure they followed seven months age of having the crews spend the night
at Company D, both productive hours flown and sorties could be increased
while maintenance problems on the CMA could be reduced considerably. 0-123
Aircraft support is provided by the 515tk Special Operations VIn out of
PAI RAN5 days a week, exeluding Swndays and Tkursdays. Such support is
adequate at this time.
(e) Tactical Fighter Su
at Bin U
Fighter Wi i ba

ort. This support provided by the USAF Tactical
Air Base is excellent.
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h. Logistics.

0=

sup;p.

a. The average number of personnel supported dnring the period
I February to 30 April 1969 weret
USA~sF

,7

-

CF -

34,471

)GF - 8,773

-+rect
During ;rch the NUI COTO operation in IV CTZ rece:-d
support from the ISC Supply and Maintenance facilities, This included
106 '{ rounds, Cal 50 machine gun and small arms am unition, nollan-ible
water containers, clothing, rations$ load-bearing equipmint, arnored vots,
protective iasks, flame throwers, and 106m RR and Cal 50 machine r'ins
ton trucks. All shipments to Company D were +.-p 7riormounted or M151AI
Thin>
ity or "Red Ball" mission. The mounting of the 1O6RR and Cal. en
guns on the jeeps took the maintenance facility less than 24 hours to vi'
c. Local purchases during the 3 month period:

FlB
$21,,229

Rice
Local Pa-.i~i

Total

APR

MAR
$-0-

$29 ,265

$9,526

$23.494

$9,526

$127,991
$74,-

$135

36

(2) Vaintenance.
a.

The percentages of deadline equipment for the reporting period

wer,3.

irm

FUE

MAR

APR

Crew Served Wpns

2%

3%

3%

Saall Arrf-

3%

4%

4%

Mortars

3%

3%

3%
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A't. llr

0%

0%

0

Fur-clifts

91%

9%

8%

Vehicles

4%

5%

4%

The increase for vehicles during March was due to the shortage of
tirs
and "closed loop" type repair parts. However, during April250
ton truck tires were received from 0CO and CAM RAM BAY. This filled
all existing due outs. It should be noted that the 5% deadline status
is still well below the USARV deadline rate of 10%&
b. There has been a recurring problem with repair parts for the
M1531AI 4 ton truck. When the MI51AI was developed it was programed to
last 5 years and thus repair parts were programed on a 5-year-cycle
closed loop system. Parts within this system -are available only on a
direct exchange basis. An attempt is being made to order these items
through the 2nd Logistical Command in Okinawa where all ordinary <th
SGA requisitions are placed. Group, due to its funding.has not been
able to enter the closed loop system. With the signing of the IBSA,
however, this should change. Increased maintenance support has been
received from 1st Log Cad due to the recently signed ISSA with USARV.

(0) Movements.
Cargo moved in short trns during the reporting period was:
LJJE

FEB

MAR

07A/C123

355.1

587.4

525.6

703.

797.3

Ci30

1102.7

APR

Ai- America

Z4. 6

0

IST

17.1

799.5

0

Convey

52.1

107,0

1.2

9.9

The "O" figure reflected for movements by Air America luring March
is normal since they do not usually have unobligated aircraft to haul
supplies for outside agencies.
(4) As of 31 May the ISP (Forward Supply Point) at B-M IAN HE
THUOTy4will cease FSP functions and an 30 Jume5 the B-23 18P wiLA teminate.
"4
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A- detachments previously supported by the FSP at B-23 w ill be

supported by either JHA TRAJO or the Cepany B FSP at PLKIK.
Presently preparations are being made both at the IC anl B-23 FSB for the
support changes.
(5)
The Staff Engineers have begun construction of an extension
to Warehouse #6 at uhe SPOB. The extension is needed to house four
new and two expanding sub-sections of the ISC Maintenance Facility.
An extension to the rigger ramp was completed during March. It will
provide faster and more efficient service for loading and unloading
of cargo.
(,) The lst Logistical Command and Naval Supply Activity continue

te prr !de about 65% of the maintenance and supply support for 5th SPGA.
This percentage will increase slightly when the maintenance ISSA is
fully 3azolemented.
(7)

1 Corps Tactical Zone.

(Copany C).

(a)
u~lU. This FSP supports 3"
CST, 783 16W, and 259 US for a
total of 4ruiitroops.
Emphasis has been placed on maintaining basic loads
in all supply classes at each camp and baekloading excess items. M-16
rifles were received in Mareb and distributed to the A-detachments and HSF.
Shortages of M-16 ammunition bwe cause" temporary problems in building up
an adequate basic load and has also c. .ed delay in backloading carbines.
Tactical operations increased sign5ficantly in the latter part of February
and March with the siege of Camp TIER PHUOC (A-102) as the most critical
area.
A newly developed low altitude parachute extraction system (LAPES)
was utilized for an emer!,ency ammo resupply at this camp.
The ammo was
rigged by the 109th QM Aerial Delivery Compy in CAM RANH BAY and an
Air Force control team .-,.-edat
the camp directeA the delivery. This was
an extremely successful operation due to excellent cooperation between the

109th QM company, the Air Force, and the C Company Air Movements Section.
Utilizing the newest techn&ques it was the second operation of its kind
in Vietnam. The first
was at Camp THUOKG DUC (A-109) for a resupply of
construction material. Local purchase decreased, with fresh food for the
CIDX still
being the largest item.
Other purchases include sand and gravel,
parts for commercial equipmnt, and R&U supplies.
(b) Deadline date ,Ior vehicles dropped during the period to approximately
10%. One probleom has been evacuating vehicles back to the maintenance facility
for repairs vtich cannot be accamlished on site. Th, generator deadline rate
was red. ed significantly to approximately 15%.
A numwbsr of factors aceimtedm
'or thib. A field fix was designated by XCCI technical representatives at the
Aaintenance facility, consisting of an added fuel filter
to combat the fuel
contarination problem. Another fix was the addition cf a replenisher pump so
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as to combine two 55 gallon drums in a continuous fueling operation.
The final primary factor for the lower generator rate was the capability acquired during this period to repair fuel injector pumps.
The rate for refrigerators, freezers, and air conditioners remained
fairly constant at 10%.
Lack of repair parts, especially compressor
motors, is the main reason fir this. Overall a lack of expeditious
transportation for contact teams and repair parts is the major problem
in providing maintenance support to the A detaehmets.
(c)

Cargo Movements.

The following tonnages were moved,
Air Land
Air Drop

Convoy

Sealift
Total

2121.6

52.5 (LA
87,0

)

9_2
2270.3

Non-availability of aircraft is the most serious problem in this
Corps. Air Land tonnage dropped 462 tons from the previous reporting
period. The Camp TM PHUOC airfield was upgraded to C-123 capability.
and AmerThe airstrip at TRA BCG (A-107) was closed; but a joint USA
ical Division effort has regraded and penaprimed the field so that it in
now open to C-7A a:rcraft. Camps GIA VUC (A-lO) and THUCNG DUC (A-109)
will have their airfields upgraded to C-123 cavability during the next cuarter.
(d)
by a NHA
spoilage
has more

Services. Iffective 1 February 1969, fresh food is being supplied
TIANG contractor. The quality of food has dropped, with some
due to the added transportation time, but the increase in quantity
than offset the decrease in quality.

Facilty Rproveenta. With the completion of the Class I ware(e)
house and the backloading or most excess items to LC, over 200 comex conThe berm for the
tainers previoAly used for storage have been turned in.
me has been
amse storage axsa was completed in February 1969 and all lee
palletiaed. An 1CCI ammnition technical reprs entative made a liaison visit
in February and assisted in reorganising asm storage to meet eompatibility
requirements.
All bulk outside storage item, such as, diesel, mag". sand
bags, concertina, picket., barbed wire,, are now teing palletized immediately
upon receipt in the FSP. This has inerease efficiency in the outside storage
yard and proved invaluable in quick rewation to emergency reate.
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(f) Adequacy of Logistical L.pport. This unit has received outstandir
support from the Naval Support Activity and First Logistical Command, both
ISC support is always outstanding; however, since there
located in DA NANG.
is a constant problem of transportation between DA NANG and NHA TRANG, it is
more feasible for this unit to increase support requirements from local
agencies.
(g) Problem Areas. Air support for this FSP is not adequate. This
affects both supply and maintenance. M-16 ammo has been in short surnly.
All six air riggers have less than 120 days until DIROS and three are
45 day losses. Finally the maintenance facility needs more mechanics for
contact team repairs.
I8)Cors Tactical Zone (Company B).
(a) Supply. During the reporting period, Company B supported approximately 12,000---F, 2,100 NSF, and 600 USA5F personnel. This was accomplished by utilizing the two forward supply points located at PLEKIKT and
BAN HL THUOT
The single line requisitioning system continues to be the most
efficient method devised to support operations. Local procurement averap ed
$.07 per man during the past three months. Items purchised were primarily
plumbing fixtures, electrical supplies, and repair items that were not available in the supply system. Quality was generally below American standards.
(b) Maintenance. Bilingual checksheets on operational maintenance are
in use at all levels. The generator-automotive mechanics school is fully
operational and has produced outstanding results. Company B currently has
a deadline rate of less than 10% at the A- detachment level becaiise of th.,
practice of sending technical representatives to the camps to ma,-e the required repairs.
(c) Movements. The only problem that exists in the movements section is
the shortage of cargo nets and C7A aircraft. The following is a breakdown
of cargo moved by various modes of transportation. All figures are in -oinds.

Airlarnd

Airdrop

Vehicle

FBRJARY
2,595,783
17,679
209,935

MARCH
2,758,159
27,421
907,324

APRIL
2"32,0393
0
-,l17,516

(d) Stocke Levels. Recently stockage levels have been analysed
and apprepriate Adjustments were made because of sufficient demand data.
The former system of a direct exchange for unserviceable repair parts,
weapons, and generators has been eliminated. All items are requested
on a DA Form 2765-1 and procesaed as required.
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(e)
Adequacy of Logistical Support. Support from the lst Log has
been adequate.
The biggest handicap has been a lack of trarsportation
to pick up supplies. 15C support has been excellent except for luber,
plumbing, and electrical items.
(9)

II

Corps Tactical Zone

(Cmpany A).

(a)
_
The FSP at Company A supports 7P500 CSF, 2,500 M511
and UA5 Special Forces personnel.
Special Support has been rendered
the 3rd EFC9 Detachment B-36, which has been deployed continually this
year ix, War Zone "D".
Helicopter support for B-36 is provided by t's 117th
Assault Helicopter Company, 12th Combat Aviation Group.
This also includes
one and occasionally two light fire teams. Because of the remote area of
operations, the closest Army Aviation Ilement fuel point is approximately 15
minutes flight time from the AO. Total turn around time exceeds 30 minutes.
This is considered an excessive period of time for a combat unit to be without helic:opter support when engaged in enemy contact. A solution was provided
by establishing in emergency fuel point at the FOB. Portable 500 gallon fuel
bladders were drawn from the 64th QM Battalion, transported to Company A, and
shipped to the !B via CH-47 helicopters. A pump was provided by the supporting
unit,, 117th Assault Helicopter Company.
During the period a total of 12,789,
i7i$YN ($108,384) was spent on local purchase of cost codes 902, 905, and 910.
Rice purchases account for over 90% of this sum.358,6435M ($3,039) was spent on
cost code 905. This nigh expenditure can be explained by the emergency requirement
for 7 water pumps, each costing 18,0000N.
These Briggs and Straton pumps are of
good quality. The deadline rate is highk however, because of the heavy work load
placed on these tems. The other large expenditure during this quarter was the
pur:nase of pallr+s. These cannot be obtained through normal supply channels
at present.
If nhe FSP were to draw lumber from the let Log Command, pallets
could be made at a cost of $2.35 each. This would not include the expense for
labor and nails. To cut this high cost the FSP locally purchases these items
at an average price of .La each.
Other items purchased include rubber stamps,
non szandard lighting and plumbing fixtures, and silver and copper welding rods.
The latter is used ir. the repair of refrigerators and air conditioners.
(b) Maintenance. The new tire and paint shops were completed. The old
shops will be used for the installation of the engine air boat rebuild and
electric motor rewind facilities. All 2 ton and 5 ton trucks which do not
have drivers assigned are being put into float.
It is felt that these vehicles
cannot be maintained properly without assigned drivers. The percentage of
deadl:rned generators has been high, close to 21%. This is due to the non-availability of parts, especially injector pumps for (ICW Libby generators.
Thq deadline percent of vehicles has been low at 7%.
Most parts are available, but due
to the shortage of Vietnamese mechanics, many vehicles are awaiting shop. This
detachbmnt needs more qualified meehanics to keep up with the flew of repairs
at the SP.
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) Air Movements. A total of 23,878,830
abs
of cargo and 16,42
pax were transported by the Air Movments Section of Company A FSP.
124 L40,3i! lbs of carFo were transported via convoy.
1lo738,519 lbs
were shipped by air in the following categories.
905,
lbs by special
3,294,619
"
Ilbs
mission aircraft, . -ly
C-130 si 2P210,198 lbs by C -L
by cedicated C7A -id 5,328 .- 84 lbe by rotary wing arciaft'
mostly CH-47
heii-opterso One tactical emergency and five combat ersential missicns
a;ere flowr in ,;1nnort of Special Forces operations in II! CTZ.

(d) Servces. The FSP at Company A provides maintenance contact teams
to all subordinate detachments.
The team normally consists of a Philippino
techn' al representative and one or two Vietnamese civilaan 6,
ki~led in thc
same i elds.
When a subordinate detachment needs maimenanze beyond their
own capabilities and the situation demands work be done on the site, a
maintenance team is quickly deployed there.
On occasicn. USASF personnel are
included on this tea°n. These contact teams have a record of qulick deployment
and high job performance. The status of the OKW (Liotry; Ferierator 9 model
1h8002-., :n Company A FSp has reached a critical state.
A!.
A detachment
are authorized two 10KW generators for camp power surp.y. one in ,se and the
other as a backup. This company has 46 Libby generators on hand of which
16 are deadicnea oecause of a lack of fuel injector pumps. For tne last
six months the Company A FSP has experienced difficulty obtaininr constr,'t on
materiaLs, especially lumber, from available supply sources.
This has curtai
numerous approved projects at various locations.
The shortage is anticiate!
to last =ndefinitely. Sandbags and barbed tape, however, are readily availa at present,
There has been some difficulty in drawing both 811m WP ammnitic .,
which has been suspended, and Ml8Al Claymore mines with accessories (KI43).
All ot-ier type, 31 au;,Lziition have been received in euficient quantities.

(10)

IV Corps Taatical Zone

(Company D).

(a)
Su ol,. During the period the S 4 Section supported the followiT-g
number of personnet
USASF4 390i CSFs 7,OCO; MSFr 2,0OO.
Tne NU1T COTO
Operation terminated or, 6 April 1969 and the FSP at CHI LANG was turned
over to DetacLment Uoh.
Although one Battalion of MSF will remain on the
mountain, tne resupply problem is minimal with B-43 nandling it every third
day. The air assets for this are obtained from 44th STZ.
On 2,9 March IV

Corps informed Cc D that B-43 would move from CAO LANH to CHI LANG and be
operational by 7 April. This was accomplished without the promised help

of IV Corps. either in supplies or personnel. Without the air support
froi L44h STZ tne move would not have been completed as soon as it was.
3-43 -As nov in the process of reorgan.zing itself and preparing to move
out of a temporary location as soon as the Engineer section complete the
new site.
Local procurement of items is now handled differently than before.
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When an item is required by a sections the suppo v.
Aty calls
either ISQ or the Maintenance facility, gets approva. for the purchase, and records the individual's name who gave the approal.
This eliminates the possibility of making a local purchase when supply
channels can adequately handle the request,
(b) Maintenance. A Generator Operator Maintenance Course was
conducted which has proven a great success in reducing breakdowns in
this area. Due to the lack of a Property Disposal Officer in the
CAM THO area, numerous pieces of junk equipment are accumulating in the
Maintenance Facility. Deadlines have increased this quarter due to
the full support given the NUI COTO Operation. A contact team was dispatched to the 75" for on the spot repairs which aided in returning
equipment to operational status in reduced time. Many electrical motor
break downs have been repaired locally. At present plans are being drawn
up
improve and
Maintenance
Facility
and construct
a Motor
Pooltobuilding
for expand
second the
echelon
maintenance.
Currently
this facility
is short of both ICCI and VN personnel. The former are being transferred
without replacements.
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Engineers

(1) Construction and Rehabilitation.

(a) The following construct.on was completed during the reoorting

oaer i md•

LU AT ION

PROJECT

COiSTRUCTIC

C1 Danang

Contract

Cl Danan.
' A& T
C

Security fence, steambath
generator shed
)OF water distribution system
CIDO bunker, generator shed
Ammunition bunkere, upgrading of
airfield to C-123

C T'.,g

Camp rehabilitation

C2 Pleiku
C2 Pleiku
C2 Ban Me ftuot
C2 Fan Me Thuot
C2 Plei Me
C2 Ben Het
C2 Plei Djereng
C3
C3
C3
C3
C3

Hen Quan
Thien Igon
'Lec Ninh
Tong 1. Chon
Bu Dp

C3 Duc Hue
C3 Bien Hoa
C3 Song Be
C4 Can The

CIDG medical billets, generator
revetment
MSF guard house
BOQ, CIDG billets, CIDG shower
and latrine
Three )MFbillets
50 bunkers, rice warehouse
Rice warehouse, runway repair,
emergency medical bunker
Dispensary, water tower, amo
bunker
US billets
PIR storage shed
Deep well, 15 Gallons per minute
Deep well, 15 (GPM)
Deep well, 15 (GPM)
dependent billets
Teamhouse, dispensary, emergency
medical bunker and camp rehabilitation
Generator Shod
Dispensary
Interrogation/Detention center,
TOO air movement office, paving
of roaj

UNIT

COntraoL
Self-Help

I

Self-Help/9th IBC
Contract
Self-Help
Contract
Self-Help
KB-i
XB-4
Self-Help
Self-Help
Self-Help
Contract
Contract
Contract/0B-3

KB-2
SoL1-fHelp
Self-Help
Contract/Self-Help

C4 Thuong Toi

Supply building extension

Self-Help

C1 My Da
C4 Thanh Tri
C Tuyer, Nhon
C4 To Chau

Amunitien bunker
Barber shop
Camp rewiring
Administration
51building

Self-Help
Self-Help
Self-Help
Self-Help
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3sTC, An Khe
Trung Dung
SFCB Nha Trang
SYFB Iha Trang
SYCE Nha Trang

Construction of Training Center
Contract/Self-Help
Toamhouse, couuo bunker, 7 latrines Self-Help
)MF emergency medical bunker
Contract
Field Grade BOQ
Contract
HQ Company dayrroou
Self -Help

(b) The followi.ng major construction should bo completed during
the next quarter
LOCITION

PROJECTNB

Cl
Cl
Cl
C2
C2
C2
C2
C3

BOQ
Renovation of sewage system
Three MSIP billets
New Camp
Camp reconstruction
Camp retnovsition
Hospital renovation
Storm draia system, interregation center
Hospital
Conval4escent center
Dependent housing
Commnunications bunker
Camp rehabilitation
Aircraft loading ramp
Tactical Operations center
Dispensary
Dispensary
S2/A3 building
BIQ #3

Danang
Danang
Danang
Plei me
Ben Hot
Ban Me Thuot
Plejkcu
Bien Hoa

Bien Hoa
Bien Hoa
Bu Dop
Tay Ninh
Tong Le Chon
C4&Can Tho
C4 Hue Hop
C4~ Thuong Thoi
SFOB Wha Trang
SFOB Wha Trang
SFOK Wha Trang

15 May
1 June
31. July
31 July
1 July
25 Juno
31 MaY
15
1
25
15
30
31
31
31
30
25
30
31

May
June
July
June
Jukie
Juily
MAY
July
May
July
June
Jul.y

(a) WelI have been successfully drilled at AU flOP, TONG L CHCI and
LOC IH utilizing an airmobile well rig,, owned and operated by the contractor, These wells are each producing approximately 15 gallons per inuute.
(b) The well rig previously uoed in KOm'TUX Province has been returned to the province chief at the request ,)f CORDS.
(a) One deep well has been dr-Iled in the SC3 and a second is
neari.ng completion. The well rig is scheduled to be moved to AN M3
upon completion of this well.
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The well rig which has worked in III CTZ for the past year

is presently in the SFO

undergoing maintenance overhaul.

It is then

scheduled to drill wells in the B-23 area.
(3)

udget _E and Funding.
Status of CAC JC6_Zunds.

Obligatedt
Unob_igated
(4)

$917,528,00
$21,082,472. 00

Public works and Utilities.

Tho repair and utilization (R&U) section processed 1414 work orders
during the reporting period. The carpenter shop constructed 8,800 pallets
and 17,500 concrete blocks. The water supply reached a critical level
during the month of April and water rationing was instituted. With the
addition of a new well as well as conservation practices the water storage
rose to an acceptable level by the end of the reporting period. Renovation
of the sewer system in the SFYC and at Detachm, t B-55 was completed.
Renovation of the SFC water system is in progress.

(5)
Problem Areas. Lack of critical construction materials still
constitutes the major problem area. Premature canoellation of an order resulted
in a shortage of one inch and two inch lumber. ElectricAl wiring also
is in short supply. Transportation of sand and gravel to cAmps where these
items are not locally available has also been a problem. The heavy haul
capability of the group is extremely limited. Support from outside sources
has been non-existent.
A third area of difficulty is the continuing pilferage of both construction materials and engineer repair parts during
shipment to job sites. This has been especially noticeable on critical
electrical supplies.

I
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j. Political Warfare (POLWAR)
(I) General. During this perio4 'whe activity of the Group S5
Section consisted of axnanding current programs and the initiation
of significant new projects.
(2) Plans.
(a) The S5 evaluation system for the detachment was redeveloped.
The new system is based on enemy and civilians in the TAORs rather than
in the total CTZ. Similarly, Civic Action is now tabulated per civilians
in the CTZ. Motivatlon and Indoctrination activities are still computed
per CIDG soldier in each company. The figures were recomputed back
through September 1968 to give a lead into the present quarter. A spot
check of the previous charts shows no major distortion from the prior
method employed.
(b) In addition to the quantitative evaluation the S5 Section is
now rating companies on how they stand each month in each of the three
categories of PSYOPS, Motivation and Indoctrination, and Civic Action as
well as how they stand overall. For first place in an output type activity,
such as leaflets disseminated by air, a company is awarded five points.
Three points are awarded for second, two fo- third, and one for fourth.
For result type activities, such as Hoi Chanhs and lowest desertion rates,
double points are given in each standing.
(3) Motivation and Indoctrination.
(a) A dependent housing priority list has been established for the
CIDG. This is a compilation in a priority order of dependent housing
projects throughcut the four Corps to include projected construction in
the future. Al. such projects are monitored by the S5.
(b) A joint VNSF and USASF Soldiers of the Month propram for the
CIDG troops was devised, written, and implemented in all camps during
this period. This program will effect some 40,0OO0 CIG soldiers throughOut Vietnam.

(c) ARN PX/Cwmissary regulations were translated, edited, anck
prepared for publication. These regulations should enable B and C-Detachment 55: to better understand and monitor the development of the
rA/uom.-rissary system in the CIDG program.
(d) A POLWAR equipment shortage report was compiled and shortages
were submitted for requisition. Receipt of this equipment will provide
the POLWkR t4ams in the field with their full T=&] issues and enhance
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their perfermanee.

(4) Civic Acticg.
(a) Candy bids from candy companies in the Unites States were
'xanined and tabulated', and samples compared. Two types and brP.-...s
of candy were selected to be purchased for use in the Groip CA propgram.
This candy ts of much better quality and considerably less expensive than
the type previously bought on the local market.
(b) The first class of 20 students ws sent throurh the CORS IR8
Rice School in MOC HOA, IV CTZ. This is a two-week course and i.t will
be conducted monthly. Agricultural Cadre have been formed in almost all
of the A-Detachments. These cadre will instruct CIDG and local personnel
as ,-ll as build and maintain demonstration plots. IR8 rice is the main
product currently being emphasized. A crop calendar and agricultural
manua was published and distributed to all A-detachments. Agricultural
policy guidance has ben given to all Company 35's and priority projects
designated.
(c) Twenty-two earth block making machines were nrocured from CARE
for the A-detachments. This will make the involved A-detachlents less
dependent on aerial resupply for bulk building materials.

(5) Psycho

1 Operations.

(a) It was recommended to DA and the Psychological Operations
Department at S1S that SF officers targeted as CA/PO officers in the
5th SFQA be sent to the newly created POLWAR Advisors Corse. This
course would be more suitable for duty in RVN and would also provide
a basic language capability.
(b) The POLWAR portion of the Combat Orientation Course was
expanded to two hours. New lesson plans, training aids, and charts
were devised and used in the weekly POLWAR presentation.
(c) To insure continuity in CA/PO programs a POL
',AR OperationA
Plan has been designed. In establishing an operation plan the individual
CA/PO officer will be required to project six months ahead what priority
programs he considers necessary in his TAOR in the categories of Civic
Action, Psychological Operations, and Motivation and Indoctrination.
Such a plan can then be utilized by his replacement with little or no loss
of momenrtum.
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I Coy pq Ta'.,Al Zone (Company C)

(a)
Psycnr)'
" Cperitionq (P,'YOP3 . D),!rng *,e r-nortni
-r'y
the PO'dAR tear, .iirected! their cf-.orts at the two ma.jor tar-,etS In t
T.k' Rs
the ccaj p-,pid ice and the CIDG.
Face to fart nomm inia+.1 -%np-'
'n.qe doass.ir:atiln otAaf lets ~newspapers,
nt magazines were some .Y
.
-.eO'.A used.
Face to far- communication was banked up witn ioudspeaker
broaocasts and Hedap.i.
'Support your local government" and attacks on
tni V^I were the qaLr, *heres ised.
kb)

Psychol,, ica. Warfare.

AporoxiniaL, ,y

"nlrty-,'ive r illtor lqhf-

lets were dror)vd inI T.' -Te majority were on the Cnieu Hot theme and
directed at VC/WJA.
TirgetLng ha continued against o
base
ar..bmy
areas,
,filtration routes, and trails.
Leaflets were also targetid on the local

opulace wLthin the TAOR'e using varions themes with the primary stress on
the GVN image. The development of media directed at the Montagnard is
progressing, but rather slowly., Currently interpreters are being used
tc .,i-ke ge-nerai appeal Cieu Hoi tapes for use within eaLh of thp camp
TAoR5-.
There are sich variations in language that it is impossible to
Iave on.y one stanard tape.
Numerous live aerial broarlrasts were also
Yrde by Hoi Chan.s throughout I CTZ using the CPC helicopter with a 1000
watt speaicer.
Tnis quick reaction capability has had some effect on 'he
Yontarnaris ,:.eneV controlled areas, wherqms the curron. leaflets have
Littie cr io nearinnr : , tnem. Leafletn with a vi.sual rnassage sur:h as those
usel :.s
II CT are currently being developed and printer by the 7th Pryops
?r -or i"ontarnard areas.
kc) Social Welfare. The refugee population again dcreased in this
perz , .
OnLy 90'0 refugees are now supported by the cnrps.
A lank of
transnortaticn and Civic Action commodities from CRS has hampered the
assis tance progra,
Denendent h-using has been reniested for Camps
NONG SON (A-1.5), T[{UOUG DUC (A-109) and Detachment B-16,
(d' Motivatr. and Indoctrination* During this quarter 9 the Polwar
Leuas from.IA
LOC (A-101), THUONG DUC (A-109) and Detachment B-16 were
trained by ARVN I Corps. Due zo enemy action, some teams have lost persornel and replacements will be trained at the next POLWAR school in "ay.
Ze "soiier of the month" program is proving to be an excellent motiv&-ic-. factor.
The dra-a team continued to perform very effectively and
has 1-een modj..g from camp to camp , normally staying at each for two or
three days, 1i hns also performed on DA NAIIG radio and TV.
(e;

(A

c7).

canteens.

Civ-_c Action. A country store is now being built at Camp TRA BONG

"AAH
Ap I

(A-10)

and BA TO (A-106)

have entablished CIDO

The a;ricultural program is still improring.
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BA TO and HIl! LONG (A-jX 3)
And the Camp Coivander at Camp GTA "TJC
ha'te been helping Mr. Jo'e Palada. a Phillipino Apricultural expert
working in I CTZ, nn)ve thl. project a success.
(f)
Hxscellanneos
A new prc.ect has been inItAated Involvinv
th3 :aXSln7 o' d;c'-:;, cni-ckens, and pips by th , ca.p.o. This will help
improve he nuality of meat eaten by the CIDG and thmir dependents.

(,

IICorp

(a)

POLAR T

POLWAR tea

n C

Tactical Zone

Company B)

rainin
: At present thirteen of the-

are trainod.

y

wenty-one CIrG

Seven of these graduated from

the PnL,¢AR School a'. II Corps Headq'iarters on 7 April 1959.
The remat-n±r.g -intraine. &.a-%n are presently in PLEIKU and will also attend the
17 Corps POLWAR School. The class will begin on 5 May with graduation
sl-nedu.ed for 26 May 1969.
Two CIDG P M AR t ems from Camps D!JC CO
(A-253) and PLEI 1RONG (A-.3) graduated from the Company 13 POV-AR
Refre-o1or Course or. 26 March 1969. This is a three week co'rse tair'ht bv
officers,
NCOOs Rnd interpreters from both the 'U.ASF and VT14F L .5
section,.
The couro termnates with a 4 day pzactlcai exercisa , onductod in a local PLKIKU hamlet.
The next class, wth CIDG te-ams from
Camps DUO LAP (A-239) and TIZU ATAR (A-231) will begin on 10 May 1969.
(b)
Agriciit'ral Projets. The S-5 farm, located on tri north,western ocFe of the Copany B compound, is being used as a clAssrooI
as well. as a source of food. Two 6 day classes conducted at the farm
have taught 9 CIDG and civilian personnel improved methods of agriculture
and animal husbandry. These classes will continue. beginning on the 1st
and 3rd Monday of each month. The animal stock consists of Landrace
Hogs, Lh:ckir&,
du s, fish and sheep. Also crops such as corn, hemp,
peanuts, and gourds are grown.
Three Landrace
Hogs have been shipped
to both camps DUC LAP and TIZU ATAR.
Three are to be shipped to KIG
BUK (A-246) in the near future.
(:)
Psychological Oprations. During Januar7 1969. approximately
3.5 4,lior--al1ito
were droppedin
support of Special Forces operations
within II CTZ. This figure was doubled in both February and March,
and was tripled in April, The number of air loudspeaker hours has made
a similar Increase.
The most significant results occurred in February
when 83 pereons turned themselves in to a MSF unit operating southwest
of BAN MI THUOT
Forty-one of these individuals were later r2assified
as Hol Chanho by the Vietnamese Chieu Hoi Agency in BAN ME TWUOT During
Aprl. Company B receved a total of seven Hoi Chanhs.
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I-! Cor. , Tactical Zone tComnany A)

3
(a)
en. r ,o
Civic Action, 7cia!

.3 if.n"if 1Ait POLJAL activitW s fncludec pro. ects in
Welfare, Motivation and !ndortrlnation, and RyoT'.

Company A5 Mobilie Tra-Inp Te&split
into two smaller teoas plus
adv~~s
-is,, ted the A (r.-.achments *.o .ve additional on-the-Job training to the PCLWAH tes,.iro Primary emphasis has been placed on implemen

~nr,

a Motivation aid lndioitrination nrograti for the CIDG troope,
The Mobile
Training Team gave additior.< instruotion and sipervision to the POLWAR
teams on how t, si )w movies give lectinros orearhse rallies and awa:-ds
prorrarv, -nd"stnl'ish
'I ,ver;1,l MoL'.vation and In-,octination Drogram.
The Team also prov-iale( instrucTion for the FOLWAR traininp course at TRANG
SUP (A-3Ol),

th~c III CTZ Tiaining Center.

In addItion to the POLWAR teams

at all A-Detachments, Compa; y A alsc has Culture-Drama teams at three B.,etathrents. These vis't th A-aetachments nn a contiruinun basis and also
oerforn POLWAR functions at the b-Detachments.
The drama team performances
.4ere integratea into the Motivation and Indoctrination programs by working
zurren. theiea into th.ir sktts and traditional scnfs. The teams provided
ent.-tairjnent d:rirng the numerous camp celebrations and "rietnamese-Cambodian-

E-ntagnard holicays. Furthermore they performect for the patients at Company
A's convalescent ward.
(n)
he

Psvchooical Operations (Psyons).
This is an integral part of
progran.
All 30cial welfare projects, cuiture-drama team perform-

Ances, and civic action projects must be exploited by PSYOFS.

No matter

how rvich time or expense has been invested in a project it is of littlp
value if it has failed to i~rfluence peoples attitudes and/or behavior.
The POLWAR team is one of the best assets in this area because face-toface communizations :_sthe mol effective means of reaching people. An

exanple of an innegrated PSI .15 program took place in April when a CIDG
combat operation in the LCC NEWH (A'331) TAOR entered a particular village.
Noticing that nc-E of the villagers needed medinal attention and lacked
adeq'ate clot*ring, the A-331 S-5 called the B 33 S-5 and requested medical
s9 ppies anc clo-.h.ng.

A U !0 was dispatched by Company A to B-33 where the

s-5 had prepared air droppable bundles of the needed commodities,

The
supplies were drooped and a MEDCAP was conducted while the PSYOPS aircraft
circled ove head and played tapes that
"GV supports you" mixed with patriotic
music.
At the sane time the POLWAR team mingled with the villagers and

conducted fac-e-to-face persasion.
Lasa result of this, considerable intelllgen:. wa3 'ai ;eA about VC activities in the area,
'.)

Psychological Warfare (FSYAR).

Dur:ng the xeprt3ng period,

Coin-

oany A continued with ah aggressive 79WAR campaign against the ener. The
a- prase of the
phase Tct campaign ended 21 Mar~he A total of 12,170,000
leaflets nas bE.e- disseninatediIn support of this campaign. Themes emphasised
were "family appeal", "It's spring, why stay 1r, the Jungle", "Tet Chiell 4oi"
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and "Return hoe
for Tat".
Although Company A's leaflet dissemination
and loudspeaker.broaccasts continue to steadily increase, the number of
Hoi Chanhs rallying In Special Forces TACR s remains low. Many Hot Chanhn
during interviews have indicated 'hpy are afraid to rally to Isolated
camps. This may be a major contributing factor tc Campany A-s low Hol
Chanh rate.' It shuld be noted though that II: CTZ during Feeruary 1969
had a total of 272 Ho. Chanhs and Company A contributed 3
of all aerial
leaflets disseminated in the Corps.
In March there was a total of he3
Hoi Chanhs and Company A contributed 49.5% of all leaflets dropped. To

improve the Hoi Chant rate, a series of leaflets have been printed which
encourage potential ralliers to proceed to Special Forces camps. These
explain the benefits of the Chieu Hoi program, List rewards for turned in
weapon-, and provide a map to the nearest CIDG camp. Trese leaflets will
be disseminated extenstvcly during May, In addition to this, posters
are bhing made explaining the value of the Chieu Hol prorram to the CIDG
solaiei s.
(d) Social Welfare. The primary activity to improve the living conditions of t
are construction projects. Dependent housing is being
built in all camps desiring it. A priority isl has been estab-ibned for
this. Four-fifths of all A.datachments have schooLs and all B-detachments
have one or are supporting tue one that dependent children atte.,e. Reading
rooms are also being built in the camps. Plans navE
.en made with the
Staff Engineers for a standard BOK to be used when caups sub:,It a project
for this type of construction. The majority of the ci7ps have their own
barber shops and tailor shops, Several camps, maln),q those located in
isolated areas, have established PX/Commissaries. Agriculture and animal
husbandry projects are now being demonstrated in various camps. These
projects are not only beneficial since they provide food for the CIG,
but they also teach the, CIDG to te self-suffiient -iince they are 100
self-help. Fish ponds have been constructed and stocked in three of the
camps in III CTZo A medical and a sanitation program are two continuing
projects. All detachments have a daily sick call program for the CIDG
and their dependents. It provides immunisation as well as treatment,
and has been an effective deterrent in controlling dangerous diseases.
Nurses are given c-the-job training at Company A. After training, they
are sent to the A-detachments to provid- assistance. The camp sanitation
program is also continuing on a daily basis. The POLWAR teams have been
instrumental in improving camp sanitation by supervising police call,
making trash containers and latrines, and giving lectures and showing movies
on health. "Project Assist" continues to be successful. This was designed
to improve the low morale of the CIDG patients in the Company A Convalescent
Center. The low morale was due to the loneliness caused by the separation
from their families and friends, the boredom of just lying around, and a
feeling that nobody cared for them, although they had fought valiantly.
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Tie progran includes tho tu-mely presentation of Vietnamese awards, the
Varcs sorvice auar ! %ncVI
an individlual CARE pift. As
aiu
&t*rns such as cigarett -, 'nA toilet arttcles are given 1. patients
hz),pitalized for rore than one week. As a follow-up to Project Assist,
Compar., A coordinated T'-..th the National Rehabiltation Center in
Saigor. vyho agreed t: train. handicapped CIDG in civilian occupations.
Presently three former CIDG are enrolled in this program. During this
parioc.i, gifts for ;_hildrvr. were dietributed tc all detachments for calebrations during the Tet holidnys. Or1
erayUAadTS
S.5
and members of Coripanyr A toured 9 A.-dqtachments distributing Tat gifts
to the Cfl)G. The remafrider of the detachmerts received their gifts froq
the B-detachment S-.5's.
(e) Motivation and Indoctrination (MkI). This is tV primary mission
of tire POIAUFRe;___h
rga
at most camps includes sports competition
(voleyball and ping porng), entertainment (movies and culture drama team
p.rf'ormances),
and camp celebrations. Rallies and lectures are Also held
to educate the GIDG~ about the GYN. Company A publishes a monthly magazine
which is sent out to a' camps. Stationary has beer, designed and prodliced
for the use of the CIDG. It incorporates the CIDG crest and slogan, "Honor,
and Respornsibility". A poster was developed to promote esprit-de-corps
amorng all CIDG troops. It incorporates the CSF and HSF insignia, VN flag
and six concepts for conduct. A project hias been established to furnish
ird NSF's troops with coke and ciraretteg when they come in for standdown.
!~ehfood is also broupht out to them. This program has definitely Inproved the morale of the troops. Also during this quarter a debating
competition was hele at Company A with the winner getting a photo album
and the runner-up a cigarette lighter. One parti-cularly effective moti'vational project was the Soldier-of-=the-Month progran, Candir'ates are
elected by the troops from squad through company level. Then they are nresenta t~oa board w~hile -the company commander of each candidate relates the
latter's achie':eients. After the Soldier-oX-theo44onth is selected, he Is
honored at a battal ion fornation. At the sazye time he is presented a letter
of commendation, a three day pass, and a VN$2,OC,3 watch. This program has
resulted in a noticeable improvement in military courtesy and willingness
to work by the CD.
Wf
Civic Action (C/A).
The primary projects performed by the POLWAR
teamss to iraprove the living conditions of the oivi'lian population has been
in thq field of health and sanitation. All detachments with a civilian
populace have been conducting )4KDCAPS.
Over 57% of the A-detachments and
10% of the B-detachments are active in this area. The POLWAR teams continue
to provide %TOPS support by distributing leaflets and other printed material
in the health kits and soap. All medicines are wrapped in leaflets bearing
a PSYOPS message. The most important element is to have the CS? and VNSI
medics provide the actual treatment under the supervisioen of a 1SASF medic,
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This not only improves the Indigenous medics, proficiency but also
creates a favorable attitude toward thE CIDO an! GVN. In addition
to YIDCAPS the POLWAR teams have assisted the civilian ponulat-on

in constructing or renairing schools, dispensaries, roads, churn)'es
Efforts have been nade to establish all civic action
and bridges.
projects as self-help with the people providing at least 50", of the
labor. Two particularly exploitable civic action projects occurreH
during thi; quarter. In March VC entered THU BC vi.Iage and burned
50 Montagnard huts at random to emphasiae the -,oiLnt that thR VC did
not want them to live there. A MEDCAP was conductec in which over
300 villagers were treated, and rice and -ornodities were distribute-.
Coordination was made by B-33 with the CA platoon frcm AN LOr Distrct
for m: turials to help the people rebuild the village. The District
donat 1 tin sheets and cement. Psychological Operations to exploit
thi s-tuation were conducted by JUSPAO, the Vietnamese Info*r'iaticn
Servic% and the POLWAR team from Province.
In April at LOC NINH in
the new pagoda services were conducted for the Buddhi-t C'ew Year. This
very t"pressive ceremony was attended by many villagers from the dintrict. The pagoda is 85% completed. The whole event was exploited
by the POLWAR team and personnel from LOC NNH District. Whern conpleted, the pagoda will be one of the most beautiful structures in
the whole district.
(9)

IV Corps Tactical Zone

(Company D).

(a)
PSYWAR (Psychological Warfare).
CC/PSYCPS an, the i th
Psychological Operations battalion continue to furnish sufilcient
tapes, leaflets, and posters to enable Company D to accomp.,ilsh its
mission. The following themes were utilinedt standard Chieu Hoi,
standard government appeal, weapons rewards, and Hai Charh letters.
In addition; the Volunteer Informant Program (VIP) was emphasized as
the S2 and S5 coordinated their efforts. Two standard leaflets on the
program were available to detachments, and one special poster is being
produced.
The VIP will continue to receive emphasis in the future.
(b) Social Welfare. As part of the social welfare progr&m In IV
Corps, numerous MCAPS were conlucted. A health program has been
initiated that will benefit CIDG soldiers and their dependents as well
as civilians. The VNSF Social Welfare NCO from C-4, accompanied by
a USASF S5 representative, visits local hospitals an a weekly basis
giving cigarettes, soap, candy and milk to convalescing CIDG soldiers.
(c) Motivation and Indoctrination. Timely rallies, lectures, and
propaganda missions were conducted to keep the CIDM soldiers - their dependents, and civilians informed of local and national events. Successful
combat operations have been celebrated at victory parties held for
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the CIDO soldiers. Numerous award ceremonies wer. held for the CSF
and MSF to draw attention to specific acts of bravery. Through an
increasingly active sports program, competitive spirit has been
generated.
(d) Civic Action. A large number of schools, hospitals, churches,
roads, market places, and bridges have eithar been built or repaLred
with labor, materials, or funds furnished through Cenpany D. An aggreesive agricultural program designed to enable the CST and local population to learn new farming techniques, has been iqlaemmted in IV Corps.
An agricultural school is now available at M C HOA for personnel selectea from each detachment.
(-)
choloical Operations . While participating in tactical
operations, members f the
tOLVAR
teams made loudspeaker broadcasts,
passed out leaflets, and put up posters. Numerous rallies and lectures,
as well as political indoctrination classes were orgenised, all directed
at the CIDO troops. Aerial loudspeaker missions, flown by C-47 and U-10
aircratt, continued to play on important role in the PSYOPS program.
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Personnel.

(1) Strerathx Authorized and assigned strengtks at the beginning and
at the ales of the period were as te" ovw
(a)

Beginning of Periedx
a"

WO

in

AGG

Authorited

691

24

2765

3480

Assi.

7M

25

2485

313t

C"

We

KM

AGO

691
710

t4

765
2650

3480

.r

(b) C'gse of Periods
Authorized
Assigned

27

3387

(2) Replacements: During this period, a total of 137 officers and 741
enlisted replacements were assigned, while the losses totaled 147 officers
and 577 enlisted persmnel.
(3)

Promotions. A total of 405 enlisted personnel were promoted during

this period.
(4)

Personnel Management:

(a) Critieal M
Shortagess MOB If continues to be tke meet critical shortage tn"tn
",ia eclal Forees Group (Airborne); however, some relief
was experienced as one kundred and twenty-four 2-4's reported to this eormand
during the reporting peried. Headquarters, USAR"l has queried Departasat of
the Army reoguming this skertage. As a result 12B's are being applied against
117 requisitions aftw these personnel have cempleted an intelligence course at
Fort Helabird, Maryland, This ceurse, though not fully qualifying individuals
for positions of intelligonee sergeants, qualifit them for positions in
Cemmnd and Control Detasheents, thus freeing fully qualified 117 personnel for
assignments to Special Forces A-detachments.
(b) Strength Roduetiens During the reporting peried Headquarters, USARV,
directed this heaquartrs to allow all offiers not ser g on extensions to
depart
Vietnam 12 days prier to their normal DfROS effeetive 12 February 1969
th~rough, 12 April
1969.

This action was acconslished in

eonJunetion with

instructions
Vitkin USARV. from Department of tne Army to reduce the officer strength level
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(s) Preaetionst During the month of February 1969 Headwiarter8
USARV, authorized this command to promote all individuals in groe 15
through 17 who had attained promotion list status prior to 1 August
1968. Two restrictions plaeed en promotable personnel were that tkey
had to be carried on the Oroup's eurrent selection list for promotion
and that a bar to promotion had net been incurred. As a result of this
directive ten enlisted men wore promoted to grade 17 and ono enlisted
man was promoted to grade 16. 7hose promotions were made witout regard
to Departmont of the Army quotas, requisition actions, eomnand pay grade
vacancies, or local peitiens vacancy criterion.
(d) Mioctllaneous: During the reporting period, Readquarters, USARV,
dizrcted this headquarters to have an Inlisted 1ffisioncy Report (DA Form
t166) prepared on all 17's and 18's wke had not been tested in their PHCB
during the Calendar years 68 and 69. These enlisted efficiency reports
were prepared and forwarded to Readquarters, Department of tkho Army for use
by the Army Promotion Board.

(5) RR Allecations

The following R&R allocations were reek

the 5th SFTA for the months indicateds
SITE

FIB

MAR

APR

TOKYO

16

18

15

BAMOKOK

43

5

ht2

TAI"I

to

f5

t0

s1DUI

49

50

46

KULMAMJ

7

7

6

YA~me

6

6

6

HAW&LI

10

85

64

HO

30

35

t5

K

SI kP'RE

10

to0

ToAL
UTILIZATION RATIO

'97

I1

97.7%

106.5%
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During this period the average number of allocatiens per month dropped
to 261 an compared to 320 last period. The drop was due to a general
out back throughout Tietnam by MACY.
Our utdliation ratio has improved
frem 92 percent the previous period to 108 percent for this period.
This improvement will allew the 5th MM to receive more seat allocations
in the future.
(6)

Awards and Decoratienis

(a) The total number of decorations awarded to 5th SFGA personnel for
period ending 30 April 19691

AWAR

l__

MAR

APR

G3H

0

0

1

DSC

0

0

1

LTC

1

1

0

58

5

8

8

Lx

5

1

1

SM

0

1

E-T

30

26

39

BS

89

90

167

3

1

60

30

48

10

f5

4

71

78

AI-V
AN
AH
ACM

TOTAL

27

cO

117

261

373

81

134
26

co

i6

7

PH

25

81
65
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Avarda of the Brenze Star and below are approved by 5th SFA,
Star to Distingutshed Service Cregs are approved by 1SART.
(b)

Silver

Poroontage of each unit's personnel who were decorated for

t e peried endinr 30 April 1969s

3SRVIBACIII3

VALR
AF

72

MAR

APR

.7

3.7

6.9

5.1

8.!

.4

.

2.4

5.

6.9

1.0

1.4

2.5

.8

3.7

2.8

3.2

8.0

5.

0

0

0

1.8

5.5

3.1

0

3-3

7.8

3.9

Ws.)

1010

5.3

818
7.5;

UNIT

FME

A

2,5

B

1,3

C

.8

D
Z

HRC

fT

.2

MAR

0

h.
i.a

cCN

4.5

4+.t

cCS

4.o

1,2

.

6.9

8,1

CCC

I1.2

4.3

6.1

11.1

10.0

11.2

OTZ

1.3

.6

1.6

7.8

10.5

14.5

(e) The recoemndation for the Mriterious Unit Coendation for
the period 31 January 1968 to 31 Deember 1968 in presently at Headquarters,
USA", for preoming and subsequent submisien to Hoadquarters, Department
ot the Army. The recoendation for the Proesdential Unit Citation for tke
partment of the Arrq for approval, 1968 has been forwarded to Headquarters,
sred 1 Noember 1966 to 31 Deseber
l
erv16oe

(7)

32o5

(a)

GE3IKIALt DurLg the past three menths Special oerviaso

hus %Me

great stres-e owards improvin its facilities ad aotivitie te onhanee
the morale, at sort and physical fitness of the members of the 5t% 8OA,
Dunrng thl e period 5th SMGA entered a buketball team in the tournament
play conducted by the Ath Oeneral Support Ornp, Initial drafting h"e
been completed for the enstruction of an air-wenditiried Speoial Servieg
facility hich wil incl e
a dark remp game room and oxpreiso room.
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Final approval of these plans are expected in the near future.
The Oren Beret Library continues to offer a fine
(b) Lr
selection iWT1os and magazines. Life magazine has placed the
facility on its complimentary mailing list effective 1 July 1969. The
5th STOA Chaplain continues to distribute books and magazines to
Special Forces detachments in the field. The Oreen Beret Library
reflects the following attendance figures for the period-.
F]BRUAf!

6713

MARCH

7134

APRIL

65t4

Safety, On 1.5 March 1969 the 5th SFOA Safety Counoil held its
discuss aecident reports, motor vehicle accident preventions, firearms safety, and the advantages of using safety checklists.
After careful evaliation of written reeowinndations, the Council awarded
USO Juhn T. Ream, RA 13429388, Company C, 5th SFOA, the United States Army
Safety Award and recommended Ceupmny B for the United States Certificate
of Merit for Cafety. Both awards are for calendar year 196F. The 5tk
STGA Safety oews-letter has proven to be an impor'ant asset of te Safety
Program. Suggestions and comments received as requested by the newsletter
have been most helpful in gearing articles to the prime safety problem
areas. USARY statistics for the 3rd Quarter FT 69 are not available at
tkis time. The number of aceidents by type during this period are as
follows
TOTAL
MAR
APR
FIX
(8)

it moetig

NWD v±02atiwit;

0

1

0

1

Wepons Violations

0

0

1

1

4

3

11

0

1

2

3

4

6

6

16

Motor Vehicle
Falls

TOTAL,
(9)

Oivilian Persennels

(a) The 5th Speeial Ferees Oroup eupleyu eivilians throughout the
Republio of Vietnamw The number of permanent civilians employed by units
during the period ending 30 April 1969 were as fellows: (Next Page)
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UIT

FU

NR

APR

Company A

536

501

505

Company 3

970

722

7?

Company C

279

268

Company D

528

438

430

Det 3-51

65

60

6o

Dot 3-5t

78

70

69

Dot 3-55

76

71

64

XSFTC

9r

89

109

31

38

Dot A-5Ot

CI.D

TOTAL

31

20

E04

3457

3038

9703

304 0

(b) The large roduetion of civilian personnel during March
was the result of a study conducted in Tebruary to determine the minimm
number needed to aceoplish the mission. This reduction will result in
more realistic utilisation and better management as well as reduced labor
seats of approximately $56,000 per month.
(a) The Cianding Offler 5th SYGA has withdrawn from subordinate
eemanders the authority to employ temporary laborers. This action is in
onJunction with the CPO's task of aligning expleyment praetiees with effieient personnel management teehniques.
(d) The civilian persoenel technicians and interpreter/translators
employed by 5th MM are new paid on a monthly salary basis which precludes
excessive payment for overtime and other fringe benefits.
(e) A language differential test was written and administered to all
eivilian employees of the 5th WU that qualified TAW 5th SA Reg 690-1
to receive the languag differential Iy.
Apprezimately 71 of those
taking the test qualified to receive the extra pay*
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(10) Renleitmenta,
(a) Tke fellowing io the 5th SF,
lit SB, reenlistment statistics
for the period ending 30 April 1969.
PKCM GIUT
S
RIILL?
ILMZ331
RA
AUT7M
TGAL
n AMM TOTAL
RA AW-MW TOTAT,

165

3
(b)

1

169

83

0

1

84

49% 0%

iao

49%

The follewing are the Regular Army statistics for tke same period.
XITIZ
R9WSTE
FIRCIEGA

Loss than feur(4) years

10

- 11

11A

68

65

95%

169

76

49%

Mere than four(4) years
Total

(e) One IN amended his 1TS. One bar to reenlistment was initiated
and approved. Nineteen IM extended tkeir ITS.
(11) Chaplaini' Activities.
ACTIVTY CDUCT
I
Religious Servies
Services Conducted

261

Attendance

100

ORMUP Pariah Aetivities

Hopitual

36

Ceunsel

548

Interview

4178

C mi

ie

Services

Serviees

163

Commmioante

16M

CA/ Payepe Activities

t5
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ACT IV=

CCKDUCTMi

Memorial Services

28

Attendance

1,98

Inveeationm/Benedie tiena

Conducted

16

Attendance

786

Staff Meetings

101

Camp Vi!sits

255

Camps Visited

194

M2CKLLANEOUS IT%
Dring
h.
the three months 28,358 separate items of
religious literature, devetional beoko, magazines, paper back books, S
prayer cards, calendars, religious medals, and gift packages of items
received from supporters in the USA were sent out to all detaehents of
the 5th SFGA.
(12)

(a)

Diseipline, Law and Order:
Diseipline Reprts:
THIS QUARTER
February

Mark
h

Total

Pass Violation

0

0

0

0

Off Limits Violation

1

0

0

1

Curfew Violation

5

2

£

9

Traffte Violation

30

22

14

56

Multiple Charges

10

7

9

26

3

3

6

12

63

AW0
Others

TOTAL
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LOT QUARTU
Janua

Deember

Total

Pass Violation

0

0

1

1

Off Liaits Violation

3

0

0

3

Curfew Vielatibn

3

0

6

9

Traffic Violation

t6

8

11

Multiple Charges

6

6

8

20

A

t

0

0

2

Others

45

l0

TOTAL

0

3

3120

(b) Judicial PunishLents
THIS QUARTER
?ebruai7

March

Total

Ai

General Court-Martial 1

0

0

1

Special Court-Martial

0

0

0

0

Simmary Court-martial

U

0

0

0

LAST QUARM
lovember Deember
General Ceurt-M

January

Total

irtial

1

0

0

1

Special Ceurt-artial

1

1

1

3

Svmary C urt4Lartial

0

0

1

1

(e)

hon-Judiseal Pmisaent
Febrr

Marh

tl
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January

Total

(RI)

LAST QUARTOR
N w16r ,-kr

Deember

"d)
Le-al AL-iistance: Legal assistance was rendered to 238
clients, a decrease of two over the past quarter.
ai')
cU-'iStrngh
Accounting. On 25 April 1969, the second commancwine CIDJ
Roil Call was conducted for the purpose of validating the
iogitiaL
of .?N,3 whose names appear on camp pay rolls and assessing the
combat capability of each camp in terms of CID actually assigned and present
for d:I.ty. The nc-w CIDD Identification Cards have been distributed by the
ISF z.-id are being hold at the C-detachment level awaiting further distribu~oii
to subord- rate dstachments.
The Strike Force Pay Cards have been completed
and are also ready for distributien. A basic data card is being prepared to
record the 2same information as recordei on the !D card. The former will be
centrally fLZLed at this headquarters for convenience
in comparing fund repo ,;s
to CIDO ayrolb'. Identification tags will Plso be issued to the "2Do CaID;G
for the purpose of taking CIDG ID photos have been distributed to the Ode a.ihients.

(14) I Corrs Tactical Zone

(Company C)

(a)
Strength- Strengths at the beginning and end of the reporting
period were('FICS

FM

APR

Authorized

59

59

Assigued

7!E

61

Authorized

177

177

AsSigned

176

178

(b) Replacements: Th flow of replacements was satiefastory. All
personnel were well qualified and ready to assume their jobs. Tke shertage
of 11Cs &rd 113'a within thi3 unit still
y,. ssents a critical problem.
kc) Discplinet Three article 15 punisints
reporting perid,
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(d) Morale and Personal Seryices There were a total of 52 R-R's
and eight Teaves. These were prooessed rapidly and in most cases corresponded with requested dates and locations.

(o) Personnel Management: The 05B's are still receiving approximately
14 days tra1ning. This serves as both a refresher and practice period.
laphasis has been placed on reducing the headquarters strength and correcting
improper assignments.
(f) Civilic' "'rsennel Office, Company C presently employs 175 civilians
in order to pro-,de centralited civilian services in the fields of logistics,
medicine and administration.
(15)

II Corps Tactical Zone

(Cespany B)

(a) Strengths The authorized strength for the reporting period deereased with the closing eut ef three A- detachments. Currently the assigned
strength is 171 officers, 1 WO, and 342 IN as compared to 162 officers, 1 WO,
and 385 IM on 1 February 1969
(b) Raplacements: There have been no problems experienced in obtaining
sufficient officer personnel to fill all the required positions throughout
Cempany B. Although many new officers lack experience, they, are generally
able to accomplish their missions. The critical problem lies with the proeuroment of enlisted men. There continues to be shortages in MS 's lb,
11C,
05B, 913, an4 11? for the operational A -detachments and of the 137, 05B,
91B:, 76 and 71 MS 's within the B and C detachments.
(16) 11

r-c

ic"IaloneCayC)

(a) General: During the reporting period further coordination was effected with Ii-eld Ferce in the maintaining of maximm strength of augmented
IRP personnel to the Mobile Strike Foree Cmmand. A command message was
initiated by Brigadier General Charles Cantrell, Chief of Staff, II FFV, en
18 March 1969, to all the supporting IRPR Detachment Units reemphasizing the
iaportance of maintaining iO0 strength of their personnel to Copany A at all
times. Also in this period, the 00, Campany A initiated a program encouraging
each staff section to make frequent visits to the subordinate detachment sites
in order to obtain first hand knowedge of frequent problem areas. This has
enabled many administrative difficulties to be corrected on the spot, thus
eliminating an appreciable amount ef message traffic over the si"le side band.
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(b)
,
si

A.

2%

Yr

-1

.

1

W

MAR
AUTH ASO

APP
AUTh ASu

296

288

t96

266

97

107

97

"09

0

1

0

1

T,..
rumnbnr oP Article 15s administered to

tLb

£f

'

&

MAR

APR

0

3

;L."-Z
.2
Police Reports received on Company A pe" :; ,

MAR

_

APR

1

3
0"?

,

1

0

0

(d)
Morale and Personnel Services. Recreational equipment was pro-for aU subordinate d -t-achments as well as Cempany headquarters.
This i
fotballs, bas~mtballs., baseballs, baseball gloves, ping pong sets, tenni'
tennas balls and rackets, and horse shoo games. The use of this srecial

*:,
,oaent

the morale of the troops immensely
tr~hat,>

Two tISO shows %,,

presented during this period,

(e) Annual General Inspection. Company A took part in the Annual e..-.
L'ispectiun on 7 ?br'y969. The entire Cmpany received a satisfactory T;:.1
with only a few noted Tminer deficiencies which were corrected on the spot o-c
r4n 1,h- piocess of 1eing corrected.
(f)
v'lian Personnel Office. There are a total of 501 civilian e:a-31
d toT
i- A . i92 at the C-detac%ment, 148 at the four 5-det"cv-.
and 161 ai the foirteer A-detachments. During April 1969 all cir-.linr e-- .

were rev7ewed with attention to grade and step. This revealed an exce$:;
onne at zbe hipht'r .9vela and during that month corrections were made t:psie-ors with --he table ,fdis'ribi-'. cn dated 10 March 1969. The adiuc w
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became effective 1 May 1969 and should show a marked decrease in cost
per individual.
A change in the TD of the 3rd 3WFC (5-36) to accomodate their needs
for more combat interpreter slots due to their split composition was
approved by Group Headquartero and adopted on 7 April 1969. A renliest
for additional slots to accinmodate the convalescent center at LONG HAI
was also approved, adding 11 needed positions. Temporary laborers can
only be hired after approval by Group headquarters.
Presently 49 temporary laborers are approved; 32 at the ^ Detachment, 2 at Detachment
B-32, 10 at Detachment A-322, and 5 at Dot B-34.

(17)
(a)

IV C.rps Tactical Zone

(CopanZ D).

Strength.
AUTu

MONTH

ASSO

T13

CFF
75

U
59

OFF
100

KMx
227

327

MAR

75

259

98

337

335

APR

75

259

83

225

308

(b) Replacements. Among officers there is a great shortage of
XO and CAPO replacements. The critical enlisted MOB'o are 117, 11C,
and 913.
(c) Discipline. Company D has not had any problems concerning
discipline or law and order. The following is a sumiary of judicial
actions.
Article 151 5
Summary Courts-Martial;
0
Special Courts-jartials 0
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;i1 ,!':

U:',,-F
FcQ . d,

a'.'-

.":

[

.. ar.
The health of USASF personnel has remnthe reporting period. There has been a tub-

5 'W,'1-, r eru'+
..w ncidence of malaria with the introduction of
.
d ';
, p'll- t.,iho chemoprophylaxis malaria control program in
late
.,ir
9L9. Jospital adissions for battle injuries have Tnreasc (
d rAif.y Lr'.ng this reporting period due to increased contact
. T!'-h pattti rate continues to be a minor problem.
fh
'e
)' oreas of operation and the-i work with
., j.SASF personnel are constantly exposed to the
" ...
i "- +
f,-od and liquids they consume. Due to the unique
f-!A [,'their exposure to contagious diseases is
'. :lher than ;ny other unit in Vietnam. Although there have
.eny qidem.L.s among indigenous in areas where USASF have been
o7era+tng, USASF casualties have been kept low by a strictly enforced
('
CTDG Med-.! Care. A schedule of disability payments for the
C ECws oublished. C-D- and civilian employees who are permanently
, ,-:
tl>, Jit. '" duty will be paid an allowance. A percentage
of c ' b-," is determined by the C-Detachment Surgeon in accordanie
'alp. Tlhe total allowance is computed by multiplyinp
t,.Qn,-h s base pay times the percentage of disability. Due to
re :urr-rLg inc.Ldencae of epidemics of common diseases among the CIDG popanr L,'iunization program for CIDG has been instituted by each
.$AST ;ompany. The basic series of immunisations will include smallpox
oh-iera, plagie, and the time/or PPO skIn test. Any additional immunattor. requ~re.ents deemed necessary by the company surgeon will be
_ .-.zed at hio discretion. A record of these iammunisations will be
iept as a par-t of the individual pay record and will be transferred with
the in-ividual to each of his duty stations. The following recomendation
as 'Pen made for addition to the proposed CIDG identifie--tion tag- "US
AL.-'," This will inform US medical authorities that these persons are
authorised treatment in their facilities and hopefully preclude their
transfer to CIDG or ARVN facilities, Additional information to be included
•
ice permits will be "4-tfy 5thSFGA of adm- ' . In this way an up-todate acount of hospita2 admissions of CIDG throughout the Republic will
b" % ntalned.
7

) Preve' tlve Tedicine and Veterinary Activities. The Group Veter. ~~~~.-'
the rabies control program in IV TZ. A total of 1159
.c,inamed in and around ten camp areas. Prevent;.ve Medicine
:'r - r -o iani6ers have been published and distributed to the field.
A:. f thse ,.ibiications are in the process of being translate4 into
A Tlry al "or.
R~utine ress and club sanitation inspections hav been
.
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conducted and a general improvement noted. As previously stated,
malaria discipline within the 5th STGA has been satisfactory.
An effective immunization program continues to be conducted among
USASF personnel and a program for imnunization of CIDG is being
implemented.
(4) Medical Supplies. Supply economy has been more effective
during this reporting period thin at any previous time. Complete
inventories of all medical supply items within the command were
conducted and all excess backloaded to the LSC. To date a saving
of over $3J,000 has been realised. A new medical supply stockare
Developed by the Group Medical Supply
list has been published
Officer and Group Surgeon, it was based on supply utilaation 'igures
and recomendations from the component surgeons. Imployinr this
stockage list and previous usage factors new reqiuisition objectives
(RO's) will be establisheO, Emphasis has been placed on the correct
utilization of the Red Ball resupply system. Medical supply usages
have been planned in a manner that precludes Red Ball resupply except
for operational emergencies. There have benn no critical medical
items during the reporting period.
(5) Training. It was pointed out during the second VNSY/SASF
Surgeons' -Coference held 19 and 20 April 1969 that USAS? personnel
appear to be doing too much in the CIDG hospital program and often
completely override the VW . The eventuel goal is to turn over the
CID3 hospital pro_ .am to the VNST and they in turn will answer to the
ARTI Surgeon Oeneral. Until the final transfer VST doctors will assw's
more and more responsibilities in the program and WAS? medical personnel
will revert to an advisory effort. This process will be pursued keeping
in mind at all times.- however, the necessity for providing the best
possible care for patients.
(6)

I Corps Tactical Zone (Cem=any C).

Long range planning in the area of camp
(a) USAS? Medical Cate
hygiene has been neglected a C and B team compounds where unanticipated
growth and use of available facilities has overburdened waste fieposal
systems. It is readily apparent that problem of septic tank overflow
are much harder to correct once present than to prevent by building facilities with a generous allowance for future growth. Septic tank overflow
complicates mosquito control, interferes with potable water supply, and
is aesthetically intolerable. The ideal solution is the future developmwnt
of an economical self-contained waste disposal system. Howmvr, unt.il such
tine, allowances for future growth must be taken into consideration from
the very start of construction. Another health problem has been caused
by the inadequate weshing of fresh vegetables purchased from the local
econony which has lead to multiple cases of shigellosis and other transient
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(C) Pro-inosirnt Physinal Ixaminatiozu. The deployment of two
V
t
wtI'atur or operations wih activo tuborculonle
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A
1~iiwly Is working~ well as no active disease has
p~r..;:.u.

"..y' I~i rroup,

Ltf'Oi

(a) 1;2,A1? IXe1Ical Cadre. ?oijr new bui.1dinra havo boon added to
opiTpat
ee n.u hoiminp, tar murS! and VMfl modical
r~rsmo~Vnumu'.r. for civilian omploynam, a tiodital. sepply storage
RA m~an bunkir. These buildingR ±rncreae the hospital
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Tht thirJ copy or .iie
Company b medical newsletter has been issued,

This
. rIntoed aeory three months, contains both medical articles
riewalut
svt j-,ia .!,c on me'i-al adreznistrative procedures and is disserzdnated

K'fI'

patients were cared for
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(c) Medical up
Extra efforts have been made during this
period to improve medical supply efficiency and economy. The thorough
examination or medical exoendable and enuinment requisitions prior to
their submission to tfte FSP has been a definite plus factor. In addition
the individual modical specialists have become more aware of the dollavalue of each particular medical item they request. Medical supplies
used for KZD2AP purposes have received closer scrutiny by A and B detachmonts medics. A survey was conducted to ascertain the existence of excess
medical expendables at A and B detachments. Subsequent backloads have resulted in the propi allocatior of these supplies. During this period
medical supplies have been misrouted on several occasions. The problem
has been traced to the air movement ready line and the Air Force personnel
responsible for loading awd unloading supplies at the aerial port, but
it still has not been fully resolved.
(d) Training Program. The OJT program for medics at the hospital
is still in effect and a total of 23 students have been enrolled with
5 satisfactorily completing training . The primary purpose of this
program is to train civilian personnel for the hospital. A CIUG medic
training program lasting six weeks was started 23 April 1969 censist4 ng
of lectures, demonstrations and supervised OJT. Subjecto taught include
medicine, surgery, laboratory procedures, physicAl rehabilitation, and
preventive medicine. Twenty-nine students from A- detachments, )6F,
#.nd Polwar tearn are currently enrolled.
(e) MOdcaps. Three patrols were conducted with 327 patients treated.
The patrols were limited to the PLIIKU area and included the MSF village
of PZXI YT.
(f)
Miscellaneous. The presently exganised CIDG medic training program
is experimental and will probably have to be modified. All Company B medics
have been encouraged to provide constructive criticism of the courses as
soon as the trained CID medics return to their units. This criticism will
be the basis for any changes in the course. In an effort to correct errors
in the MOPSUR a monthly letter is being sent to each A- detachment medic
analyzing his Annex G and informing him of the efforts being made by the
Company B staff to assist in solving problems. The 17SF Surgeon and one
of his medics will soon move to the new quarters constructed on the hospital
compound. All aspects of hospital activity will then be jointly controlled.
The training program presently conducted is a joint operation with both USASF
and VST cooperating closely in classroom instruction and supervision of the
OJT phase. A request for approval of a physical therapy unit containing
hydro-therapy and exercise sections has been submitted. Activation of this
unit should enhance patient care in the rnospital and lower tUe permanent
disability rate. A continuing problem at the C-2 compound is the unsatisfactory
emergency water supply. After heavy rains, the well serving as the water
79
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source is contaminated with sewage. With rainy weather fast approaching, an increase of water borne diseases such as hepatitis and
dysentei can be expected unless satisfactory means can be found for
chlorination of the water.
(3)

III Corps Tactical Zone

(CompanA)

(a) USASF Medical Care. The CIDG Hospital continues to function
as a company-level medical facility for USASF personnel, Medical and
dental records are Taintained at the Compary. The hospital conducts
routine daily sick call for members of the C-team and all iymunizations.
While all emergency cases from A and B teams are medevaced directly to
Ivacuation or Surgical Hospitals, the CIDG Hospital screens all patients
requiring more sophisticated medical care not offered on site, 'his
includes X-rays, laboratory procedures, casting, and appraisal by the
Company Surgeon.

All dental work is referred to the 499th Dental Det-

ach.ent in 1I5N HOAo
(b) CIDG Medical Care, The hospital capacity has been increased from
79 to 93 beds. During the reporting period, the hospital had a mass casualty situation, receiving 75 wounded )6F in a period of three hours.
The
gymnasium at Company A was turned into an additional ward tc handle the

casualties. This enabled the hospital staff to treat the wounded NF with
optimum efficiency. The renovation of the CIDG Hospital is well under way,
an: is expected to be completed within the next month. Relocation of the
Con.alescent Center to Company A is still in the planning stages.
(t) Preventive Medicine. There have been no epidemics of any significance in III CTZ during the reporting period. There were, however, a "ew
isolated cases of plague. Team members were inmunized and the camps dusted,
with no further cases reported. The lack of preventive medicine personnel
continued to be a major problem since the only PM specialist assigned to
Company A is currently on a reenlistment leave.
(9) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D),

(a) CIDG Medical Care. The clearing station at CHI UANG was closed
7 April. A total of 379 patients were treated there since 5 March,
(b)
Preventive Medicine. Several plague cases were reported near
MY P W0C TA- (A) Cpt
D. Hoffmann, Company D Surgeon, visited
Ia
the camp and advised on precautionary measures.
No cases were reported
at the camp itself. There was a diarrhea outbreak among the dependents
at MY PHUOC TAY.
Some 7, individuals, mostly children , were involved
although one UJES had to be evacuated.
The company surgeon visited the
camp and found aU water sources pollutedo Ividently the CIDG Medic, in
the absence of the USASF who was on operation, was not chlorinating the
water, which has since "een *.-ecd,
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(1) Operations. All means of communications utilised by
the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) continued to operate at
an exceptionally high level of efficiency. No significant difficulties were encountered during the entire reporting period.
In striving for even more effective communications, careful
analysis of message precedence assignment on all teletype traffic
"andled by te SFC Conmcenter revealed an inordinately high percentage of lir.i-iate messages. Specific guidance to all le -i of
this corand brought about significant improvement. Detailed instructions followed by critical message precedence analysis to pinpoint specific violators resulted in a decrease in the use of Immediate precedence from over 50% to 30%.
The resulting distribution
of messages throughout the Immediate, Priority, and Routine categories has insured efficient handling of all Coimcenter traffic.
(2) Training. The 44 hour communications refresher course continues
to provide excellent instruction to newly assigned signal personnel.
Radio operators are now reporting to their field assignments with adequate proficiency in CW operations and the necessary familiarization with
communications equipment being utilized within the 5th Special Forces Group.
(3) New Concepts/Squipment. Good progress has been made in the development of the secure voice program throughout Vietnamo All detachments
in I Corps, 70% of those in I Corps. 76% in III Corps, and 65% in IV
Corps now have secure voice capabilities. This equipment has proven to
be a" extremely valuable asset particularly in the 1Hot" camps where speed
and security of tra smisuion is essential. Efforts will continue to
obtain critically needed X-mode cables and adapter cards for the installation of additional high powered VRC-12/KT-8 secure voice sltem.
(4) Miscellan.ous. A definite cosmmications problem has been experienced in camps turne over to the T11
due to their lack of training on
new equipment and limited familiarization with cominications concepts
unique to Special Forces operations. Subordinate coands are implementing a vigorous training program to insre that all V1
radio operators
are able to assume the responsibility for all c
communications support.
TI addition to lack of qualified persomel, there is also a lack of qualified 1M electronics repairmen. The YW could not at the present time
provide electronic maintenance support in the event of troop reduction or
complete US withdrawal, It has been reeomnded that VW repairMan be given
on-the-job training at all echelons of repair. The ultimate goal of this
program would be for the VWF technicians to taks over
. irM
%o aore of
the electronic repair responsibility until such a tine as th. could assume
all the maintenance support.
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(5) I Corps Tactical Zone (Company C).
(a) Operationr. Secura teletype remains the primary means of
con-uncations with higher, lower and adjacent headquarters. One
trip'itter
cir-,it (SFCB6
and two landline cLrcuits ,LTI MAF C,-r and
DA NANIG South Minor Relay) are currently in operation. The DA NAG
Soutuh circuit is programmed for deactivation prior to a June 1969,
and a new terminal will be activated as programmed into Defense Conunicatios (DCS) facilities. Massage handling times will greatly
improve through the use of this new system. Radio set KWMCA (singie
sideband) continues to provide an exceptionally hirn degree of reliability in support of signal operations. Propagation for short and intermeuiate transmission paths (HW) have been well within acceptable standar;s. Yormal propagation difficulties have been rxperienced for the
reorting period. Operational efficiency, however, has not been ad'rersel.,
a-'ected b.r repular )r irregular variations.
(b) Training. Company C continues to provide familiarisation traininr to newly assigned radio operators. IT has been noted that replacelents
in "JS
B4S who have recently graduated from the Special Forces Traininr
Course :.re not as well trained as replacements received during the previous
r to'h',•period. An intensive familiarisation program has beea initiated
i
towarl providing maximum operational experience to pe-sotu .1 in
thi, caoegory. An exchange training program has been initiated w th
V
Marine Amphibious Force Teletypewriter Course. Tnis program of Instru 1Jon LS specifically oriented to the repair and naintenance of telety-pewriter AN/FGC-58X (100M). An additional benefit is derived from the
continuous exchange of repairmen from Company I kSignal) to attend the
course of instruction.
*A

'

(c) New Conceptb/Iquiament. Radio set 1CWM2A has been issued to the
Viftnamese Special Forces Signal Augmentation Team. Vietnamese operational
'.t. chments will conduct signal operations on a net closely paralleling the
Unites States Special Forces Comand Net, using radio set AN/PRC-74.
Operation of this net is scheduled to commence on or about 15 May 1969.
The transition of a camp to YNSF control is easier when equipment used in
support of signal operations has been integrated prior to the transfer.
Two nets have been added to Special Forces signal operations within I CTZ.
A Direct Air Request Net provides expeditious hardiing of preplanned airstrnke requests and operates independently from the cormand net. This net
te.iir.ates directly with the S3 Air Officer.
Preplanned mirsions are requcstec by a partit-ular detachment on a daily basis at specific times. This
ncT -ay also be activated on a continuous basis to support tactical operatiinm
at the discretion of the detachment commander. Ixperience has shown that
tnio nethod is superior since valuable time Is saved by direct coordination
between data:hment cousander and 'he Alr Feorr Lilson/S3 AOI. In addition
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a CW not operates on a continuous basis between the base station
and the subordinate detachments. By ccr,4:ro- froi a guard frequency
camps in I CTZ therefore have as many as three nets cn separate
frequencies which can pass operational traffic. The advantk-en of
this concept are readily apparent in that three detachments may
transmit simultaneously to the base statiorn at the d-scretlon of the
operator on duty. Message processing and handling times have been
reduced considerably through the use of this concept. Also all detachmente currently possess a secure voice capability.
(d) Problems. The only major difficulty is that the shortage mf
cards currently preclude corps wide istribution of
X-Mode catbr--s
secure voice equipment (KY-8).
(e) Miscellaneous. The new comunicat-ons center facility was
Introduction and use of one
completed in February 1969 on schedule.
hundred word per minute teletypewriter equipmert a, well as incorporation of the radio section within the corvurications center, has
produced exceptional results in security., speed:. and reliahiity of'
The Vietnamese cvnuncatlons sectior, has
service to the command.
relocated and is operational within a joint (non- Lnterated, VNSF/
WASF signal section. Future Vietnamese plans provide -ror termination
of VNSF communications center landline cirnuity witnin the signal section.
The r esults of cperarir.g a joint signal zt..lcr. ,ve beca Y~ry worthwhile.
Ar. exceptionaly high degree of rappor. t,-twcn ure VNSF and USASF haa been
Foture projects inelude I-.t6gratLon of VNSF radio repairmen
eattb ked.sd
into ar, ai-the-j6t training program 3n the company signal mair.tenanse
facility to ir.rease failis itation witn US 6ig7L l equipment and supply
demand data procedueres and system,.
(6)

II Corps Tactical Zone

(Company B)

(a) New Zquipent/Concepts. During this reporting period secure
voice connunications equipment was installed' linking Company B command
detachments with subordinate detachments. Company B Headquarte-s now
has secure voice with one B-detachment B-24, and with one A-detDetachment B--L has secure voice capability
achment P1IZ DJRHENG (-'A.),
wieth four subordinate A detachments, PO.I K.ENG (A-2 i), DAK FEK (A.242),
PI HET (A-2"d) and DAK SLANG (A-245). Detachment B-23 has secure voice
with one subordinate detachment, DUC LAP (A-239). The installation of this
equipment enables the commander to coordinate more rapidly and securely
the activities of subordinate detachments.
(b) Training Program, AL newly assigr.ed radio operators are given
a period o? OJT to familirize them with radio procedures and equipment
used in Company Bo
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(7) I1

Corps Tactical Zone (Company Ad.

(a) Operations. The SSB Radio AN/PRC-93 is a primary means of
communications for passing administrative traffic betweer e-and B
Detachments, At present the importa.,ce of utilizing the SSB for

passing extended adistrative traffic between A and B detachments
is being stressed. 'This will clear the air on FM and preclude administrative traffic from interfering with operational traffic. FM communications continue to be very reliable in III C-..ps. This reliability
is enhanced through the use of NUI BA DEN as a radio relay site. Frequency jamming is a major problem in area. with large troop concentrations. This problem Lias been discussed with TI FFV and they are looking
into the possibilties of issuing more discrate frequencies in these
areas. Presently there are THF circuits to three B detachments and RTT
to the other (B-36) as the primary teletype system. RTT is a backup for

these.

Recently the VHFr circuits have proven unreiable, so RTT has been
The problem has been traced

utilized.

to wiring In and around tine patch

panel at Central in BIEN HOA. The same problem hat occurred in trepe
communications with NHA TRANG. At present Company- D is in the process
of trying to work out a backup circuit to NRA TRAN via VHF.
(b) Training. Cross training programs continue at C and B Detachment levels in order to insure maximum ut latlor
cf communicatton

personnel.
(c) New Concepts/1quipment° Secure voice systems continue to improve
communications in the 1l t CTZ. The reliability o' the equipment has been

excellent and maintenance problems few.
(8) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D)
(a) Training, A training program was initiated during February on
the KWM-2A.
was aim i at new American operators and the LLDB radio
operators. The instruction was conducted ir the maintenance shop and
included installation, proper loading procedurs3, operation, and preventive maintenance. Throughout this quarter the radio NCOIC conducted on

the job training with all incoming operators. When new operators are
assigned, their ability is evaluated based on their experience and on
personal observation by the NCOIC. The operators are kept at the CTeam where they are trained and obverved by their respective WCO s
until their skill level meets the necessary standards at which time
they are sent to subordinate detachments.
(t) New Concepts, During February and March Tech Reps from the
signal main'-tenance facility went to many of the A - Camps. Much equipment was repaired on site.
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Co2ptroller.

(1)
CIDG Fund Regulation. Due to the many improvements made
in the financial admInistration of CIDG funds, 5th SFGA Rag 37-i
dated July 1968 was determined to be outdated° Since this regulation is the sole source of 5th SFGA current policy and procedures
concerning the financial administration of CIDG funds a rewrite
and update was undertaken. The revised edition of 5th SFGA Reg
37-1 was distributed to the field on 25 Mar-h 1969, Shortly thereafter a copy was provided to the VNSF for translation, Upon compie-

tion of this translation . sufficient copies will be produced to

insure that VNSF commanders at all levels have a copy.
In this way
it is felt
that VNSF counterparts will acquire a greater appreciatioTn
of the complexities and controls associated with CIDG financial administration, and thus be able to understand the USASF Agent,'und Officers'
duties and responsibilities.
This should result ir. a more harmonious
working relationship between VNSF and USASF personnel. The revised
edition of 5th SFGA Reg 37-. was reviewed by the MACV IG in conjunction
with the development of a MACV/JGS directive designed to curb irrerularities associated with the payment of CIDG Forleso
(2)
CIDG Subsistence Rates. On 1 February i969 a proposaL was
submitted tothe C VS HCrecammendirg that the VNSF assigned to
USAS? detachments throughout Vietnam be subsisted on a reimbursable
basis with food purchased from CIDO funds.
The purpose of this proposal
was threefold. First, it sought recoupment for the food which is

intended only for the CIDG but is sometimes diverted to the VNSF.

Secondly9 it would provide adequate subsistence to the VNSF assigned
to camps located In the remote areas of Vietnam.
Proviously tAS? Detachments commanders had reported receiving
complaints from their counterparts about a lack of food. Thirdly,
it was anticipated that the VNSF who in some cases nerotiate directly
with food contractors for subsistence contracts, would maximise their
efforts to acquire the highest quality of food available.
On 20 February, a reply to the recommendation was received from the CO VNSF HC.
The VIMS HC concurred with the implementation of this proposal in

and l CTZ s,

Those VNSF assigned there have the option of subsisting

from food provided for the CIDO with a reimbureement rate of b3$VN per
day or acquiring subsistence for themselves on a personal basis. In
III and IV CTZs the 1W provide their own food. This system became
effective on 1 March and to date no problems have been encountered.
(3)
PIR Rations. In conjunction with the above mentioned procedures, the
WVf-fwas advised of the fact that raports had been received at HQ 5th SMIA that YNSF in the field were consming patrol rations provided for the CIM.
Investigation into RUMP. regulations revealed
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t! i fact that Vietnmamese patro. rations were available to the
The CO V'NSF HC stated triat instructions
had been Issued by his c>mmand to the VNSF personnel stating
they are not authorized to tonsume the cpexatlona rations
-rovidad foi tre 3DG.

VNSF upon request.
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Section 2, Lessons Learned.

Caimanders Observations, Evalu-

ations, and Reccwendations.
a* Personnel.
(1)

Need for Reaqsignment Tnstructions for. Medicaily 7vacuated
Pe rsonnelo

(a) OBSERVATION. This headquarters is receiving requests for
Military Personnel Records and personal effects belonging to individuals
who have been medically evacuited from this command. It is felt that
this situation is caused by non-receipt of reassignment instructions
from HQ
SARVo
(b) EVALUATION. Since the new medical evacuees reassigment
system was established on 15 February 1969 this headcuarters has
experienced difficulties with the receipt of reassignment messages
for medical evacuees due to non-receipt of electrical transmission
or other administrative problems. This in itself has caused delay
in the forwarding of records and personal property of medical evacuees to the proper medical facility. The situation is further compounded by the hardship caused to the individual when he does not
receive his monthly pay and allowances.
(c) RECOMMENDATTON.
Casualty Sect2on, HQ MV-ARV should review
the internal procedures concerning the transmission of reassignment
irstructions of medically evacuated personnel with a view towards
establishing a requirement that subordinate units receiving reassignment instructi on, f-om TtrPRV be required to acknowledge receipt telephonically NLT forty-eight hours after receipt. This system would
insure a suspense check from T1SATV to subordinate units in case of
non-receipt of reassignment instructions.
(2)

Reassignment and Promotion of Officers.

CONTJ commanders sm not comnlying with the
(a) OBSerTVATTON.
provisions of paragraph 29b, AR 624-1OO which state in part that
"recommendations for or against pramotton may be prepared by immediate commanders up to four months before the eligibility date for
those officers who are being reassigned when reassinment will result
in a change of promotion authority. Recommendations will be forwarded
by the losing promotion authority to the gaining commander by Air Mail
and a copy filed in the officer's ,iilitary Personnel Records Jacket,
S Army (DL Form 201).* Additionally, losing commanders are not adhering to the provisions of paragrapb 29c, AR 62h-100 which requires thF
the "losing promotion authority will promote qualified, recommended
officers who have been reassigned wen eligibility occirs prior to
the EK,'!A."

On several occasions this hea,quarters has bepn unal].e

to promote officers on their eliviblit- A'te upon arrivn'
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command due to non-receipt of DA Form 78 from the losing promotion
authority. Requests for D Worm 78 must be submitted to this headquarters by the losing commander before any action can be taken to
promote an officer. Upon receipt of DA Form 78, orners art th.
publiehed by this headuarters.
(b) FVATUATTMl. This situation creates a severe financial
hardship to the officer being promoted. In many cases an officer
loses between three weeks to one and a half monks pay du)e to the
tim lost prior to receipt of DA Form 78 at thii-headouarters.
HQ, USARV should contact Department of
RECCMM-ATTON.
(c)
the Army to enlighten CONUS cormmands of the existing and recurring
problem concerning non-compliance witb paragraph 29b and c, AR 624-

100.
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Operations.
(A-J2l)

(1) Search Procedlires.

operation- this
(a) OSEIVATTON. On recent 'Ar'TXY'K
detachment has discovered many sampann both nev and iip1 in (,1504
condition, resting at the bottom of watir-rilled bomb cratmrs in t'Ie
vicinity of base and rafe areas as well as near vay stati ons alon:
water routes now arid because of the dry seanon.
(b) EVXLVATION. Bomb craters seem to be the favorite location
for hiding these sampans which are used during the wa season to transport supplies. This is possibly due to the fact that tho bomb craters
are filled with undisturbed water that icums over ani prevents the
sampans fron bnin- seen from the air. This could be a countryr;ide
practice as the wood in the sampenh will shrink and the caulk. nr fall
out if the sampans are not kept moist.
Bomb cra-rers located in or n-ar trielin.s
(c) RMr,12ENDATTON.
and waterways should be investigated periodir'ally.

(A-421)

(2) Utilization of CR'S

(a) OBSERVATION. When this detachment conducts company size
operations that normally last three to five days. it has been not 4 ced
that upon initiating contact with the enemy the oerjny is tired, unable
to develop the situation, difficult, to control, nd incapable of pursuit.
Some means must be dov!sed to preserve the inherent
(b) strength and firepower of a company size unit so that the- when they are
required to in'luence the situation they have the necessary capability.
(c) RZOM'l Y)ATION. Thi. detachment has experimented vith the
employment of a company and a CRP Jointly. The company sets up a safe
area near the AO and stands by for quick reaction. The CRP conduct patrols
with the missions of relaying fresh intelliZence to the company, fixing
the eneVr, or establishing contact. The company it then mployed to react
to the intelligence, initiate contact, or develop the situation favorably.
The results of this procedure have been quite effective.
(3) Resupply and Medevacs after Contacts.
After a contact during which friendly catwaltie-n
(a) OnSZ-TAT'c:"',.
are iufferd and s Fn ficant amounts of armnitinn are expended, the
GSF are relvctant to maintain contact or sweep the battle area until the
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wounded have been evacuated and they havo been resupplied.
Failure to maintain contact rediices the opportunity
(b) !VAL'ATION.
both to inflict additional casualties on the enemy and to make an accurate
assessmont of eney loses.
A w~all force, platoon or squad aso,
(c)
RE00M!ATON.
should be left at the contact area, with 1 USALF and I radio to supervise the preraration and execution of the FEDEWACS as vell ae to insure
svpplien are brought in. The remaining forces can pursue the contact.
(I

(4) Rest Over Vight Positions

(RON).

''hen preparing to rest over niight, the CTr tend
(a) 0WSERVATT'N.
to stop early and group closely together.
This makes it much easier for the enemy to inrlict
(b) EV'ATCO?-'.
rany casualtA'r at once. Establishing a ROY position early gives the enemry
the advantage of surveillance and planning.
Operations should move until there is Just
R7CO1T01ATTON.
(c)
enough light rema'ning to set up a good defense and disperse as much as
possible. Advance elements can be sent into the planned RON location
early to check for booby traps and provide security.
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(5) Failure of CIDQ Troos to Assist in Evacuation of Their own
CaUalties .

(CO A)

(a) OBSERVATTONS.
CID0 soldiers do not Imov how to assist in
the medical evacuation of their own KIA and WIA while on operations,
(b) EBALVATTON. This delays the operation as well as endangering
the lives of those who need medical assistance Qu.ckly. Lack o tra-ning
and tean motivation is very evident in this respect.
(c) RECOMIETMATTON.
Prior to corbat operations a short period of
traninmg should be conducted on life saving steps an. the importance of
medical evacuation techniques.
(6) Development of ater Resupply System.

(Co A)

(a) OPSERVATION. During the dry season in certain operational
areas exich as S"ar Zone "D", water shortago becomes critral to a point
where it severely undermines the morale and fihting spirit o' the CTDG
soldiers.
(b) EVALTUATTON. An extensive and conclusive stidy should be made
at the S-4 level to obtain sufficient anl adequate water containers 7"hich
would alleviate unnecessary water waste during resupply.
(a)

RECOMMEMDATION.

Discardable plastic 81MW cannisters or

mnetal

105 ana 8" howitzer cannisters can be filled with water at the camp or VSS,
and heli-lifted or airdropped into the operational location.
(7) Troop Mjorale and The Need for Fresh Food.

(Co A)

(a) OBSEP!7ATION. In February 1969, after consuming PM's for
nearly 40 days approximately 250 members of the Mobile Strik' Force
deserted during a resupply mission while on Operation Centurian IT.
(b) EVALJATTOW. Subsequent debriefi ngs revealed that one significant contributing factor was the continuous consumption of PR's.
Caspeny A then initiated a policy of issuing fresh food every fifth
day to maneuver battalions during field operations, This greatly improved C0D( morale.
(c) RECOMMFATTON.

None;
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Pro~r."ned Deployment of the 3rd
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(Co A)

OnZ'.'ATGOr. Frior to Mobile ?tri~k Force 1'peration
(a
Centurian VT, CTDG personnel wTere unaare of the duration of field
operationz an' had no fixe.d stind:own period.
(b) 7V]!XL% TON. This was consid!red on,! of the major contribittne
factors aloi'g with the lack of fresh food that resulte1 In the desertion
of 250 1'F members during Operation Centuxrian V. Company A developed ar-n
gained I1 FF's approval to plan MSF operations on a defini~e schedule.
Each battalion operates 20 days in the field and has a ten day stand3own
tbne.
This -chicdule is kno.n to every 1'5 momber and, corpled t-th the
fresh -- oI supply, has proven extremely e7'entive in raintaining hi.h
morale an on,: the troops.
Provision muFt be made in planning operations
(c) TI2COICE.DATIO".
for adeouate standdown time.
(9)

Fi-ht Time Preplanned Airstri!).

(Co A)

. Di....
Drtn the hours of larlmess the enemy can travel
(a)
with relative ease. The malority o' the Fon'ard Air Controllers f17 only
during the dayliht hours leavirg the enery 'ree access at nipht to the
trail and road netvorks for movement of supplieF and troops.
The use of night-time preplanned airstrikes on
(b) ?VALUIATT01.
These
specified targets would disrupt thz eners,.s ease of movement.
shovId ha':e no t!in pattern so that the enemy would have to be on T,ard
constantly.
of such ar~stri~kes should be instltfatee.
A trial
RZC0OY-'-AT:[0N.
(c)
or a period 0^ 30 dare, utilizing night-tine FkC's and available air

assete. At the end of the trial period, sgent reports couil be screen-d
in conjunction with bDA's to ascertain i' movement has decreased.
(10)

Noti-ication of

replannd ALtrilis to Subordinate Detachmnnts

and Forward Air Controllers.

(Co A)

(a) OPSZRVATTON. On many occaaions, tactical ftghters have been
on station for recqested preplanned airstrakes, but the Forward Air
Controller was not available. The fighters were the i diverted to other
tar-et. or to a jett- scn ares to drop their ordnance, causing, a waste
of " -- e- and mat rial. Upon investigating the Fituation, it wau uncov'rcK tha' the FAC did not receive confirmation of the requested
airstr.ker from the S..cial Forces "B" Detachments in sufficient tlre
to recrpon.
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(b) EVAWATION.
The use of the radio to nass the required
information to the subordinate detachments would enable the FAC to
schedule his commftuents the night prior to flying. This will
insevre that the FAC is on station as required.

(c) RECC IDATION. The Single Side Band radio 4hould be used
from the C detache , to the subordinate B detachments to rass the
aircraft callsig.. -.
Time-Over-Target imdiately upon confirmation.
This should be followed by an unclassified message over the RTT system
as a back up, The B detachment would, upon receipt of the S3B messages
call the FAC by telephonw and nass the information pertaining to the
next day's flights. If this procedure is followed, all personnel
concerned will bo informed in sufficient time.

(11)

Cos and Coordination Between ?W

and CJ0G Units. (Co C)

(a)
CBSERVATION.
Recent events at
CIDO camp under siege
identified certain problem areas that rtsulted from a lack of initial
aermand coordination between rW
and CMDO units, Artillery and
tactical air clearance were extremely difficult to obtain because there
was no joint/combined tactical operations center. No arrangements had
been made to provide adjacent units with information on planned operations. Because there were elements from different commands operating
within a confined area, timely combat support could not be rendered to
units in contact.
.-

(b) NVAWATION.
Whenever FlEW are deployed in a CIDG nmp's
TAM, it i essential that close coordination be effected prior to
conducting any operations.
(a) RECOMMMATION.
Whenever FMW conduct operations within a
CIDO camp's TACIR, a joint TOC should be established, Since most caups
already have a hardened bunker this could be utilized. An interral part

of the TOC would be an FSCC with the authority to clear all artillery fires
and tactical air support within the TACR, All units involved would have
representation (IMO) in the TOC. A central command or OPCCN authority
should be designated to control operations and direct maneuver elevant*.
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Use of CGU 12 and 22 Bomblets as an Incendiary.

(Co D)

(a) BSMRVATION. During March 1969 Detachment B-h3 received an
operations order from the 44th STZ with the misnion to search selected areas of the "Tram Forest" for enemy cache sites and defoliate the
entire area by burning. The terrain in the "Tram Forest" i typical of
the Delta Region. There is little or no farming done in the region
because of the acidity of the soil. The area is uninhabited except
by the enemy who use it as a sanctuary for infiltration, rest zones,
and staging areas.
Much of it consists of grassy plains intermingled
with dens* woods.
During the rainy season the majority of the "Tram"
is underwater while at the height of the dry season it car support ai-mor
operations.
By first
searcninE selected areas and than defoliating
them with fire. the enemy would be denied use of theii sanctuary f or
a period up to a year. Searching presented no problem. However, defoliation did since only a minimum of assets were available.
(b) EVALUJATION.
Logical and sound choices in such a situation
are few. The initial plan was to use a CH 47, rigied with the necessary
apparatus for dropping drums of CS, to distribute 5 gallon drums
filled with napalm over the area. This was not feasible because of
the time and equipment that such a plan required. Conventional napalm
dropped by high speed aircraft was considered.
But since it would only
cover a small area, this idea was dropped.
After much thought and
consultations with the Air Force CBU 12 and 22 incendiary bomblets
were selected.
(c) RECaOMENDATION.
The use of CRU 12 and 2 bcnblets was
effective in starting large grass fires in the areas of operations.
The bomblets can be dropped from heights of 150 feet or lower and
cover four times the area of a conventional napalm drop.
(Also the
bomblets if released from heights of 350 feet can provide an effective curtain of emoke.
CBU 12 and 22 bomblets, however, are not
effective in hilly or mountainous areas since they must be dropped
at fairly low altitudes.)

(13) &nemy use of Abandoned Positions.

(Co B)

(a) OBSVATION.
During two separate Mobile Strike Force
operations in this reporting period, enemy forces were encountered
using abandoned US fire support bases as defensive positions.
(b)

EVALUATION.

The total abandonment of intact fire support

basee coupled with the discarding of relatively large amomts of usable
military material by US units has proven extreively costly to friendly
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units conducting offensive operations in the area at a later date.
The nemy has made maximum use of foxholes, bukers with overhead
cover, defensive wire, and US ammunition and equipment which was
left behind by the departing units. Examples of US equipment found
after driving the enemy from such positions include cases of hand

grenades (fragmentation, white phosphorous and smoke), large quiantities of 5.56HK ball
munitiOn-nd M-79 awunition, HE and WP 105
rounds and extra fuzes, steel helmets and protective masks. It is of
the utmost importance that units leaving fire support bases be impressed with the disastrous results of leaving usable positions and/
or material which is of value to the enemy.
(o) RSCCSQ4ENDATION. Conventional ,mits which prepare defense
positions suitable for extended util13azbon and are subsequently redeployed elsewhere, should be directed to destroy ibandoned positions
to the greatest possible extent. In the event a fire support base
is programmed for future use and it is not feasibie to secure treconstruction of the position is considered more desirable than uaving
to drive a firmly entrenched enemy out of it.
(This recommendation
has been relayed to the Commanding General, 4th Infantry Division).
(14) Effect of IFFV Aviation Policy on Air Movements.

(Co B)

(a) OBSERVATION. The current IFFV policy that only a fixed wing
aircraft may be used to transport passengers or cargo between two locations if both locations have a fixed wing air strip has resulted in
undue delays and inefficiency in air movements.
(b) EVAUAT'_-:N. Due to rotary wing assets beirw more limited
than fixed wing assets in 32 CTZ, it has reeently been ,
directed that moves originating and terminating at locations that
have fixed wing airfields must be accomplished by a fixed wing aircraft. This has resulted in inefficient air movements on several
occasions. In a me" of one CS cmqpany fre Camp BIM RET (A-l)
to

amp MAX BUK (A-246), there was a one week delay due to insufficient
ceilings for fixea wing flight into 3A31 UK. 3f helicooters had been
available for the move, contour flying along the DAX UGRE River Valley
could have aeccmplished the move as scheduled, thus avoiding the =necessary loss of approxmately 972 am-days, In a move of two Mobile
Stri rerce companies from Cmp MK 11 (A-2h2) to WUN, G7A aircraft had to be used rather than the requested CR47 helicopters. Due
to the short runway at Cap DAX Pn, the C7A could take off w4th a
naximm of only 18 passengers, as opposed to the 40 passenger capability of the CR47. The move took three days to complete, rather
than one day which would have been sufficient for the same move by
Chinook. This inefficiency resulted in the loss of approximately
266 man-days.
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(a) RECGCHENDATION. lach aib movement reqiest should be
considered on its own me-its rather than tnder blanket policy which
can result in obviously inefficient use of air assets.
(15)

Delayed Munitions by Order US Foroes.

(B-32)

(a) BSERVATI0N. During the reporting period an are- known
as "AO Keep Out" was established in the TACR of one of this detachment's subordinate "A" camp A request came to this detachment for
clearance to employ delayed munitions drop in the area specified.
After discussion with the VNSF camp comeander and the senior USASF
advisor, clearance was denied. A message was then received stating
that this munitions drop was a directed acti I ,that it would take
nlace*, and that the subordinate A-Camp sboulc be advised accordingly.(b) EVAIUATITC.
This strikelby its delayed action nature, has
denied the camp access to its most lucrative operational area. Consequently its effectiveness as well as the morale and discipline of its
CIDG soldiers has declined considerably.
(c) RECMOSM DATION. Steps should be taken at whatever level
necessary so that the advice of those on the ground is heeded in
such areas as will adversely affect their present or future operations.
(I)

Counter Mortar Patrolling.

(B-32)

(a) OMESRVATI1I. It has been noted that the ise of three
platoon sized (30 men) elements, operating under one command, have
more success in countering enemy mortaring than one company sized
element.
(b) EVAUATION. During the reporting period the three element

system of counter mortar patrolling was used exclusively at Camp KATUM
(A-322). The three elements were committed separately but under one
central command. When mortar fire was detected, the comeand element
maneuvered the other two elements in such a manner as to close off
escape routes and to allow the best chance of making contact with Venemy. IT,was noticed that when these tactics were used mortar an.
rocket attacks lessened. When they were not used, mortar and rocket
attacks increased.
(c) RECGMKNDATION. The multi-element or saturation method of
counter mortar patrolling should be used by camps subiected to heavy
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mortar attacks to alleviate the situation.

(17)

Marking of Targets for CIDO.

(B-12)

(a) OBSERVATION. During contact it is often difficult te
control the fire of the QIDC soldiers, particularly the M-79 grenadiers and automatic weapons
(b) EVALUATION. During recent operations from Camp TRA CU
(A-326) USASF advisors carried magazines loaded with ball and tracer
ammunition in order to point out tarrets. This has resulted An better
coordinated, more accurate,and more effective fires.
(c)

RECNMWATION.

Special Forces Advisors in the field shold

carry magazines loaded with ball and tracer ammunition. When the enemy
is engaged, they should utilize this to desirnate tarcets. This tracer
ammunition can also be used to point out tarets to FACs and SPOOKY
pilots.
(18) Enemy Counter Ambush Tactics.
(a) OBSERVATION. A Combat Recon Platoon from Camp CHI LPTH
(A-333) ambushed three VC, two riding bicycles and one walking, along
the Serges Jungle Highway. It was assumed that the three VC were
killed by the initial volume of fire. Part of the ambush force, including one USASF advisor, immediately went to the bodies to begin a
search. The USAS? was fatally wounded by one of the so called "dead"
VC. At the same time an NVA company that had been using the three VC
as a pvint elet,.,
L uLdroLshed
t
the CRP causing two more friendly
casualties. A similar maneuver was ivecently attempted against an operation from Camp MINH THAH (A-322).
(b) EVALUATION.

None

(c) RECOMMEWATION. After an ambush has been executed9 insure
that the search narty and ambush force remain alert and rrepared for
an enemy counterambush. Do not casually move in to search 'allen enemy
soldiers, but set out security elements to provide protection. Also
be aware of the "dead" VC who may only be pretending.
(19)

VC Use of Oil Fires as Camouflage.

(A- 4 33)

(a) OBSERVA'T ION. On a number of occasions after the CIDG had
made contact with the enemy, the VC have set oil fires which caused heavy
amok@.
97
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(b) EVALUATTON.
This camouflages enemy movement besides
hazmpering friendly u:e of gunships and TAC air.
(c) RE
'rON!,
7'1
Since the VC uqually withdraw under
the cover o, the smoke, contact. can be reestablished by positioning
friendly asbtts along likely withdrawal roites°
(20)
(a)

Use of the 105 "Super Quick"fuse in marshy areas.
OBSERVATION

in a marshy area after

(A-433)

A lar~e number of 10MM duds were discovered
a fire support mission.

(b) EVALUATION. The aitillery had been employing the point
detonating fuse. When a change was made to the "Super Quick" fuze
duds were almost non-existent in these areas.
(c) RECOMNDATION. "Super Quick" fuzes should be used on
marshy ground,
(21)

Need for Parallel Messages through VNSF Pnd USASF Channels.

(a)
OBS'.RVkTIN,
VNSF fail to respond to troop requirements Por
BIACKHAO. operations, school quotas, etc,, when the message originates
only in US channels.
(b) EVALUATTCNi
It stili takes a considerpble length of time
before parallel essoages come down through VWF channels. Not only
does this cause time to be wasted. but it also results in hard feelings
between counterparts even before the operation gets underway.
(r)
RECCMENDATION. LUSASF Headquarters all the way down the line
where .sages must be retransmitted should put pressure on their counterparts to insure that parallel messages are sent out in an ixpeditious

(22)

Use of Aerial Patrol Routes Along B order

(a) ~BSXRVATICK. Border operations utilizing air assets in areas
where the border is not outlined by terrain features call for contin-

uous pilot orientation flights to avoid international incidents.

This

is particularly true when such operations take place at night.
(b) rVALUA"ICm. Instead of designatiM an area ror search in night
operations, aerial patrol routes based on recognizable checkpoints
should be used. These routes should be carefully planned and reconnoitered
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at last light, to include preparation of asimuthe and flight times
between checkpoints as a double check on visual navigation.

(o) IMCGIMNDATICN. None.
(23)

Recognition of Achievement for Indigenous Personnel.

(a) CBSERVATIC#. There is no formal recognition for indigenous
personnel receiving prolonged training at the A Team level or higher.
(b)
VAIJJATICN.
Company D has a certificate with several blank
lines that can be filled in for whatever type training the individual
has undergone. Besides being a morale builder, this also helps identify
those CMG who terminate service at one camp and enter service later
at another. They can present this certificate as evidence of the training they have already received. This will assist the rersonnel at the
new camp in deciding how to best utilize them.

(c) RECOMMDATION. Each A teem as well as TO CHAU and DONG BA THLM
should be issued blank certificates to be utilized for the purpose
discussed above.

4
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c. TrainLn,7.
(1)

Tn-xpe--cmcod1 Pado Oprr.

(a)

fl

"OI.

Many radio oparaitorc aro rearhinr! the fi,'11

t ~ 'for~ V'
datanhmnnt. AmonF' Atscrr!-&niP nioted are fall'Ire
to pa!:: or rrocii% tra'f t,
IamaFe to comwnt'ation eciiiip'ient, an"
cornnrationn
~rt
violations. Ther- 'havobeen raseq in which a
I *I o01n,v ban
t
rpturrnei to maintenance whenj all it nee 1
wan~ a 'ure.
'

(b) E'71
TO'
Since thore are only a li-mited nun-bar of fully
q-Vill "~~ operi I- rr rva;.lahle, the ino !por~nnced per-onnnl must be
(c) R--frlr7)ATTONi. Since a lack of experienne is the malopr~blan. t1.ie iw'rsonnr)1 usually can ber_-om -air~y nunl14iipA, -1thin
a r'.c0.t'. a't-'P arr'vilg for duity. It is recorinded that ne"-ly arr1'ti.rt prionni'l be r.1ven an opportunity to function in a commrniications
cort~ii £ur a -nr.:D- or' four ~'sbefore aqsianrent tc the
Thtug tviq wolif' )t able' to acouire a workcing lmovleirre of the~r duties
undler tu',-. -r%rrrcl of an experLenced supeivisor. Alec, if proverly
p~~~o
ra.tt.o
ronecol
egiven ins triction in ruch areas
as rallo rnaintnanco, SSI/SOI, CW, generators an! gnrator rnaintenar'ce,
and1 eloctrical v.lring#
()Trainirr_ or CID(3 Personnel.

(a)

OO0T"0YN.

Most CIDCI commands are experiencIng difficulties

In raintaining an1 adequate level of'profi,.Iency among their personnel.
T !:or- in13tqnr'ei, trained pernonne). witnin C~Ir. rompanies are nonex-iten',.

kb) EVILI'VTO.
The facilitis at the OTDG trainirg centers are
no ipale or linuidling an influx or traineo*@ euffici~nt to satisfy
thp needr o' all rCTDO commands. Allocationt; to theme ceniters cannot
be increa~ed.
(c).
~TD~TON. E~ach coreian-i shoull be authorized a well
trit L1c'alre ,rho coiili procera newly acquired personnaL..
Theqe cadre
would inntrl:ct trainogs on the baeic skills, This would allow a u~nit
to 11o at leart ,virttally oporat' -)nl iuntil more formal traiff~ng couli
b'n cor.Oucto4 at a later period.. Also upon the conpletioii o' each 90

operialunal dayn th-i commwanli., Ehould be authorized to
of 5 o 7 da:'n retrainng in needed areass
100
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Utilisation of Subordinate Iaaders.

(a) OBSERVATTON.
Often the CSF do not properly utillze squad
and platoon leaders in training or on operations. Company Crounders
tend to control the company without deligating authority to their subordinates.
(b) KVALUATION. A chain of command is essential not only for
insuring that orders are obeyed but also to develop the leadership
abilities in subordinates so that they can assume greater respongibilities when necessary.
()
RECMDATION. USASF Advisors must convince VNSr and CSF
of the importance of developing leaders at squad and platoon levels.
CSF commanders have to be shown that delegation of authority does not
lower their position. USASF Advisors must work with platoon and squad
leaders during training to develop their initiative and confidence.

I
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intelligence.

(1) P~rronnel Cros3 Training

(Co A)

Wa 0',ATO!. Occasional personnel shortares In the Co A
OB Section due to leaves, R&R, guard and CQ duties caused difficulties in the day-to-day production of the Intelligence Summaries.
Since the OB personnel specialize in given areas, no adequate back
up pur. onnrl were available.
(b) E.AL"AT-r"C1V.Extensive cross-training was efcected by a
gradual change-over of areas of responsibility for each area analyst.
The cross-training, rather than slowing the analysis effort, actually
had a booster effect. Personnel who had spent several months engrossed
in a given area were confronted with a new situation, a learning situation. They found theii backgroundsin speciali7,ed areas of the Corps
could be enerally applied. New ideas and patterns became apparent.
The t,-tal e rfect was nne of increased communications and coordination
within the 0" Section and widening of the scope and depth of knowledge
of each area analyst.
(c
RT2"O1,:TmATIiJ.
as pscsiblt.
(2)

Cross training should he conducted as much

Comimander's Daily Intelligence Briefing/Intellience Wrap-Up.

(a) OPW 7RATTON. The Commander's Daily Intelligence Briefing is
transmitted by messages to companies and separate detachments of the Group
as well as to fPe MACI? addressees. This daily intelligence 'wrap-up" also
gives all elements of the Group the benefit of analyses made by the
Comranrer's Order of attle and Analysis Section.
The daily intelligence wrap-up has made it
(b) E'"ALIPATIOV.
possible to forward a continuous flow of timely, accurate information
presented in a highly readable form. As a result of not sending daily
TNTS[ThN to adjacent Corps, the total number of messages handled by the
Special Forces Operational Base Communications Center dropped almoet
7 percent. This is significant in that it means an overall decrease
of between 170 and 200 messages monthly. Since this traffic was all
operational immendiate the new procedure has especially improvod the
handling of immed 4ate messages. In conclusion, intelligence information
is being disseminated at a faster rate than before and immediate messaes
of a tactical, urger+ nature are being handled more e4ficiently.
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This daily intelligence document alnuld
(c) RECCWENDATION.
continue -o be disseminated to the line companies and the MACV

addressees.

(3) &he 5th Special Forces Group Recognition Manual.
The 5th Special Forces Group Recopnition Vanual,
(a)
B..RVATION.
published at the dirention of the Comander, 5th SrrA, was distributed
to approximately 4,500 personnel within Special Forces Vietnam.
(b) EVALUATION. The recognition manual etuips all operational
detachments with a ready reference for identification of Communist
Bloc aircraft, armor, and anti-aircraft weapons. It is bi-lingua]
to facilitate counterpart use. On numerous occasions, as a direct
result of thir manual, ithas been possible to submit hJ Thly accurate
spot reports in a timely nu,,.ir Lo adjacent and hipher headquarters.
(c)
RECu M,EATTON.
This manual should be periodically updated
since the enemy continually makes improvements in arms and equipment.
(Co P)

(4) Volunteer Informant Program.

OPSEVATTON.
The Volunteer Informant Program (VTP) has not
(a)
produced the desired results that were anticipated throm'hout Company
B during the reporting period.
(b) EVALUATION. The program has been. relatively iniffective
because of technical difficulties in disseminating the VIP information to the populace, the numerous dialects of the predominantly
Montagnard population throughout the TAOR's, poor preparation of
leaflets and propaganda, and the almost total l3ck of literacy among
the indigenous.
(o) RECKMNDATION. Greater care should be exercised in studying
the mtivational factors and culture of the Montagnards if effective
implementation of the Volunteer Informant Program is to be achieved.
Also, more face to face contact by MCAP units, POIPAR teams, and
PSIOPS personnel with the Montagnard population could be used to spread
information about the program.

(5) Use

of Polygraph Tax.

(A-343)

(a) OSSERVATION. Several civilian employees and CSF soldiers
at Camp DUC PRONG (A-343) have relatives who are Viet Cong.
(b) EVALUATrON. If a Polygraph team were made available to the
various A-detachments upon request, such people could be questioned
at their location. A tremendous amount of usable information could
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be obtained.
(c)
RE-.OM; hT.ArION.
Tht "C" team should be augmented with a mobile
polygraph team capahie of moving to any loe'ation for 'he ourpose of interroxatin personne'l.
(6) Polygraph Operators.
(a)
CBSKRIAT1ON.
At tne preaent time, there are four polygraplh
operators assigned to t,,e Group. Within two months, two of these indiv-.
id'als are schedule
to DIR 7. Two examiners cannot be qxpected to nrovi('e
polygiraph support for screening civilian indigenous employees, interpreters,
and CIDO personnel as well as furnishing direct su7port to CIDG combat operations throughou. the Republic of Vietnam.
(b) KVAIUATION. For the past year, the pul-vraph program has proved
to be extremely valuable not only in examining civilian employees but also in
directly supportinr combat operations. It provides the most timely method of
verifying information from prisoners of war, ralliers, an1 detainees. Since
October 1968, 1,2C1 VC, VC and IVA have been identified through such examinations.
(c)
R&C30M4NDATION. SiTne polygraph facilities have been established
in all C-detachments, the strength of the polygraph branch should be maintatned
at five examiners.
One examiner should be assigned to each C-detachment and one
at Headquarters, 5th SVGA. This will provide country-wide polygraph support.
(7) Bilateral Net Operations.
(a) CBSKRVATION. The control of bilateral net operations has presented
problems in the past. Quite often the VNST Case Officer would take the attitude
that the operation was under his sole control and that the USAS? Case Officer
was to provide only logistical and financial support. As a result, the VNSY
Case Officer would proceed to manage the operation without the advice or ruidance of the USAS? Case Officer.
(b) IVALUATION. Bilateral operations are begun with the ultimate 1wprpose
of advising and training VXS! intelligence personnel so that the" ca operate
the net successfully on their own. If, however, the VXSF Case Officer assumes
sole control prematurely, the result is usually a breakdown in operational security.
(c)
RECcMUNDATI!.
The USASP Case Officer should regulate both financial
and
logistical
support
in
joint agents
control of the cperations.
USASP Case Officers should order
know to
who stimulate
the principal
and action agents are
and their capabilities and limitations.
P,
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(8) Exploitation of Hoi Chanhs,
(a)
OBFPRVATION.
The time lapse between when Hoi Chanha come under
friendly control and when they are used as guides to exploit their knowledge is often excessive. This allows the enemy to relocate units and
caches.

(b) FVAL'A"I' !. This situation is caused by the emphasis place.-I
on the speedy procesrtng of the Hol. Chanh to centers located at unit
headquarters

and the failure ol' the ground commander to asc-rtain the

full tactical knovledge of the Hoi Chanh during initial interrct'%cn.
Often times even if the information is obtained initially, It Is not
acted upon imediately because of doubt, lack of assets, or because the
action needed is inconsistent with the present mission of the unit.
(c)

OMNEM
fl.'ATION.

Ground commanders must continue to insure that

all possible information of immediate tactical value is extracted from the
Hoi Chanh before he is forwarded to higher headquarters. This rill prevent
the delay incurred by processing the Hoi Chanh, finding out information at
a hicher level, and then disseminating it back dovn through channels.
Once
the information is learned in the field, the unit should be able to keep

the Hoi Chanh until he is fully exploited at that lAv-1

---than forrard

him through channels. A reaction force with assets should be available
and utilized immediately to check out what has beer learned. Tf possible,
this should be done the same day by a unit such as RLAr'JAr.
Such immediate action will prevent the enemy from neutralizing the valuable
information available from Hoi Chanhs.
(9)

V

ieconnaissance Program.

(a) OBSERVATION. Visual reconnaissance flights have recently proven
most productive immediately after dawn, immediately before sunset, and in
the early afternoon.
(b) EVALUATION° The enemy is cuick to discover patterns in our
visual reconnaissance. In the past very few VR missions were flown at
these times, and the VC took advantage of this lack of coverage to move
supplies and accomplish other tasks.
(o) RICOM
ATTOW. The VR program should be carefully planned
to prevent the establishment of patterns either in the area covered or
in the scheduling of missions.
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Timelv Dis-orination of Tntellgence.

(a) O7h x'TO,', On P3 March 1969 a sonrcr' bplongIng to an ar'enc7'
othfi t'-an 5pccial Fu-coz roported that hc hadloberi- l qn unidentified
VC IZrtallo- in the vicInity of Cambodia, XT22715. They verp carrying
a sign which roi "Victory Binh Thanh an.' Phnoc Luu". Thin report did
not reach 1-32 until 2A March 1969. On the ni.ght of 25 March 1969 (23301!'
an operation from A-325, Csup DUC RUS made contact vith an estimated VC
battalion i-nthe vicinity of BINH THAIR
-T3Lh2lh. Tf this report had
reah- ' B-32 t"ci-t'- four hours earlier the element from A-325 would hav,)
beer, hett-r- prepared to meet a large enemy force ani may possibly have
reduceC. tbeir m.n casualties while inflicting heavier casualties on the
e nerfv.
(b) SNALNA'-TOZ . Intelligence is often ava.lable al-out the area
in which a unit is operating, but it is not in the hands of the unit
which js or will be on the ground.
(c) """,AT0N. I'henever possible Special orc s intelli en'e
arenc'es should coordinate laterally as well as w.thin their own or-anization
to e-ec- ;reater. more rapid dissemination of intellience.

(a) O
Y"TcTo In the rast it has been noted that due to extended
operatirs an(, limitations of distance, the information gained by in',elligence
agents often 5. not +.imely. Instances of enemy troop movements cannot be
transmitted for mujc¢k reaction. In other cases '-hr lark of com.nni.-ations
accounts
r
! allure to pinpoint enemy bases and caches.
'hen the inforration .s red
by the case orficer, the location is usually a reneral
vicinity insteJ of an exact coordinate.
(b)

rA'.LT
.. Timeliness in intellience renorting has al,-a-

a major problem especially in

the gathering of agent

reports.

been

This has

basically been a communications problem. The ability to make enemy concentrationn visible to the aerial observer could effectively result in the
interdiction o' enemy movement and the destruction of enemy personnel and
log istics.
(,)
t-'rFIy:>A7 -0N. A solution at least to the base area problem
wotJ2 be to irzr it. The most effective ray to do this is with a flare
parachute. Py placing the chute in a tree or othernise in close proxImity to a basr area, the afent can make it readily identifiable 'rom
the air but not from the ground. It has been found that airstrilms can
be plac-? rigt on the target with the TAC using the white parachute as
a reference roint.

-
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(12)

Operations Pased on Current Intelligence.

(a) ORSrVATION. During the reporting period, Camp DONO T-E (A-222)
maintained a high kill ratio. Most of the comihat operations were based on
aggressive intelligence produfced and collected by or-anic assets,
(b) EVALUATION. The intelligence NCO actively and steadily Tnrsued
basic intellience principles with initiative, Imagination, aned determination
to obtain useful information. His results were accepted and utilized in
planning successful operations.
(c) RROCF TDATTON. Comand emphasis should be placed on meaningful
and productive intelligence gathering and reaction to kno%,ledne gained from
such efforts.
(13)

Noutrali~ation of VC Infrastructure.

(a) OBSErVAmTONo Camp PLEI DJERENG (A-251) effectively identified
and neutralized Viet Cong Suspects througlout their TAOR during the reporting
period,
(b) EVALUATTON. A-251 concentrated the majority of the population
within its TAOR in a resettlement village close to their camp. By efficiently
utilizing existing black lists in cordon and search operations, they svstematically identified and neutralized VC and VCI in their TAOR.
(a) RECOIEMVDATTON.
In conjunction with District and Province, camps
should strive to consolidate their scattered population in their TAOR's
into an easily controlled resettlement area. Current and meaningful black,
grey and white lists should be maintained and integrated with cordon and
search, medeap, and psychological operations.
(14)

Agent Russ&.

(a) COSRVATICN. The YC units in the vicinity of Camp BA XOAI
(A-421) have tightened their security so effectively that it has proved
next to impossible to penetrate their base eamps and safe areas with
agents utilizing conventional methods.
(b) IVAIDATIaS. A new arrangenewt was thus necessary in order to
ponetrate effectively enemy base camps and safe areas to gather
inltelligence.
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(c) RECOM2I PATIOF. This detachment has utilized aents dipuised
as wood cutterr to ..'rectively penetrate these locations. Tn this TAOR
woo, cutters are no common that little suspicion Is attached to tl-em.
Occupations in prot, neni-e in other locations could be similarly ut lized.

(15)

Ag'nt Reporting.

(a) OTSERVATT21 . The time lapse between an ap:ent sighting ana
the receipt of the information is prohibitive. Ily the time the report
is received the ;ntelligence is anywhere fron 12 hours to three 'lays
old and its value decreases in proportioi.
(b) PVAL1IATT.O'.
The entire ope.rational comunitment is based on
accurate and timely intelligence, yet no means of rapid collection is
in effect.

(c) RCOI. i-ATT0". The use of outmoded electronics systems would
adeouately suf'ice. If PRC 10 radios and batteries could be made readily
available, this would be a solution. Other possible solutions consist
of an outmoded slytem similar to the "IAngry Nine" or a vehicle to sipport
a raril dead dzot Pechnicue.
(16)

Coilcctio: 22urts an

Unnecessary Payments of Agnts. (o C)

(a) O
r ,'AroN.
hile planning and operating the intellienee
collection effort, it wa£ learned that agents' reports have been the
most unreliable t-pe of' infoi,....on received.
It vas also noted that
the primary motive of all agents was money. Villagers and/or one tim
informants have r-:ndured more reliable information than coded agents.
(b) !.rAL:ATT2).
During the past seven months agents have rendered
unrelia.ile in'ornation. Very little has been confirmed. Another agency,
also havinZ a-ens operating in the TAOR, reported that their a,ent reports
could not be confirned either; and were unreliable. These reports create
an adminitrative burden. They necessitate wasteful cmbat reconnaissance
and air serveiflance -perations and cause confusion in the CO11j-,-cw. effort..
(c)
RC0'?DAION
Agents and/or prospective agents whose sole
concern is monctar rewards should be closely monitored to determ-ine the
validi+,v n the,' --- rts. Tf the unreliability of their reports is confirned,

they should be terminated.
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The personnel lata on these Individuals shnr11 i be dlisseminated to
all other agencies in an effort to safeguard friendly intelli-enoe
in addition, all Special
agencies from rehiring the individual.
Forces A-Detachments should be encouraged to make more use of
casual informants.
(17)

Cover for Clandestine

Collection Operations.

The use or civilian cover in clandestine
(a) OBS7.r0TT 0'o.
collection operations in a combat environment is not as advantareoc
as a shalloq military cover. Civilian cover 4B more dicficult to
establish anI does not offer as great a degree of physical efcurity
Captured documents indicate that a large portion
as military cover.
of the MS civilian population in Vietnam is suspected by the enemy
of operating in some type intelligence capacity.
(b) EVALUATTON. The purpose of cover for US Military Intelligence
personnel worklng as Case Officers is to enhance the physical security
of the Case Oflicer Team ani to orovide plausable denial o' clandestine
operations being conducted against the ttrget area. When effectively
developed, military cover not only affords denial of clandestine intelligence operations , but provides for easier and more rapid logistical
zupport, freedom of of movement, and bacIctopping cover arrangements
than does civilian cover.

ATT(N Shallow military cover should be used wien
(a) Rvnsgg.r
conducting clandestine collection operations in a combat environment.
(18)

Clandestine

Photography Missions.

:oi. QA ,, . ihe use of indigennus agents in clandestine
(a)
photography missions presents certain problems. The aeent selected
for such a mission must be intelligent. courageous and willing to use
a camera in spite of the obstacles. Many agents lack confidence in
using a camera. Usually they do not have th necessary training.
Moreover, concealment of the camera is a problem.
(b) EVALUATION. The purpose of a clandestine photography missicn
is to give visual proof of the information reported and also provide a
more factual presentation of the item or area on which the aaent is reporting.
When effectively utilized, such a mission can provide valuable information
which often cannot be obtained through other means. It is also a means
of testing the agent's reliability.
To build the agent's confidence a number of train(c) RECOONlDATON.
ing missions must be run followed by thorough debriefings ane critique of
the photography. In addition, a system of bonuses should be inittaueu '.0
provide further incentive to the agent for obtaining clear pictures of
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intelligence valoe. Simple concealment devices for carrving the
camera can ho cnnntricted from itemn such a carry-np ba-kets,
san buckL s1
, 'bpondlng on thp apint's co-er or o'cipation.
Trilinin

or the

i-en+ ean be coninotnd by

Ile cass o,'!_cer or

principal ag-7eit Wvlo iz- In turn trained bv a photorraphy snecialist.
(19)

AR)P! (Airborne Radio iirection FindingI Procedures.

(a\ O "'. PrT:!> Due to communication backlog and dotntime,
as well as procosFsin- procedaures "or end prohict APDT'reporting,
Mobile Strike orne (MS) operations in the field were denied
A.4i§ locations of enemy units within their AO on a real time basis.
This resulted in an incomplete intellience picture o* enemy activity.
The 403d SOD in recognition of the proble m
(b' EVALITATTO?
two man teams utilizing manpack ARDF monitor
deployed mobile ARDF
positions cons isting of an AN/PRC-77 with KY-38 speech security device
in direct supnort of 'F operations in the field. Theqe eams, located
at the "'C9 or with the maneuver elements, pass ARn' locations to thsupported comian.ler an4 make recommendations as to employment of artillery, TAC AR -round reconnaissance teams or reaction forces based
upon the rad'.us a-, , timpline:s of the reports. By augmenting MSF
teamr, the delay in passing .,rormation from
operati--ns t'ith h
the B or C-detachment to the field has been e'fectively eliminated.
Additionall this information combined with other reports nrovides
the supported tactical commander with a more timely, valid and
complat2ly intejrated intellipence picture. This support his been
highly succe:7ul ani is one of' the primary reasons for the outstanc.ing re-ults of recent V.' operations.
(c)
TTOT0. Mqr operations should continue to be
auzment-_ by ARJ) teams in order that inrormation can be exploited
expeditiously.
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a. Loistics.
(1) Fuel Filter Modification for Libby 10 KW Generator. (Co C)
One of the primary causes for "down time" for
(a) OBSERVATION.
the 10 KW Libby generator is fuel contamination resulting in injector
pump failure.
(b) EVALUA-ICN. As there is no feasible way to improve fuel
quality, a method must be devised to filter fuel before it enters the
generator fuel system.
(c) RECGa*M ATION, ECCI Technicians at this unit have developed
a filter field modification to eliminate fuel contamination nroblems.
Initial application o, thiq field-fix at three selected A detachments
has shown that the "dead line" rate has been drastically reduced.
Further tests are being conducted and final results will be forwarded
to the Group Maintenance Officer for possible command-wide application.
(2)

Expedient Battery Box for 01 tor. truck.

(Co B)

(a) OBSERVATION. The battery boxes on 2!i ton trucks rust
and deteriorate in some cases before the truck is one year old.

out

(b) EVALUATION. The location of the battery box under the right
side of the truck body where it is exposed to road dirt and mud is the
cause of this problem. When the box becmes unserviceable, it can be
replaced with a simple frame type box locally fabricated from scrap angle
iron and relocated under tIa as'itant driver's seat inside the cab. In
addition this protects the batteries from the road dirt and mud, and
makes them easily accessible for the daily operator's check.
(c) RECOMENDATION. The maintenance shop sh- Id consider fabricating these battery boxes for use in cases where the original box has
becbme unserviceable.
(3)

M 51Al

Starter Switch.

(a) OBSERVATION.

(Ce 8)

The starter switch on the 14 ton N1'OAI becomes

unserviceable at approximately 4,000 to 6,000 miles. This is due to
faulty design and improper location of the floor board.
The starter switch for the 2 ton truck is
(b) EVALUATION.
suitable for the 3 ton M15]Al and can be easily installed on the
vehicle dash near the ignition switch.
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(--) Rt ~~Ai?.An EIR has been submitted t,) the Tank
Automotive Centor Warren, Michigan on DA Form~ 21404o control numbmr T,)1964, recummiending rmlonrtlon of the stai ,6r switch an
X151Al vehiclf. .
(14) Gerv9in;r/Radi Fitnrs.

(Co B)

(a) OflS "'7ATION. Several 10 KW Taiyo TD 10 renerator metswere dead' int~d d'ie to r'alt-I radiators. Replacoment, rad 4 atora are
no long-r huing nurchnosd from Japan.

(L.,) 2A 'A0.It
was learned through exn'wriment that the
raniator for t.he M35 2U ton triick could be reodli~ed and installe
on thp- Taiya gornerator. Several of these generators lnsve beer. in
opor;.Y.-ri for '-vor thrne months with modified radiat~ir-i.
(c) RICOMMMEDATION. No Taiyo TD rmneratore should be sent to
salvajwe d'ie to nonavalability of Taiyo radiators since the M35 2%
toni tri'Ak ramli'.torn cftn be mrodified and utilized as replae-'ents.

(5) this of M

Trigrer Housins in the M1-2 CarbinA.

(S4~ SIPO)

(a) C'B'",FI N. The rebuilA program for the M-? earbin4e wn!
%lftlit stopr'i 1 Iecnw';se M-2 carbine trigpor ho~ioinps ware not avallarje.
(b) YVIALI1A"ION

The shortaR'e of~ M-2 trigrer houmtngm was dueo to

the larl'e number of H.? carbinei being rebuilt andi the nonavailability
of repair pairts fjor tbese obsolete weapons in the sunply system.

(c) lRtCOMXMNTATIOtI. To alleviate thia problem a molifir±ation was
doevelo
I.u
Ta)1,fr
tho M-11 trigr-er housint. Two nxnor elItsqrat~ons werm made.
An Ind'r , wliti node to noccrnodtothe eele'Mtor spring. Alroo a nortb,.
yi. I 117f
ol'f tiin hninifl
uio allo~w the M-1l houising 4 o be inserted into
1,11 H.. lowoei rotcniv-9r. Thene ,dlrie-stions e
'd or
be do)ne by the
La~PH
1air1*eriarnce Facility.
Nee (I
(a)
11inr.~

R
1ei
V-

JW D)Ue-t
.%L.

(354 5TOD)

JV'.F1C.'ArI1r,
Rnq -os for certakin renpir parts were rjyramrt'jritirq ext ri demri~di and ra)sing the RO and RP's at the

w

rkt.,
'.JAUJATAOI
Iris,ead of' mending in follow..upq on nroe-ic 'sly
IshV
neAt re-vjln4liouu
urnits were hufbmitting now renulfieitns "*or theo
Poti., 1I em, Thim rensilted in crseting due outs in excess ol a--+ial
ro,,j ranto*s
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Units should utilize the due out reconTechnical Supply sections of each
unit should purify their due outs by cancelling no longer required
(c) PJ(;aNDATICN.

ciliation published by the 15C.

items that are in excess of their present demands. The end result
will be a cost saving to the Group because excessive nuantities en
order will be cut to meet actual requirements.
(7) Need for Increased Maintenance on the Water Pump of the

M37BI 3/4 ten Truck.
(a) aBSERVATION. The water pump for the M37BI
has tld an abnormally short life.

(Sj SB)

3/4 ton truok

(b) SVAUIATION. The lack of proper preventative maintenanne
en the water pump is causing it to wear out due to the lack of

lubrication.
(c)
RECCO
DATI(I.
Ctm=and emphasis should be pl .ced on
insuring that motor stables and scheduled maintenance ar. conducted
properly. The grease cup on the water pump should be tiphtened two
turns at least twice a week to lubricate the bearing and the cup
should be checked to insure that it is full of rrease.
(8) Control of Livestock During Shients.
(a) CBIRVATIGI. Since the euta
ibment of the Centralized
Feed Procurement Program, livestock anL poultry have arrived sometime at A.da .achents locations either injured or having broken
free fro,, tn.r
_ter (, oLhdr restraints. Hegs have shown a
tendency to die of fright during air moveents.
(b) VALUATION. L.. tock which is to be used as a fresh meat
supply for CIDO camps sh,.
arrive in good health and under control
at their destination.
(o) ~RCOMNDATION. Tranquilisre should be utilized t. avoid
death er injury to livestock while they are being transported. This
would also preone
their breaking I"#e of restraints.

(9)

_______

Item.

(a) OBeRVAkION. .ny
times aircraft arrive on shert ioetice
at an "A" site. If th men responsible for *backlead itea" are
not avalCable, there is a hectic ruL t decide "what to baekleaded
wre".
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(b) EVAUTATION,
bas.kload system.

There are many means of setting up a simple

(c) RECC"VNDA'I'lIN. At one location a room wes set aside
in the supply t-iiId", :7. Backloaded. items were placed there and
each was Individually tagged with its destination. Thus any
member of the tean could tell at a moments notice what had to
be backloaded ar.! where it was going.
(IC)

SeIf

1\
,.
r . e S.pply Center System.

(a)
bogged down as n rAsuIl
off ce expenr~ableso

The FSP Stock Control Section was nnedlessly
r(' processing single line requi-.itions for

(b) EVALUATION, A SSSC (Self Service Supnly renter) was ostablished at the FSP and linits now draw what they need by filling out
a multilined issue sheet at the ti.,e of Issue. Tne maltilined issue
sheet is then .3signed a FSP document number and the issued supplies
dropped from the stock record cards.
This systdm has pro-ed to he
extremely efficient in both responsiveness to user needs and in
mninrmnzir.L office pa.:erwori.
(c) RECOMMDATION,
All FSPt1 should adopt this system as
being the most responsive means of distributint office expendables
to all detachments,
(11)
[a)

Ammu.ition Stockage Leel.
0SERVATIONC

(Co A)

As a result of changes in camp strengths, in

ensnty of weapons and in the enemy situation, on h~n4 stocks of
ammunition his become excessive in some detachments nnd deficient in
ethers.

(b) EVALUATION, In order to balance ammunmition stockare levels
at all detachment" and red:ice ammunition expenditures, a continual
logistical analvsis must be made.
(;)
fECOMM NtI0N. The forward supply point at Company "A",
5th 6F'A, ir S., h.s taken the following steps with favorable results. All de+act.uirnt- are requaired to submit a weekly statue rerort
of arunition, listing all ammunition by type and qnantity. Three
reports as well ar all requests for ammunitinn are re-ewed by the
SL. Amnunition ir then allocated based upon camp strength, the
status of weapon ni, hnc, storage capabilities and the tactical situation. In several Instances it has been possible to redistribute
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ammunition throughout the Corps area, rather than drawinF more
ammunition from the ist Log Ammunition Supply Point. The results
have been a balanced ammunition status at all subordinate detachments and a sharp reduction in ammunition expenditures.
(12)

Helicopter Refueling Points.

(Co A)

(a) OISERVATION. Detachment B-36, the 3rd Mobile Strike Force
Command, was deployed into War Zone "D" for extended combat operations.
Helicopter support consisted of nn attacbed light fire team fro t .
117th Assanlt Helioper 'oropany, 12th CAG. Beca'ise of the remote
area of operations, the nea-est Army Aviation Element (AAA) refueling
point was approximate2y 15 Inutes away, with a total tirn-arond tim
in excess of thirty minutes.
(b) EVALUATION. The turn-around time period needed to refuel
helicopters was far in excess of an allovable period for an infantry
unit to be without helicopter support when in contact with the enemy.
An eergency refuelirg point was needed at the Forward Operational Base
(PO).
Part ble fuel bladders (drum, fabric, collapsible, liquid fuel)
were transported to the FOB via CH-47 helicopters from the Company "A"
Ferward Supply Point. This fuel supply wat used only when the 3rd ]F
was in contact. When not in contact, fuel was obtained as usual from
an AS& fuel point.
(c) RECOMKNDATION.

None.
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(4) Need for Payope Coordination.

(Co A)

(a)
0~STRVATTONS.
The current system for leaflet drops and
loudspeaker broadcasts In ITI CTZ is ineffective and entirely unratLfaLtory, Tnese missions are flown by the 6th "syOPq Pattalion
out of Bier, Ma aa requested through the S-5 at Company A, 5ti STA.
Requests for viese misslons must be submitted at least six days in
advaneef thereby making it impossible to react to current intelli;enoe.
(b) EVALUATION.
In most case the pilots are totally unaware of
the loca& fr iendly-enemy situation. They are merely told to play a
specfled tape and drop a certain leaflet over the requested grid smuare.
Often the target audience has left the area. This mans the mission
is vixtually uselesa.

( ) RECOKKrNDATTON. If the aircraft could stop at the detachment
requesting the mission long enou,7h for the pilot to obtain a short
briefing on the local situation. missions would be considerably more
effective. Natura'Ly this would decrease the number of missions but
those flown would have a chance to produce results instead of being
wasted on sow- usr-nhabited area.
(5,

More 6Tie.s on Loudspeaker Broadcasts.

(Co A)

(a 1. 371'.
V'TON
.1h ile interviewing personnel returning from
operations tnroughout III CTZ, it has been found that leaflets are
scattered almost everywhere.

(rj EV1AL1jAT
1. Since leaflets have been dropped in almost all
localities and are 2raLinable if wanted, loudspeaker operations should
now be stressed with Leaflet operations as support.
Most enefly units
have strict disciplinary measures against reading leaflets.
It is
difficlt,
however, to keep a man from listening to a loudepeaker,
uwd even more aifficult to make him forget what he hears.
(c) RECO
FDAT TON.
Each detachment should be equipped with a
V I-5 or ULR-6 loudspeaker system which could be used either on the
ground -r from tie aix.

(6) Need For Fu .iFacts in S-5 Amesistance to Indigenous.

(Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION.
As a result of airstrikes on the 31N PHOC
village in III CTZ during February, mmW dependents leat their home
and personal belongings. Assistance to CIDO dependents was requested
by the V'? S-5 section.
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(b) EVALIATTONt,
Aul plans and requisitions for assistance were
made base t on thli premise that these refucies were CTDO. Not until
aeter everyting was approved was it learned that the refupees were
in fact dependentb of the VNSF who are not authorized as-'stance under
the S-5 Pchuar Program but must seek aid from the RVW military dependent
refugee pro;-ram.n
(o) :1[ .'- :'r)ATOPv
"Thenever dealing with indlj-,rnous personnel,
it is essential that all facts and details are obtained before making
any commitments. Also it is important to monitor the distribution of
ctnciittes to insure that the- are 4iven to the intended recipient.
(7)

Se..f HoL

Projects Still the Iect.

(Co A)

(a) OnSRVXTIC)O
Because of an increasing interest in learning
English by the CIDG aT Company A. a program was proposed to provide a
begirners" Lnrlirn ccurse.
Desks and benches were not available, so
a seif-heip project was Initiated. Scrap lumber was obtained ani given
to some of the more eager students to buili the needed desks. They were
told that cla-ses would not start until the desks and benches were constructel. Th J following week the English class beoan with a seating capacity of ei-hty.
(t) EVALVAT 0M.

None

(-)
RE' , .1..'j;,'JION.
Before beginning any project that will ncur
much time and P---rac for completion, rirst determine if there truly is
a demand for that project. The best means to determine this is to rake
the ones who are to bene'it contribute their time and labor toward the
project.
6) Tefresher Training for POLUPLT Teams.

(Co A)

[ ) 9 2':qit
P)LAR teams If not given re'resher training
have a t-endan..y to prov stals. Their output decreases and their motivation dec iiea.

kt) 7VAL'-TO '. During the month St April Company A's S-5
sestion sent !YG POU"kR specialists to visit POLVYAR te-ms at four A
Detachnmentr.
Tt has been noted since receiving this ndditionil trainIne there has -nen , maried increase in POUJTAR activities at these locations.
T
(t ) R' /J,
7 TO', I.T All A-Detachmnt POIVAR teams should receive
refresher tzrau.'ng pertx ically.
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PODTAR Prograx and Defined

00 B)ls.
B)

(a)
O18'177kTTON.
Aithough there is now much more coordination
with S-5 counterparts at each detachment level and with the S!rOB than in
the past, there are still no specific written or listed objectives which
are to be attaIned by the PODAR program.
k)
EVALUATION.
Even though it is not possible to "measure" the
minds of the Vietnamese and Montagnard peoples, there are still area
especially in uivil affairs, where certain goals and objectives coulo be
established auh as the installment of VN certified teachers at all
schools supported or assisted by the 5th SFGA. These objectives or goals
could be the subject of a joint letter signed by tha CO, VNR, and 00,
5th SFGA. By using a joint letter unified objectives will be established,
thereby bringing the VNSF and USSF POUTAR Programs into much closer
aligment.
( ) RF-7041.ATONo A joint letter shou.h
defined ,als for the POI'AR prof-ram.
k 0)

be prepared outlining

Requirement for Trained and Motivated S-5 Personnel.

(Co B)

(a) ORSRVATTON. Tn order to effectively advise and assist the VNSF
in tho condact of their POLWAR program, it is essential that properly qualified and motivated personnel be assigned to S-5 positions at all levels.
While the quality of these personnel has markedly increased within the past
three months , there is still much room for improvement. Of the twenty-three
S-5 related positicns in B Company, only nine of these positions are filled
by school trained personnel.
ko) EVALITA"TON.
In order to continue improving the POLUAR program,
pore trained and highly motivated personnel are required. This is especially
necessary at B and C-Detachments in order that the ma:ximum number of A-Detachment POUJAR officers receive proper assistance and raidance in the conduct
of their programs.

(
H')Ol117)ATION. USAV should be strongly advised o' the great need
to assign ofr]'iers either school trained and/or experienced in ?017-TAR to the
5th SFaA.
(U)

Misuse of POLWAR Teams at Sae Camps.

(Co D)

(a)
OBSEMV-TIONo I.rhen the CA/PO leaves the A detachmpt+. t.%, C.TY,
POLWAR tesm often degenerates into the camp detail euad. The team will
spend their time completing minor tasks given to them by the LLDB leader.
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~ ~L AtM"IO.
Important S-5 projeote are put aside and the team
.oes nc pei "orm their echedaled duties. This explaine why so
of the
teamp &re rot ef"active because they are not being used an rO*TAR tens
b-t rather as detail personnel.
(,
0.'T
ATT0Y.
The CA/PO officer should keep a record of the
pzro,,t
t:,." he anl the LMS POVL'AP leader have agreed upon. A completion date shot.ld he set for projects along with the approximate number
of houre n* '-,31 te Pintsh each one. Thie information should be miven
to t., t'pa' sinervor
who can watch to insure that te
members are not
pullei asi."
or 30mer activities.
henever the CA/PO has to leave the
camp. upon h's rLtrn he ahoul-I check the POVL"AR tei'u
rronrees. He
shotiVa re oru thLtc.
The LIDR Leader in charge of the team should be shioli
there records as well as the regular monthly reports submitted to
5th S2 A healovArters.
This will act as a fil.rther cheek to insure that
the team is not misused.
(1a2)

Thi )%s

of 1'aking Promtises.

(a) Q-, -21VATTON.
When in'ormed o a scarcity of materials by 5th
Orou- S. 5 per oanl, various civilian and military orgeni7ations capable
of sppo-- 'n. civic action projects often make prcitsal
of aid which they
later det .;
e tkey cannot keep.
(b) DIAUATrM,
It such pramlsea are convwred to the local people,
they wtl, l, e conridence in both the imediate advtisr an the S-5 progrin
of' 5Th W7M wa~ t-ey do not, receive assistance.
()
Ri',
htTON. The basic ru.e is never premise what -you do not
have.
An -. "Shorld express concern and promise to see what he can do.
Thi- vay by r-cy, making firm commitments he will avold cauing disappointment.
a3reover. Lj v-!L-. s&c.ro a surprise success with the people if he actually
does rce"
?e t.e materials.
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for

Organization.
7
Need for CRP and POL ATI Team in Rr.

Regional Force units esieuming responpibilit(a) Or71 ' T ATICV,
for converted CIfLDzaxops are no.+ A hnrized Comb-at Reoonnaissance
j Politico Warfare teams.
Platoons (CRP)
CTDlj operations have nroven the value of the
(b) EVALATI0,o
Combat Reu nnai sance Platoons in gathering useul information and
locating vaiuab~e argets for camp strike force combat operations.
e Political Warfare Team., vhen trained and utilizerd properly, is
invaluable Ui motivating and indoctrinating friendly units, mana-inCAPO prolrawn. and conducting :,ounterintelll.7ence mi-ionq.
Consideration should be given by AnrMN to
(,.) RECOI-,PDATTOt!,
authorizing RF units similar to CTY1 Conbat Reconnaissanc Platoons
an Polxticai. "arfare. Teams for assignrent to converted CTIVI camps.
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Other
AVI&TION

(I)

V,-3d for OPrYTT Air Suncrt at Nut Coto Operation.

('fOB Avn)

a) OBSERVATIO.
On Oerattnn NUT COTO, the renired Army Av4 at 4 on
4
was i direct. s ir.nr n' Comnany D for only a sgecific time frame each day,
tce. re~trne: tc h-me stat'.n.
(b,
VAIUATIflN.
ThiR arrangement was Avantapeoin to -'# iupinortinp
aviatlor drLt hecai.e -.
: allowed aircraft and nrews to return to their home
station for mq ntenarv'e and rest. On the other hand now rrewq ar.rived each
day
m -arious avia'Inn units. SOPs of each init dil-fred and a thorurh
brieina on f,.q,,noios call signs, and troop lo-ntions hn to he pi-en +o
the n~w crews Pn.-h morning. The atrrraft also renorte8 individuallv with
no nco iesignated as misEion commander. As a result much time was lest in
brie'L-igs and the supnorted unit had t, aa,'iir the task of organizing
aviation support ror too mission as well as han',,np fli-h1 followinp
and other tasks normally pr-rv 6ed by suporting aviatinn nnits,
,
RMC OMIfMATTDNo Aviation assets should be places rPrrCt to the
supported ,t
fcr the durat!on of' an operation. Tac+ical nteiritv -f
these assets sheit
be maintained. Whenever possible, it should s'rnnort
from
te f-,e' -' iccatior.
frmr)te fAl S
t for ist Mobile Strike Force Command.
(1st MSFC)

%TSi;._IC~oAI za three operations conducted by the Ist
Mcti'b
S :,7e F;.r-e Cormand luring this reporting period have b'.en
t . e: a.
oa;Lrsailt.
A'- supnort for t nase misrns
was -onrdinr.Le thrah III MAY or one of' its subortV4nate units. This
air sappor_ Is -ated frcm insacisfactory to fair. Delays in-urreO in
movirg lemrcnt.s inrto operational areas ranged from ?4 to 72 hours. Only
one opexation ab orducted onrschedule as opnosed to six that were not.
The tire pei.c f' - .nis eaiuation is from 1 February throu-h 6 April
L969 anic -toes not reflect deiens for extraction o" units "rom operational
areas.
Otrer req irement trt
necessitate ded.cated heliconter and air
support are as foilows
Comma-.e and Controi visual reoonnAissan-e,
medeva , extrac-icn of ro'ugeas/etaknees, resupply, and extraction of
rareuveL. t'ejer., s.
(O,
VAL'ATT(7:. The ratings given in the above paragraph w?-e
arrived at a-'-r analysis o" mi-sior requested throuph ITT MAF
These
delay- severely ibamper the effectiveness or the 1st Mobile Strike Force
Comand because its operations are norrilly initiated apainst a nown
enemy or Pri: Ia[ed on harri intelligence about a specific area. If this
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command had OPCON of its own lift capability, the delays ecould be
eliminated. Responsive aircraft are a neceeity to the type of
operations conducted by the Ist 1FC. This detachment in unable
to provide Adequate air support based dn the limitations of only
two UH-lD helicopters to cover nine operational A detachvents in
the I CTZ. It is recognized that subordinate air lements of III
MAP have difficulty meeting I CTZ operational requirements due to
shortage of aircraft, operational losses, and maintenance. It is
further recognized that otheT APW in the I CTZ must also obtain
air assets frem III MA for operntional and logistical aerial

support.
(c) RECOMMENDATION.

Detachment C-I shoul$ have OPCON of four

UH-ID lft/cargo ships and two l-IB gunships. Theme ships would
alleviate many inherent deficiencies that stem froYvjW
in I CTZ
not being familiar with nor oriented towsrd MSF/CSr type operptions.
CcO
()

NICATC(S

.Message
Precedence Assizment.

(a) CBSERVATION. It is evident from the exceptionally high
percentage of irmediate messages being transmitted that individuals
do not knew the importance of proper precedence assignment and are,
therefore channeling message flew into one precedence category only,
namely Imediate.
(b) EVALUATION. Flagrant disregard for precedence assignment
by using Immediate to insure timely receipt makes it literally impossible
t3 expeditiously handle messages of extreme tactical urgency.
(c) RECOMMMEDATION. An extensive education program must be established at all levels of the command. Detailed instructions followed
by careful message precedence analysis to pinpoint specific violators
will bring about significant improvement. Although it is not likely
that the USARV standard of 2% Flash, 6% Imediate 142% Priority and
50% Routine will be attained, the resulting evan distribution of messages throuenout the Imrediate, Priority, and Rentine precedence categories will insure more efficient, effective handling of all concenter
traffic.
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(4) FM Powor Output Improvement.

(S ig)

Experience has shown that secure equipment
(a)
MBSER',VATIMN.
reduces ttne output of FM Radio equipment by approximately 20%.

(b)

Due to this reduced power output as well as the

EVALUATT')N.

extreme distances involved, tt is literally impossible for isolated detachments to cmmunicate directly by secure-voice with higher headquarters.
If the tactical situatit warrants it, a 3CL-1
(c' RECOMENDATION.
(Linear Amplifier for the KWM-2) should be adapted to FM secure-voice
radio systerr. See diagram below.

A~NTNA
301 (Rear View)

/
P

AT RCLAY

RT

AN/?R-25/524

The bottom frequency of the
The top frequency of the 30L-1 is 30 MHZ.
AN/PRC-25/524 is 30 1HZ. The 30L-i can be raised in frequency by adding
capacitors in series with final capacitors. This should be done by maintenance personnel only. This system will boost the power output of the
PRC 77/KY-38 from 2 to over 60 watts and the VRC-h6/KT-8 output from 35
to over 120 watts. The resulting increased power output could provide
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iven the most ditant
detachment direct FM secure-voice cemmiieatiens with ita higher headquarters.

ENOINEM~
(5)

Inspection of Wooden Structures.

(Ce D)

(a) cBSERVATION. In the D ," ' i area, wooden structures are subject to accelerated deterioration which may not be read4 ly visible to
the casual obsnrver.
(b) EVALUATION. During a recent inspection of a 30 foot observation/50 caliber machinegun tower, several 2X4 cross braces were found
to be partially rotted at the juncture with the main supports. Upon
closer inspection, several cracks and weak points in the main support
posts became apparent. Dismantling the tower, the 6X6 main support
pests were found to have a rotted or hollow core, some running the entire
length of the posts, leaving only a shell of good wood. The diameter of
the bad area averaged 3.5 inches. The tower was erected 2h years ago.
Wood preservative or paint was net used. The main supports rested on
18 inch concrete bases; however, daring one rainy season the lower 3
feet of the main supports were under water for a period of 4 months.
(()
MC(VEMATICH.
All wooden structures should be thoroughly
inspected periodically. One method of determining internal deterioration
is the tapping of the tested weed with a heavy instruent and listening
to the sound produced.
(6)

Expedient Weldi= Rod.

(Ce D)

(a) CBMSRVATION. The supply system has been unable to supply
welding rods (gas welding) to the engineer and maintenance sections.
(10 RVATITATION.
It was discovered that baAed wire which is plentiful threughcat Vietnax could be used as an expedient for the rods.
(c)
CCMMMATIN.
The use of barbed wire as an expedient replacement for regular welding reds should be further evaluated and tested
to determine desirability and effectiveness.
(7) Construction of Concrete Bunkers for Ordnance Storage.

(Co D)

(a) CBRVATION. Concrete amunition bunkers offer several distinct 'advantages such as greater protection from eneW fire as well as

cover from wind, rain and dust.
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(b) %VALUAT ION.
These advantageq can be neated, however, by
the presence of excess moisture in th, bunkers.
Increasing air circulation will prevent moisture from building up,
(c) RECO .{NPATION. When constructing these bunkers, provisions
should be made for increased movement of air. By making two sc-eened
and baffled air ports in the upper walls it is possible to allow for
this circulation without weakening the structure. Keeping the doors
open for a short period during the daytime will also help circulation.
MEDICAL
(Ce C)

(8) Septic Tanks.

(a) BSKRVATI0N.
Long range planning to support camp hygiene
has been neglected, especially at C and B Detachment compounds,, where
unanticipated growth and the increasing use of facilities has overburdened waste disposal systems.
(b) EVAIDATIONo It is readily apparent that problems of septic
tank overflow are much harder to correct once present than to prevent
by building facilities with a generous allowance for future growth.
The overflow from sptic tanks complicates mosquito control and interferes witt potable
water supply.
It is also aesthetically intolerable.
(c) REC0NDATION.
The ideal solution would be the development
of an economical, self contained waste disposal symtem. Meanwhile,
however, thought should be given to the construction of "oversied"
septic tanks during the initial planning of an installation.
(9)

I.V. Infusion Set Needles BecominL

Dislodged During Movement.

(a) OBSERVATIO.
When moving a patient who has an IV infusion set
needle inserted, it is often necessary to cross sand bsgsditches, wire,
and other obstacles. This many times results in the needle becoming disJodged thereby causing vascular damage.
(b)

EVALUATION.

None

(c) RECOMNDATION.
An intracath should be used in place of the
needle on the infusion set. This would allow any type of movement of
the patient without the needle becoming dislodged.
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CONFIOENTIAL
AVHGC-DST (15 May 19b9) let Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report of 5th Special Forces Group (Abn)
Period Ending 30 April 1969, hCS CZFOR-65 (Hi)
HAUARTkit,
TO:

UNiTbD STATk

A"4Y, VITNA1t1,

APO San Francisco

Commander in Chief, United States Army,
nFO 96558

Pacific,

ATTN:

for the
96375

1 AUG

(POP-I;T,

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Vashington, D.C.
20310
1.

(U)

This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons

Learned for the quarterly period ending 30 April 1969 from headquarters,
5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), let Special Forces.
2.

(C)

Cojments follow:

a.
(U) Reference item concerning "Need for heassignnent instructions
for Miedically Evacuated Personnel," section II, page 87, varagraph 2a(I);
nonconcur.
Reassignment instructions for medically evacuated personnel
are transmitted in sequentially numbered telegraphic message orders to
each major subordinate command concerned. Commanders have seen instructed
to notify this headquarters if a message order is received out of sequence.
Action will then be taken to retransmit the missing order(s).
A message
outlining the above policy has been retransmitted to the unit. No action
by USARPAV or DA is required.
b.
(U) Reference item concerning "Reassignment and Promotion of
Officers," section I, page 87, paragraph 2a(2); concur. COWUS commanders
are not complying with the provisions of paragraph 29b, Ak 624-100. This
headquarters contacted the Department of the Army in August 1968 and June
1969, recommending army wide reiteration of the contents of paragraph 29b,
AR 624-100. On 28 October 1968 and 17 February 1969 the Department of the
Army dispatched messages to the Army Commanders explaining the problem of
non-receipt of DA Form 78 by gaining promotion authorities.
This headquarters will continue to monitor the program and place emphasis when and
where it is needed.
c.
(C) Reference item concerning "Use of Polygraph Teams," section
II, page 103, paragraph d(5) and "Polygraph Operators," section II, page
104, paragraph d(6); concur.
AM
action is now being processed at this
headquarters which increases tho authorization for both polygraph equipment
When final commuents have been received from the
and polygraph operators.
5th Special Forces Group, the HTOE action will be forwarded to higher headquarters for final approval.
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ki. (C) iteference item concerninig 11At1ore Stress on Loudspeakei
:.roacasts," section I1, page 117, para-raph f(5); concur. S,1nce tre
'uI.. was ,,rittun, the 5th Special iorccu Group has outained a suff -cieit
iLurWber o1" toudupt keru to muut their rc-juiremerit.
i.ofur-her action i
required.
C.

(J)

leference item concernng "ite(_1uirements for '11-"ined anu

.,otivated S-5 1-ersonnel," section i, page 119, paragraph f(I0); conc-,r.
This headquarters is aware of the need. tll requisitions for such personnel are annotated to request graciuates of the Politica] aarfare .ourse
ut tne JFK upeciaL Warfare Center.
These personn(l are not aiverted to
oliver uits.
Tie 5th Special Forceb Group (eirborne) has a very -geressive foreigh Service z xtonsion prograa.
Aienever untrained POLij, Ufficers
are alloied to extend, wA applies them as fill against a requisition.
Greater seiectivity to preclude unqualified oLficer- from extenairL
against their specialized positions would assist by increasing the nw:ber
of trained officers placed on orders by the Department of the Ariy.
f.
i,)
Reference items concerning "iaviation," section ii, page 9>;
parag;rapr 2ak14); paragraph 2h(I), page 122 and pragraph 2h(2), page 122;
concur. 1he evaluations and observations indicate that shortcoJ;ings h~ve
been experienced in the coordination of aviation support for the tK, Smecial orces Group. To oe effective, aviation units must remain in close
contz ct ith the ground coumander ano .,ork as a tem rith the supported
ui it.
"hese oceratiotial problems will be brought to the attention of
headquarterz, :I,(V.
g. (U) aeference item concerning ",,essage Precedence Assignment,"
section iI, page 12>, paragraph h(3); concur. The problem of aessage
precedence as .ignnent abuse has oeen recognized at all levels up to the
Joint u iefs of Staff. Cornoandi lessage Review ±oards nave been estaulished
as directea by USAdV Regulation 105-10. These boards, established at all
com lnas possessing a communication center or prime users of a communication
center, scrutinze two days of message traffic per month and initiate appropriate action to correct violators. This program is monitored oy this heac.quarters and is considered to be successful. No further action is required
by higher headquarters.
h.
kC)
eference item concerning "FK' Power Output Improvement,"
section ii, page 124, paragraph h(4); concur. This matter has been previously recognized by USAFV. A number of interconnecting cables have
been loGally fabricated and distributed to units. Three-hundred cables
are currently being faoricated by USALC(4, and will be shipped to U6ARV
for distribution at a rate of 100 per month conmiencing in September 1V69.
iio further action is required by higher headquarters
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page
(U) Reference item concerning "Septic' Tanks," sectio% il,
i.
a self-containe waste disposal system (LVL
120, paragraph h(8); concur.
The camp in question was conTask 05-6-W) is being evaluatud in RVN.
structed by a Vietnamese contrac,.or who was contracted for by the 5th
lnfor;;Li1 coordintion ueteen this headSpecial Forces Uroup (Airborne).
quarters and the 5th Special Forces Group :,ntiintr ciscloseG that the
No furthLr action I. rckAired.
problem has been resolved.

Cy f ur n.

C. o \W'USON
.T, A (,
As&islnt Adjutant (, nf l

,th SFG
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1.

(15 May 69)
2d Ind
Optrational Report of HQ, 5th Special Forces
Group (Abn) for Period Ending 30 April t59,
RCS CSFOR-65
(RI)

US Army,

Pacific,

96558 19 SEP

APO San Francisco

9

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development,
Departnciit of the Army, Washington, D. C.
20310
This headquarters concurs in subject report as indorsed.

2. Reference paragraph lm(3), page 81.
As of 15 August
1969, all of USARV's stated requirement for 840X Mode
cables and 515 adapter cards for the KY-8/VRC-12 Conliguratiun were delivered in-country; 230 of KY-8 installation
Kit #1 were dellvered with remaining 747 kits to be
shipped prior to CY-70; and 121 of the KY-8 installation
Kit #2 were delivered in-country with remaini,,g 312 kits
to be shipped prior to CY-70.
3.

Reference paragraph 2h(4)(c), page

124.

Frequencies

assigned lor FM type operations are normally restricted
in power output to minimize interference in adjacent
areas.
Recommend that consideration be given to authorizing 150 watts on selected FM frequencies only for use by
"IS Army 5th Special Forces Group (Abn).

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:
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